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Abstract:

While the cartels continue to make Mexico a violent and turbulent country, with more than
200,000 people killed since 2006, public opinion regarding the cartels remains divided. Instead
of condemning their actions, some idolise the cartels, imitating their clothing or singing about
their exploits. This thesis asserts that in order to operate as criminal organisations (extorting
money, causing high levels of violence and trafficking both people and drugs) cartels have used
popular culture and religion in an effort to legitimise the industry. In order to assess this
statement, this thesis has used existing literature, newspaper articles, journals and
questionnaires. The information gathered shows that although narco-cultura and religion play
a complex role in society, both have enabled the cartels to transform their public image. Firstly,
both narco-cultura and religion are used in an effort to legitimise the cartels by combining the
legends and traditions of marginalised groups. Secondly, it enables cartels to display their
power and wealth obtained through defeating the state. Lastly, religion creates a moral
motivation to participate in or support drug trafficking. In essence, the use of narco-cultura and
religion by cartels is an attempt to achieve control, legitimacy, and morality. Ultimately, the
Mexican drug trade offers the public what the state fails to provide.
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In what ways have Mexican cartels used religion and popular culture for the purpose of
legitimising the drug trade?

Mexico is situated in a prime location to push contraband across the border into the United
States. Initially producing alcohol during prohibition, the focus shifted to supplying drugs such
as opium and marijuana after the repeal of the 18th Amendment, which prohibited the
manufacture, transportation and sale of alcohol. It was not however until the mid-1980Õs that
Mexican drug traffickers transformed from low-level gomeros1 to narco-traficantes (narcos).
This was due to factors, such as the dismantling of the ÒFrench ConnectionÓ and Colombians
developing additional cocaine routes through Mexico. As the industry flourished, Mexican
cartels began to flaunt their new-found wealth, building mansions and driving flashy sports
cars. Yet what truly made narco lifestyle more accessible and visible to the population was the
creation of symbolic and visual elements of drug culture, also referred to as narco-cultura. The
cartels then used these expressions in an effort to secure legitimacy, justify their violence and
create social cohesion.2

While used as a marketing tool, this cultural expression has now become a lucrative enterprise
in its own right. For example, the narco-film industry alone makes around twelve million
dollars a year, excluding black market sales.3 Yet the popularity of this subculture with its own
fashion, ÔsaintsÕ, literature, music and symbols not only undermines Mexican authority and
security but can be perceived as perverse social capital. As Mauricio Rubio argues, whereas

1

This nickname derives from the word goma, which is extracted from poppies.
Robert Bunker, Criminal (Cartel & Gang) Insurgencies in Mexico and the Americas: What You Need to Know,
Not What You Want to Hear, (CGU Faculty Publications and Research, Claremont Colleges, September 2011),
p. 8.
3
Rafael Romo, ÔReal-Life inspires MexicoÕs Ônarco moviesÕÕ, CNN, July 29th, 2011,
<http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/americas/07/29/mexico.narco.movies/index.html>, [Accessed
10/10/2017].
2
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social capital can reduce violence by enabling communities to act together and serve a
collective interest, Òperverse social capitalÓ uses strong ties and networks within communities
to facilitate drug trafficking networks.4 When social capital is used for destructive purposes, Òa
set of norms emerges that tolerates, if not promotes those ends.Ó5 It is the popularity of this
subculture on both sides of the U.S.-Mexican border, along with the fact that it has been used
in an effort to legitimise and promote cartel ideals, that invites further exploration and
evaluation.

The aim of this thesis is to show how narco-cultura and religion has been used for the purpose
of legitimising the drug trade and the cartels. The definition of legitimacy used in this thesis is
the belief held by individuals about the rightfulness to rule.6 Although cartels do not rule in the
traditional sense, they do attempt to exercise authority and control. For instance, narcos are
seen to be directly threatening the governments jurisdiction and have been compared by former
Undersecretary of the Army, Joseph Wesphal, as effectively performing a takeover of the
Mexican government.7 Robert J. Bunker and John P. Sullivan also add that eventually cartels
could take over the Mexican government or create a parallel shadow government, the latter of
which already exists in many cities and towns.8 Unlike legality, legitimacy is something that
needs to be claimed and justified, so in conflict torn areas there is a contestation between

4

Mauricio Rubio, ÔPerverse Social Capital: Some Evidence from ColombiaÕ, Journal of Economic Issues, Vol.
31, No. 3, (September 1997), pp. 805-816.
5
UNICEF, ÔViolence in the City: Understanding and Supporting Community responses to urban ViolenceÕ,
UNICEF, 2010, <https://www.unicef.org/protection/Violence_in_the_city2_-_WB_Study.pdf> [Accessed
23/02/2018], pp. 31-31.
6
Ian Hurd, ÔLegitimacyÕ, Encyclopaedia Princetoniensis: The Princeton Encyclopaedia of Self-determination,
2007, <https://pesd.princeton.edu/?q=node/255>, [Accessed 10/10/2017].
7
Robert J. Bunker & John P. Sullivan, Mexico's Criminal Insurgency: A Small Wars JournalÑEl Centro
Anthology, (Bloomington, iUniverse, 2012), p. 115. ; This comparison created some level of diplomatic tension
between the Mexico and the U.S., which forced its official withdrawal.
8
Ibid., p. 115.
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authorities in order to gain legitimacy. As Bruce Gilley defines, Òa state is more legitimate the
more that it is treated by its citizens as rightfully holding and exercising power.Ó9 Due to the
complex environment, scholar Florian Weigand states a distinction should be made between
instrumental and substantive legitimacy. Instrumental legitimacy is short term in nature and
only lasts as long as people benefit. Substantive legitimacy, on the other hand, is long term and
is a belief in the rightfulness to rule despite personal disadvantages.

As the situation in Mexico continues to deteriorate, with 9,916 murders occurring in the first
five months of 2017,10 a new approach needs to be taken to end the war on drugs. Although
the Mexican state and church have publicly denounced forms of narco-cultura and religion,
currently there has not been a coherent policy to prevent the growth of this subculture. For
instance, the Mexican Senate condemned narco-corridos as a virtual justification for drug
traffickers, while President Pe–a Nieto indicated he would take a new direction in his security
policy. However, there has been little change from the stance taken by former Mexican
President Felipe Calder—n. President Pe–a Nieto, for example, has continued the previous
administrations military approach, focusing on the capture of king-pins. The church as
mentioned has also remained divided on the topic. Although Italian Cardinal Gianfranco
Ravasi, President of the Pontifical Council for Culture, has reiterated that he deems Santa
Muerte a macabre symbol, Bishop Ramon Godinez of Aguascalientes has defended the use of
money donated by cartels. If policies in Mexico arenÕt changed scholars such as Luke Dowdney

9

Bruce Giley, ÔThe Determinants of State Legitimacy: Results for 72 CountriesÕ, International Political Science
Review, Vol. 27, No. 1, (January 2006), p. 48.
10
David Agren, ÔMexicoÕs monthly murder rate reaches 20 year-highÕ, The Guardian, June 21st, 2017,
<https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/21/mexicos-monthly-rate-reaches-20-year-high>, [Accessed
09/09/2017].
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and Elizabeth Leeds argue that democracy will be replaced with a narco-dictatorship or
narcrocacy.11 This means that instead of people relying on the state for their socio-political
needs, they will instead look towards the cartels. As journalist James C. McKinley Jr. asserts
ÒIndeed [the drug dealers], greatest protector may be the cultureÉwhere bandits have always
been mythologized, admired, and even protected.Ó12

Existing literature
Although currently there is very little available literature regarding narco-cultura and religion,
existing research has provided useful information for this thesis. Work which has been used
throughout the thesis include Ashleigh A. FugateÕs Narcocultura: A Threat to Mexican
National Security and Shaylih Muehlmann When I Wear My Alligator Boots. Fugate looks at
various aspects of narco-cultura, such as narco-corridos and religion, as well as how it threatens
Mexican national security. As Fugate herself states, Òthis research simply scratches the surface
of the drug culture in MexicoÉin order to further the understanding of the culture of
transnational organized crime in relation to national security, research must expand beyond
MexicoÕs borders.Ó13 Muehlmann also examines various elements of narco-cultura and how
individuals have been touched or affected by drug trafficking. Although useful to understand
how everyday lives have been affected by violence and how narco-cultura provides individuals
with symbolic resources to reaffirm their identities, she does not examine how culture and

11

Luke Dowdney, Children of the Drug trade: A case study of children in organised armed violence in Rio de
Janeiro, (Rio de Janeiro, 7 LETRAS, 2003), p. 54.
12
James C. McKinley Jr., ÔDrug Lord, Ruthless and Elusive, reaches High in Mexico, New York Times,
February 9th 2005, <http://www.nytimes.com/2005/02/09/world/americas/drug-lord-ruthless-and-elusivereaches-high-in-mexico.html>, [Accessed 10/07/2017].
13
Ashleigh A. Fugate, Narcocultura: a threat to Mexican national security?, (Masters Thesis, Calhoun
Institutional Archive of the Naval Postgraduate School, 2012), p. 83.
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religion have been used to legitimise drug traffickers.

As one of the most recognisable expressions of narco-cultura, narco-corridos is an area that the
majority of scholars have focused their research. The origins and musical form of narcocorridos is a topic which has been discussed in detail. Armand Duvalier, Romance y corrido
and John H. McDowell, The Mexican Corrido: Formula and theme in a Ballad Tradition, show
that the genre has evolved from Spanish romance (J‡caras) to corrido. While useful to see
where the corrido originated, as well as understand the musical formation, they do not show
how drug traffickers may be using music for the purpose of legitimising the drug trade.
Literature has also examined the role that narco-corridos play in society. Work by JosŽ Pablo
Villalobos and Juan Carlos Ram’rez-Pimienta. ÒCorridosÓ and Òla Pura VerdadÓ: Myths and
Realities of the Mexican Ballad and Narcocorrido by Elijah Wald assert that music is used to
provide a voice for marginalised individuals and offers a counter-memory of official history.14
Again these texts do not detail how songs may influence the opinions of listeners. Lastly, the
most relevant work for this chapter is Mark Cameron Edberg, El Narcotraficante, which aims
to investigate the role of narco-corridos and how they have shaped and created the cultural
archetype or persona of the drug trafficker.15

Contrary to narco-corridos, research regarding narco-religion is sparse and difficult to obtain.
Work which provides a general understanding of the role of narco-religion includes Anthony

14

JosŽ Pablo Villalobos and Juan Carlos Ram’rez-Pimienta, ÔÒCorridosÓ and Òla Pura VerdadÓ: Myths and
Realities of the Mexican BalladÕ, South Central Review, Vol. 21, No. 3, (Fall, 2004), p. 129., Elijah Wald,
Narcocorrido: A journey into the music of drugs, guns and guerrillas, (New York, Rayo, 2002), p. 7.
15
Mark Cameron Edberg, El Narcotraficante: Narcocorridos and the Construction of a Cultural Persona on the
U.S.- Mexico Border, (Austin, University of Texas Press, 2004), p. 25.
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T.C. Cowden, The Role of Religion in the Mexican Drug War. This work shows religion has
become a front in the war on drugs and while not a determining factor its role should not be
ignored by the government.16 Other relevant work focuses on the origins of specific narcosaints rather than showing its potential impact on security. R. Andrew Chesnut and Paul J.
Vanderwood provide detailed insights into the worship and origins of narco-saints, Chesnut
focuses on Santa Muerte while Vanderwood examines Juan Soldado. Whilst informative these
texts have a very narrow focus, ignoring the importance of other saints and fail to explain why
they have become so popular in recent years.

Narco-drama, similarly to narco-religion, currently has very limited available literature. Ryan
Rashotte and Hugo O. BenavidesÕ work focuses on narco-films and novelas. Rashotte for
instance outlines the history and provides a comprehensive study of numerous narco-films.
Although cataloguing a wide selection of dramas, his approach ignores factors such as the
psychological impact of films on consumers. BenavidesÕ work instead focuses on narconovelas, assessing how they have shaped popular culture. However, his focus is on Latin
American productions, such as Colombian and Brazilian telenovelas, rather than Mexican
productions.

Lastly to understand the impact of narco-moda this chapter will draw on work which has
examined the importance of clothes in society. For example, Georg SimmelÕs Fashion shows
that clothing plays an important role in society enabling people to differentiate from other

16

Anthony T.C. Cowden, The Role of Religion in the Mexican Drug War, (Newport, Newport Naval War
College, 2011), p. 17.
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groups and fit with their own social group or class. Although relevant, this work examines
clothing in general, rather than in relation to narco-moda. This chapter also includes Marcelo
DiversiÕs, Street Kids in Nikes: In Search of Humanization Through the Culture of
Consumption. While focused on clothing, as Diversi observes how American brands have
impacted street children, he does not focus his research on Mexico or narco-moda.
Furthermore, he only looks at how children view clothing brands, rather than examine a wider
demographic. Lastly more relevant to this chapter was Eric Zolov Refried Elvis: The Rise of
the Mexican Counterculture. Zolov looks at how rock and roll was used by Mexican youths to
challenge politics in Mexico. Again, while the book does not focus on clothing or narco-moda,
Zolov shows how apparel in Mexico can be used to rebel and challenge social order and
authoritarianism.

Gaps in the existing research

Whilst the vast spectrum of drug related violence along with the origins of the industry in
Mexico has been widely documented, limited research has been conducted into narco-cultura
and narco-religion. That which has been conducted focuses on certain elements, such as a
particular narco-saint or narco-corridos. Narco-moda in particular is a field which has received
little attention by scholars, with the majority of information written by journalists for
newspaper articles. Instead of simply focusing on one area, this thesis will examine a variety
of narco-saints, narco-corridos, narco-moda and narco-cults to provide a greater understanding
of this vast subculture. Concentrating on one aspect of narco-cultura ignores the impact of other
elements that have been used for the purpose of legitimisation and minimises the scale of the
subculture. Even work such as FugateÕs which has examined narco-cultura and religion as a
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whole does not show how it can help narcos recruit new members, how it has been used by
narcos to attempt to legitimise cartels, or the effect of narco-cultura and religion outside of
Mexico. The narratives provided by researchers also tend to overlook the impact of both of
culture and religion on women and children. Whilst interviewing corridistas and actors has
provided insight into the narco-industry, little time has been taken to listen and document the
opinions of ordinary citizens from a variety of economic and social backgrounds. Similarly,
work produced by Muehlmann, who includes perspectives from women and children has a
narrow focus. For instance, she only documents the experiences of a few families living along
the U.S.-Mexican border. This work will instead focus on a larger area, including the
perspectives of individuals residing in Mexico, the U.S. border and those studying in the U.K.
As Fugate herself states, Òin order to further the understanding of the culture of transnational
organized crimeÉ research must expand beyond MexicoÕs borders.Ó17 Therefore, while the
research above provides useful insight, this thesis will add to the current understanding of
narco-cultura and religion in order to show how cartels have attempted to use it for the purpose
of legitimising the drug trade.

Methodology
In order to collect narratives to assess how religion and popular culture have been used in an
effort to legitimise the drug trade and Mexican cartels, I have produced my own questionnaires.
Each questionnaire included twenty-five questions concerning narco-corridos, religion, narcodrama and clothing in order to collect qualitative data. These questions were also open-ended
so that participants could express their feelings about the topic. Although participants were

17

Fugate, op.cit., p. 83.
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initially selected through purposive sampling, they were then supplemented by snowball
sampling. Contacting Mexican societies at University College London and KingÕs College
London also allowed me to talk to a wide range of individuals. Using the method described I
was able to collate data from fifteen individuals who were various ages, genders and from a
variety of locations. For instance, some were studying in the U.S. or the U.K., others worked
in the Mexican border regions, produced narco-corridos, photographed violence in Mexican
cities, as well as helping to run private hospitals and religious communal centres. The only
specified characteristic was that they had to be Mexican. While a small sample this examination
seeks to describe findings rather than treat the sample as representative of a larger population
or offer statistical power. Statistics often dehumanise the problem, while this study aims to
document the existence of an effect and give a voice to those who are not necessarily at the
epicentre of violence. The questionnaire was also produced in Spanish to avoid any difficulties
with understanding the questions as well as helping to include a diverse sample, as many poorer
Mexicans cannot speak English.

By using questionnaires, I was also able to overcome issues concerning time zones and talk to
more individuals. Conducting interviews with each respondent would have been time-intensive
and difficult to organise around their schedules. This method also enabled me to review the
questions, to avoid leading, emotional or suggestive language. Furthermore, to gain their trust,
so that each person was open with their response, names were changed to ÒRespondentÓ and
given a number. In order to further protect respondents, young children and vulnerable
individuals were automatically excluded from the research as the topic is sensitive and
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dangerous. Moreover, the questionnaire was approved by the University of Kent ethics
committee in order to assure that no harm would be caused to anyone involved.

Due to the sensitive nature of this topic, opinions gathered from questionnaires were
supplemented with information gained from existing literature and online media. This included
journalists accounts from within Mexico, blogs, YouTube and Twitter. Personal blogs in
particular were extremely useful in detailing the change in narco-moda style, while I have also
been able to access many narco-corridos and narco-dramas on YouTube. By watching films,
television shows, music videos and analysing lyrics, I have shown how their narratives can be
used for the purpose of legitimising the drug trade and Mexican cartels. For instance, lyrics
glorify the use of weapons, while films and television shows can normalise the use of violence.
All lyrics in Spanish were taken directly from the source and then translated into English. Any
spelling or grammatical errors in Spanish were left as I did not want to change the meaning or
how the author intended the song to be read. Using a variety of sources combined with my own
research will enable this dissertation to portray both views from government officials to
ordinary citizens affected by the cartels.

Chapters
This thesis is divided into four chapters, opening with an examination of narco-corridos. Whilst
including a brief history of the musical genre, this chapter examines various narco-corridos
depicting how these ballads have become popular among a wide and varied demographic.
Although a popular musical genre, many musicians are killed while traffickers have also been
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reported to pay for their own songs to be produced so that they can be depicted as heroes. This
chapter not only shows the complex nature of narco-corridos, but through the narratives
gathered from questionnaires combined with my own examination of corridos, it deviates from
the current discourse that argues narco-corridos are a harmless form of expression.

Chapter two examines how narco-films and narco-novelas that have been created both in the
U.S. and Mexico also complicate the image of the cartels in the public sphere. For example,
some films and novelas present king-pins as Robin Hood figures in society, while
simultaneously demonising the state. Yet the varied demographic that enjoy this form of media
and the demand for narco television shows and films, seen by the success of shows such as La
Reina del Sur and Narcos, highlight that they are entertaining regardless of your opinion on
cartels. Again using the information gathered through questionnaires, as well as my own
analysis of films and novelas, this chapter demonstrates how this cultural production balances
precariously between entertainment and legitimisation.

Chapter three focuses on narco-moda, the changing fashion styles worn by members of the
cartel. Analysing images of captured cartel members, as well as visual examples gathered from
their social media accounts, demonstrates how cartels have successfully carved out their own
distinct style. While some individuals choose to replicate this style to show their association
with a particular cartel, clothing is again far more complicated than merely a display of
devotion or association. For instance, others in Mexico choose to wear these styles because of
the growing dominance of western culture or they are worn as a form of rebellion. Again as
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seen in previous chapters, it is overly simplistic to profile those who choose to wear narcomoda as deviant or supporting the cartels.

Chapter four examines narco-religion, including an analysis of Catholicism within Mexico,
narco-cults and narco-saints. Cartels have not only given the church funding, but many uncanonised saints have become associated with narco-traffickers. Other cartels, such as La
Familia Michoacana, have even called their violence divine justice. This has led some
academics and journalists, such as Ioan Grillo, to argue that king-pins now not only fight for
turf, but for souls.18 The inability to send a strong united message of condemnation has also
led to feelings of distrust towards the Catholic Church. However, some members of the
Catholic Church such as Messenger Angels of Psalm 100 Church have spoken out against the
cartels, while bishops who have failed to comply with the cartels demands have also been
murdered. Furthermore, saints connected to the cartels play a complex role in society. For
instance, marginalised individuals donÕt simply pray to narco-saints to show they support
cartels of the drug trade. Some individuals have noted that they instead pray to saints such as
Jesœs Malverde as he is seen as ÒÔour man in the capitalÕ, which is to say a representative at a
power centre advocating for people who live on the periphery.Ó19 This chapter again
demonstrates how narco-religion and the role of the Catholic Church is complex in Mexican
society. Whilst being used in an effort to legitimise the drug trade and cartels, religion also
helps individuals to cope with the violence as well as being used as a forum to speak out against
the violence.
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Chapter One: Narco-corridos
ÒA narco without a corrido doesnÕt exist.Ó20
ÒI like corridos, because they are the real facts of our peopleÉ in them is sung the pure
truth.Ó21

Narco-corridos are a deep rooted cultural expression. Originating in Spain, scholars who have
studied corridos such as Armand Duvalier and John H. McDowell say they evolved from
j‡caras (Spanish romance), achieving national recognition during the Mexican Revolution
(1910-1920) as they were used for disseminating revolutionary themes. The rise of the drug
trade in Mexico however altered the focus of the corrido to become more violent, a new wave
known as Movimiento Alterado Òis as hyper violent as violence can get."22 Nonetheless, the
corrido still retains a distinct form, not only is it a narrative ballad but it is written and
performed in a fast polka rhythm (2/4). Many traditional instruments are also still used, which
again helps the genre remain true to its historical roots.23 Due to the various similarities, in
order to clarify the difference between traditional corridos and this new genre, all corridos that
mention the Mexican drug trade will be referred to as narco-corridos. This also includes music
produced in both the U.S. and Mexico.24 Although violent, the genre is extremely popular
throughout Mexico and the vast Mexican diaspora, with some ballads amassing millions of
views on YouTube. However, the music has received a lot of criticism due to its negative
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portrayal of Mexican law enforcement, the government, high death rate of musicians and its
praise of the narco-trafficker. Alejandro PoirŽ Romero, who served as the Secretary of the
Interior for President Felipe Calder—n, declared that silencing the music is a cultural fight
against violence. This view is supported by the governor of Sinaloa, Mario L—pez Valdez, who
has banned the music in public establishments throughout the state. Despite the genre
generating high profile criticism, the music is still enjoyed by many. A poll conducted in 2011
by the newspaper El Pa’s found that 73% believed the music has had no impact on levels of
violence. Moreover, corridista Chalino S‡nchez is hailed for his realistic depiction of Mexican
border life.

This chapter will discuss how music has been used for the purpose of legitimising the drug
trade. It will analyse how those in the trade are glorified, as well as how corridos depict illegal
economic opportunities and the negative representation of the government and law
enforcement. This chapter will also assess the impact of the industry on women and children,
as well as how the musical genre has attempted to create an atmosphere of acceptable violence.
As many authors have examined narco-corridos, including Mark Cameron Edberg, John H.
McDowell and Elijah Wald, it is important to locate this chapter within the existing research.
The origins and musical form of narco-corridos is a topic which has been discussed in detail
by numerous scholars. For instance, Armand Duvalier, Romance y corrido, asserts that Òit is
established that the romance corrido, corrida, corrido o carrerilla, is nothing more than the
Spanish romance.Ó25 John H. McDowell, The Mexican Corrido: Formula and theme in a
Ballad Tradition, also investigates and analyses how this genre has progressed from romance
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to corrido. Lastly, Ted L.L. BergmanÕs article, J‡caras and Narcocorridos in Context: What
Early Modern Spain Can Tell Us about TodayÕs Narco-culture, while not detailing the origins
of the genre seeks to compare the Spanish j‡cara (Romance) and narco-corridos. This
comparison aims to uncover whether a generic element is the product of a zeitgeist or is
inherent in songs about criminals in the Hispanic world.26 While these texts are useful to see
where the corrido originated and understand the musical formation of the genre, they do not
show their impact in modern society or why drug traffickers are so eager to have their own
corrido.

A vast amount of the current literature also examines the function that narco-corridos serve in
Mexican society. El Narcotraficante, a detailed ethnographic study by Mark Cameron Edberg
aims to investigate the role of narco-corridos and how, when combined with social conditions,
they have shaped and created the cultural archetype or persona of the drug trafficker.27
Narcocorrido: A Journey Into the Music of Drugs, Guns, and Guerrillas, by Elijah Wald
asserts that musicians use narco-corridos to retell stories, adding that musicians are the voices
and chroniclers of modern Mexico.28 This idea is also supported by JosŽ Pablo Villalobos and
Juan Carlos Ram’rez-Pimienta. ÒCorridosÓ and Òla Pura VerdadÓ: Myths and Realities of the
Mexican Ballad who argue that corridos speak for the voiceless, offering a counter-memory of
official history.29 John McDowell continues this research into the function of corridos, but
focuses specifically in GuerroÕs Costa Chica in Poetry and Violence: The Ballad Tradition of
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MexicoÕs Costa Chica. Whilst these texts are useful as the music industry is continually
adapting and new variations of corridos are now being sold, many of these texts are now
slightly dated, so a revision of the themes and content is required. Furthermore, the literature
mentioned does not explore the ways narco-traffickers have used narco-corridos sufficiently,
as it is not the primary area of research. The most relevant work for this chapter is the paper
Corridos, Drugs, and Violence: An Analysis of Mexican Drug Ballads, by Deputy Sheriff
Kristen L. Richmond and Professor Rodney G, Richmond. The paper which examines how
narco-corridos capture and reflect narco-cultura in society, as well as how narco-lifestyle is
glamorised shows the vital role the genre plays in Mexico.

While drawing from previous work, the following analysis of corrido lyrics will differ. Firstly,
this chapter will discuss narco-corridos with insight into recent events, such as the dramatic
increase in violence, as well as covering music produced both within the U.S. and Mexico.
Furthermore, this work will include the opinions gathered from questionnaires and the
inclusion of psychological studies.30 This methodology combines the various styles used by
the authors above, including an analysis of lyrics, accounts from individuals such as consumers
and artists, as well as an ethnographic review of the subject. As many previous authors have
interviewed musicians, gathering the opinions of consumers and ordinary Mexican citizens
through my questionnaires provides a different perspective on the genre. As they were selected
in order to cover a wide range of characteristics with regard to sex, age, income, residence and
social position, this testimony combined with previous research will help to provide a greater
understanding into the opinions of a larger audience. Despite the fact that senior members of
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the Mexican government have highlighted the issue of narco-corridos this topic is Òlargely
uncharted territory,Ó31 so the studies included will not refer directly to narco-corridos.
However, they provide an insight into both the short and long-term impact of lyrics and music
videos on consumers of a wide variety of musical genres, paving the way for future research
to be conducted into this field.

In May this year Mexico reached another milestone as the monthly homicide rate hit its highest
level in 20 years.32 A reported 9,916 murders have occurred in the first five months of 2017,33
including corridistas such as Rolando Arellano S‡nchez. This rise has been linked to the
removal of kingpin Joaqu’n "El Chapo" Guzm‡n, whose territory in Ciudad Juarez is now being
contested by various splinter cells, including the Juarez Cartel. This territory battle has made
many living in the region question his imprisonment. After his capture approximately 1,000
Mexicans protested through the streets of two towns in Sinaloa, Culiacan and Guamuchil,
asking for his release.34 Whilst Javier Valdez, a reporter at R’odoce stated, ÒThe narcos have
domesticated usÉThey are in our lives and we are ever more resigned to that destiny.Ó35 Whilst
the government continues to focus its efforts on the removal of king-pins, the rise in violence
and divided opinions concerning El Chapo highlight that this method has been unsuccessful.
Instead, the Mexican government needs to take a different approach if the cartels are to be
controlled. As narco-corridos have been able to amass millions of views on YouTube and
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spread positive messages regarding the cartels, it is crucial to assess the impact of the genre.
This chapter will examine whether narco-corridos reflect and critique the political, social and
economic conditions of ordinary people, or whether this genre is instead a way for the Mexican
cartels to attempt to domesticate civilians and legitimise the drug trade.

Narco-corridos praise the cartel
Narco-corridos all share a common and essential theme; they all depict the exploits of an
individual involved in the narcotics industry. Although the events they describe are reported
crimes, the way in which the lyrics portray narco-traffickers has led to criticism and an attempt
to silence the genre. Instead of condemning the actions of these individuals, many songs laud
and lionise them for the purpose of attempting to make the cartels actions appear acceptable.
This in turn can be seen as a way for the cartels to legitimise the drug trade. The notion of
legitimisation is particularly evident when examining the recent arrest, escape and recapture of
El Chapo. Currently incarcerated, El Chapo has previously managed to escape four times from
the authorities. Along with El ChapoÕs other notorious actions, his escapes have been widely
documented through song. Composer Diego Rivas celebrates his exploits in Homenaje el
Chapo Guzman.36 Within the song he states, ÒEs bajito de estatura, pero su cerebro es grande
y funcionando,Ó37 while small in stature, his brains and intelligence are superior. This line
demonstrates that despite his build, he should not be underestimated, as he makes up for his
stature with his ability to outwit his competitors and law enforcement. Another corrido
produced by Los Tucanes De Tijuana entitled El Chapo Guzman again praised the king-pin,
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El Chapo con su poder,

El Chapo with his power,

A grandes jefes compro,

Great bosses bought,

Por eso en todo el pais,

That is why in the whole country,

Le ley nunca encontro.38

The law never found.

This narco-corrido again argues that El Chapo is more powerful than the government, as the
boss has bought his protection, so is ultimately untouchable. Again, this song enforces the
notion that he is not only above the law, but that the government is weak and corrupt. Other
songs, such as Operaci—n pesada (Heavy Transaction) state, ÒOtra vez triunfa la mafiaÉpero
yo digo una cosa, que es muy mi punto de ver, mafia es buena economia, aunque no lo quieran
creerÓ (The mafia won againÉbut I have something to say, this is how I see it, mafia sounds
like [good] economics, although you may not want to believe it).39 This song implies that drug
lords are fulfilling the role which traditionally is ascribed to the state: that of protector and
welfare provider.40 Scholars who have studied legitimacy, such as Nina Sabarre, Sam Solomon
and Timothy Van Blarcom argue that although there are various variables, such as cultural
considerations, that can affect how people perceive state legitimacy, the perception of their
local security situation was a key indicator of legitimacy.41 If legitimacy can be measured in
relation to security, as Sabarre, Solomon and Van Blarcom assert, narco-corridos that depict
cartel members evading the law will decrease the governmentÕs legitimacy and instead bolster
the cartels. For example, although studying the legitimacy of Jihadists in Afghanistan, Florian
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Weigand found many interviewees had positive memories of the Taliban, particularly in regard
to security. When comparing the past with the present, a mechanic called Rahmanullah said ÒI
think the security situation is worse than 15 years ago. During the Taliban regime, there were
no kidnappings or other crimes in our province.Ó42 Whilst this was a study of Afghanistan,
there is also evidence to suggest that these findings can be applied to Mexico. Liliana, a
member of MexicoÕs federal police force, who was abducted by police officers in the border
state of Tamaulipas says "sometimes, we fear the local police more than we fear the cartels.Ó43
Moreover, according to a survey by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography, around
56% of the population have little or no trust in their state police force.44 This is also supported
by Respondent One who notes, Òit is only a matter of time before he [El Chapo] escapes again.
The only way he will face justice is if he is extradited to the U.S.Ó45 By undermining the
government and depicting them as incompetent, the cartels are attempting to use narco-corridos
in an effort to gain instrumental legitimacy. As Tom Wainwright notes, ÒWith thousands of
murders to his name, Shorty Guzman ought to be the most hated man in Mexico. But in parts
of the country where his malign interest is strongest, peopleÕs feelings are decidedly mixed.Ó46
When examining a nationwide poll conducted by Mexican newspaper Reforma, the mix of
feelings regarding his arrest can be seen. After conducting a poll regarding El ChapoÕs capture,
53% of respondents approved of his arrest, with 23% saying they actively disapproved.47
Adri‡n Cabrera a blogger from Culiac‡n and supporter of El Chapo argued that people support
and admire him as heÕs a living legend, similar to figures such as Al Capone, Tony Soprano or
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Lucky Luciano.48 Although it is clear that the majority of Mexican citizens approve of this
arrest, the fact that others disapprove highlights that they do not believe he has committed
crimes worthy of imprisonment. Nonetheless, whilst there is no direct empirical evidence to
support the proposition that narco-corridos have contributed to El ChapoÕs popularity, it is
possible that positive messages found in the lyrics have helped to present him as a countercultural hero. As Respondent Eight states, ÒI believe the lyrics can be quite the accurate
representation of real events, however, they can also leave out the dirty side. The songs
sometimes seem to glorify the narcos and their actions but fail to mention all the malice they
bring to the people.Ó49

Numerous other king-pins have also been praised and immortalized through corrido lyrics.
Rafael Caro Quintero has been celebrated by Reynaldo ÒEl GalleroÓ Martinez, who depicts the
murder of DEA agent Enrique S. "Kiki" Camarena Salazar:

El leon es rey de las fieras,

The lion is king of the beasts,

Aunque se encuentre enjaulado.50

Even if you are caged.

In the song Quintero is compared to a Lion. It states that even when captured the Lion remains
the dominant predator. Similarly, regardless of his imprisonment, Quintero remains a notorious
and revered figure amongst many in Mexico. Furthermore, Jefe de Jefes again depicts another
swaggering and empowered cartel leader, Arturo Beltr‡n Leyva.
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Soy el jefe de jefes se–ores,

I am the boss of bosses,

me respetan a todos niveles,

They respect me at all levels,

y mi nombre y mi fotograf’a,

And my name and my photograph,

nunca van a mirar en papeles,

They will never look at papers,

por que a mi el periodista me quiere,

Because the journalist wants me,

y si no mi amistad se la pierde.

And if not my friendship is lost.

Muchos pollos que apenas nacieron,

Many chickens that were just born,

ya se quieren pelear con el gallo,

They already want to fight with the rooster,

si pudieran estar a mi altura,

If they could fit me,

pues tendr’an que pasar muchos a–os,

As many years would have to go by,

y no pienso dejarles el puesto,

And I will not leave the post,

donde yo me la paso ordenando.51

Where I spend the time ordering.

The song, which is now prohibited in states such as Chihuahua, boasts about how this figure is
the boss of all, who canÕt be successfully challenged for his position. Lastly, the underground
rap duo from Reynosa, Alejandro Coronado and Mauro Vasquez, known as Cano and Blunt,
pay tribute to the Gulf Cartel Samuel ÒEl MetroÓ 3 Flores Borrego. In their song entitled Metro
3 they state that he leads from the front and that with his cuerno [AK-47] heÕll send you straight
to hell.52 Again this enforces the notion that king-pins are untouchable regardless of the
atrocities they commit. While the state may disagree with this portrayal, cordista Martinez says
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that musicians, such as himself, produce these stories as they are so popular amongst
consumers. The audience Òalways want to see the bull gore the matadorÉ We always want the
weak one to win. And that's how we see the narco-traffickers.Ó53 Narco-corridos play on this
desire for the victorious underdog, transforming murderous deeds into the triumphant actions
of legends. As Respondent Five asserts ÒThe music portrays the law as the enemy and as not
having any authority, as well as glamorising the violence and praising king-pins.Ó54 Lyrics that
praise the king-pins undermine the legitimacy of the Mexican state, depicting them as unable
to control the drug trade, whilst praising the heroic actions of the cartels.

Narco-traffickers pay to be depicted
Corridistas have often referred to themselves as journalists,55 relaying La pura verdad [the pure
truth] to their fans. While this may be the case for some musicians, often these songs have been
commissioned by the drug traffickers themselves.56 Narco-corridos therefore allow drug
traffickers to influence the depictions of events, for the purpose of transforming their actions
into heroic acts of masculinity, reaffirming their status within the industry. This may also
enable individuals to gain what Max Weber refers to as charismatic authority. Weber created
three ideal types of legitimate leadership, legal authority, traditional authority and charismatic
authority. However, charisma refers to legitimacy gained by individuals based on personal
qualities such as heroism. As Robert Tucker explains, charismatic authority can be gained if
an individual presents themselves Òin a convincing way to the sufferers as one who can lead
them out of their distress by virtue of special personal characteristics or formula for
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salvation.Ó57 Paying for narco-corridos enables members of the cartels to present their special
virtues in an effort to gain charismatic authority in society. Due to the importance of having a
corrido, many are willing to pay large sums or provide expensive gifts to musicians in order to
be portrayed. In return for writing El Capo de Michoac‡n, corridista Martinez stated that he
was given a car as a form of payment. He now earns so much for his work that he refuses to
write for insignificant sums, Òif you give me $100, IÕll make it for you right now, but I will not
guarantee that it will come out well, because for $100 IÕm not going to wear out my pen.Ó58
Martinez goes on to mention that, ÒYouÕre going to be talking about some fifty, sixty thousand
pesos per trimester, when the song is idling, when it is not a hitÑbut once thereÕs a hit youÕre
talking about 200,0000 pesos [$10,466 US Dollars], 300,000 pesos [$15,699 US Dollars] per
publisher.Ó59 In 2000 musician Lupillo Rivera also confessed to writing requested corridos,
being paid with expensive watches, gold plated guns and rifles.60 Whilst information regarding
specific transactions are sparse, the number of musicians who have spoken openly about such
deals show that the corrido industry is thriving due to the cartels support. As Musician Quintero
states, ÒThey are my clients. I get all sorts of people that come up to me and say, ÔCan you
write a song for me?Õ Who am I to sit there and be like ÔOh, what do you do for a living, or can
I do a background check?ÕÓ61 Furthermore, it is common knowledge among singers of narcocorridos that if you are to have a successful career, you need to be sponsored by a cartel or
king-pin, ÒThe band that doesnÕt have a sponsor behind them ends up playing in cantinas.Ó62
This means that musicians will write songs exclusively for their client in return for money.
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Again, while there are no public financial transactions to show this sponsorship, musicians who
create ballads for rival cartels are murdered because of their allegiance. For example, although
A Mis Enemigos became an anthem for the Sinaloa Cartel, when the singer Valentin Elizalde
performed this in the Gulf Cartels territory he was brutally murdered. Although many of the
murders are unsolved, cartels have also made public threats towards musicians. In February
2017, the police discovered a banner which threatened to kill musicians of the band Los Nuevos
Rebeldes if they sang in the Las Pulgas bar. While the body of Miguel Miramontes Murrieta
lead singer in the band Nueva Eminencia was found under a bridge with a note which said
ÒThatÕs how you use bridges, you, assholes and strippers. Here, we rule, and you stay silent.Ó63
As one music promoter bluntly states, ÒArtists get killed because they played at a party for a
[rival] drug dealer.Ó64 Although Elijah Wald argues that musicians are not targeted by cartels,
stating that ÒIf you were to drop a bomb on a random party of drug traffickers you would
always get a few musicians,Ó65 the fact that public threats have been made combined with the
circumstances surrounding their deaths show that many are deliberate targets. As cartels are
willing to sponsor bands, as well as rival cartels killing musicians who praise their enemies,
this highlights that for many in the trade having a song can be seen as an important rite of
passage to becoming a real drug trafficker. As Sol producer Corado Lugo summarises, Òfor the
narcos, getting a ballad about them is like getting a doctorate.Ó66
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Historically, ballads have also served a similar purpose, celebrating the heroes and social
bandits of the Mexican Revolution. Songs such as Corrido del general Zapata, for example,
enabled revolutionary leaders to spread news of their heroic deeds and promote their political
message to large portions of the Mexican population. For instance, the corrido La toma de
Zacatecas (The Taking over of Zacatecas) celebrates and documents a crucial battle which took
place during the revolution. While praising Pancho Villa for defending the town of Zacatecas,
this song again criticises the government. President General Victoriano Huerta for instance is
referred to as a drunk with crooked legs.67 In Corrido del General Zapata, Colonel Jesœs
Guajardo is also referred to as a treacherous villain.68 Guillermo Hernandez concurs with this
comparison, stating that the modern day narco-trafficker is Òa throwback to the heroic figures
of resistance in both border conflict and revolutionary corrido narratives.Ó69 Corridos have as
shown been frequently used to present the underdog in a favourable light, while vilifying the
state. The history of the corrido as a way to de-legitimise the government and present an outlaw
as a hero shows that the music industry is far more important than just a source of
entertainment.

The music industry is also another way for individuals to make money off the drug trade.
Instead of becoming a drug trafficker you can instead ÒSell narcocorridos, make money, be
powerful- no matter what your humble roots may be.Ó70 Yet this financial support enables the
cartels to have a huge amount of influence over the content. Singer Martin Gamboa, states that
"Many times, you can't put certain words in a corrido...What you have to do is use nuance, so
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that you don't offend anybody.Ó71 Another singer added that ÒWe deal with these issues in the
best way possible. We're not afraid that they're going to come after us because we behave.Ó72
Thus through fear and financial support, cartels are able to influence what is written about
them. Again, this helps to legitimise the industry as events are sugar coated. As Respondent
Two states, Ònarcos have a lot of influence on these artists which is why you never hear the full
story in narco-corridos.Ó73 Yet the reason that drug traffickers are so involved in the music
industry may in fact be to launder money, rather than control the content. Respondent Fifteen
adds that narcos often pay for songs, as well as invest in companies and studios that produce
music, as it is a simple way to launder a large sum of illicit funds.74 Although again it is difficult
to prove such allegations other musicians have spoken out about such transactions. In Sounding
Salsa: performing Latin Music in New York City, musician Johnny Pacheco states that drug
money funded many songs produced during the 1970's and 1980's, while nightclubs they
performed in served as fronts for money laundering.75 Moreover, music producer Irv Gotti was
convicted of money laundering charges in 2005 after aiding drug trafficker Kenneth McGriff
to conceal over $1 million in illicit narcotics proceeds to run his label The Inc.76 Nonetheless,
even if cartels have financial motives, this does not eliminate the possibility that they will
attempt to control the content of lyrics and create a positive portrayal of their actions.

Economic incentives
Narco-corridos also depict how despite hailing from poverty and marginalised border
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communities, the modern day social bandit or lone ranger triumphs. The corrido therefore
works similarly to the American dream, showing that upwards mobility is achievable.
Respondent Thirteen adds, Òpeople who listen to the music copy the behaviour they see and
hear in lyrics, they want to gain power and escape the reality of their poverty and mundane
lives.Ó77 Financial incentives, America Y. Guevara also agrees, is the primary motivation for
individuals to join the trade. A recently published article by the Mexican Secretary of National
Defense (SEDENA) states that, as of 2008, there were Ò500,000 ÒnarcosÓ involved in organized
crime,Ó78 this involved distributors, informants and transporters. These individuals are lured
into the industry not to become heroic figures, but due to Òfake ideology of drug dealing as
easy money.Ó79 Thus Guevara states that through propaganda, Òcartels attempt to change the
negative connotation of being involved with drugs to an idea of a well-paying employer.Ó80
Mexico has an evident problem with wealth disparity, ranking the highest among the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries (after taxes and
transfers), with the wealthiest 10% of the population in Mexico earn 20 times more than the
poorest 10%.81 Poverty is a particular issue in the border states, where many work long hours
for little pay in a maquiladora (factories). In the Lexmark maquiladora for example, factory
worker Blanca Estella Moya earned 112 pesos, the equivalent of around 6 dollars a day,
working 9-and-a-half-hour shifts. While a banner in Nuevo Laredo called for solider and exsoldiers to join Los Zetas Òwe offer a good salary, food and benefits for your family.Ó82 With
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such wealth disparity, workers can feel disillusioned with traditional economic routes, joining
the drug trade for a root into an otherwise unattainable world.

While not specifically about drugs, Corrido de los Bootleggers, highlights the tradition of
corridos depicting illegal activity as a viable economic solution. Within the song it shows how
the farming economy is so weak that creating bootlegged alcohol is the only viable economic
solution.83 Following this trend, later narco-corridos have continued to depict illegitimate
economic routes as a way to make money. For instance, Pacas de a Kilo, by Los Tigres del
Norte, shows how the drug trade is enterprising, rather than criminal.84 Stark wealth disparity,
which is evident in areas such as Juarez has also led to many joining the trade. Young Mexicans
witness members of their family Òriding the bus to work in the early morning and returning late
every day, but earning barely enough to get byÓ, while the narco-trafficker Òwho speaks like
they do and comes from a similar background yet commands attention and respect, and can
parade around in a motorcade or shiny black SUVs accompanied by bodyguards.Ó85 Their
wealth is also enforced in various music videos, again depicted as attainable if they too join the
trade. For example, videos such as Me Interesa by El Komander, show him driving around in
expensive cars, such as a brand-new Lamborghini or Porsche.86 Lyrics also continue to enforce
this notion that joining the trade can make you wealthy. Clave Privada by Banda el Recodo
states:
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Ya mucho tiempo fui pobre,

I was poor for a long time,

Mucha gente me humillaba,

Many people humiliated me,

Y empeza a ganar dinero,

I began to earn money,

Las cosas estan volteadas,

The things are flipped now,

Ahora me llaman patron.87

Now they call me boss.

Mis tres animals (My three animals) by Los Tucanes de Tijuana also shows that you can escape
poverty through joining the trade with lyrics such as, ÒY no niego que fui pobre, Tampoco que
fui burrero. Ahora soy un gran se–orÓ (I donÕt deny that I was poorer, and that I was a mule
skinner, now I am a great gentlemen).88 The rationalisation of drug trafficking to achieve a
better life is also reflected in El cartel de kilo (The Kilo Cartel) by Los Tucanes de Tijuana.
Although the lyrics show that they know drug trafficking is wrong, the financial incentives
outweigh the moral concerns.

Mucha gente critica mi vida,

Many people criticise my life,

Por que trabajo contra la ley,

Because I work outside the law,

Dicen que gano dinero sucio,

They claim that the money I make is dirty,

No lo niego, eso lo se muy bien,

I donÕt deny it, I know it very well,

Pero el dinero aunque este muy sucio,

But even dirty money,

Quita el hambre, analizenlo bien.89

Satisfies hunger, analyse that.
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Women too are also shown to gain economically by joining the drug trade. Pollitas de Cuenta,
which documents two female drug traffickers, includes the line ÒY no quisieron ser pobres pues
les gustaba el dineroÓ [And they did not want to be poor, they liked the money].90 This again
enforces the notion that in order to escape poverty and regardless of gender, individuals should
join the drug trade. Respondent Two agrees with this portrayal adding that they Òhave noticed
that people who listen to this music, live in small towns where there are not enough
resources.Ó91 Although the decision to become a drug trafficker depends on various
circumstances, just as the economic crisis in the 1980Õs helped to increase the allure of the drug
trade, music which depicts financial rewards can help to create instrumental legitimacy, as drug
trafficking is shown as a way to succeed economically.92

Appeal to children
As music plays an important role in the socialization of children and adolescents, the popularity
of corridos among this demographic has raised concerns regarding its effect on their perception
of the drug trade. Celestino Fernandez, a sociology professor at The University of Alabama,
argues that ÒIf you are of a certain age, and male in the teen years and that is all you listen to
day in and day out, it is going to have a negative effect.Ó93 While another researcher who
interviewed a 12-year-old boy found that he believed narco-corridos Òmake them look like the
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coolest guys out on the street. They kill and get respect from everybody who wouldnÕt want
that.Ó94 Muehlmann also noted that young children would sing along with the music,
mimicking the actions they saw in the music videos.95 Whilst from my own research,
Respondent Four added, ÒI think music and other ways of communication impact individualÕs
personality, adolescents and children are more likely to imitate what they see or hear.Ó96
Respondent Fourteen also argued that Ònarco-corridos have definitely impacted childrenÕs
personality traits, just look at how they mimic the styles of singers and their desire for certain
lifestyles.Ó97

Various studies again support this stance. The Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
found that over the course of five experiments with 500 college students, which involved
listening to songs such as ÒHit 'Em Hard" by Run DMC, results indicated that lyrics can
influence Òlisteners' perceptions of society and contributing to the development of aggressive
personalities.Ó98 Furthermore music videos, combined with the persona created by musicians,
often mean that it is hard for children to differentiate between fiction and reality. For example,
singer El KomanderÕs name mimics the alias given to king-pins, while the band Bukanas De
Culiacan take a bazooka on stage during their set. Music videos also show singers with
expensive cars, living a lavish lifestyle thanks to the drug trade. This in turn lures many
adolescents into the drug trade, as it enforces the ideology that the industry will allow
individuals to make Òeasy moneyÓ. As the song La Hummer de Sonoyta states:
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Son igual de enamorados

They are equally in love

Y tienen mucho dinero

And have a lot of money

Su gusto son las mujeres

Their tastes are women

Las armas y carros nuevos.99

Weapons and new cars.

Edberg also concurs, finding that many children in Juarez who listened to narco-corridos
Òformed an impression that drug trafficking was an easy thingÉwhere even in jail, narcotraffickers with money bribed officials.Ó100 A UNICEF report also confirms this is a concern,
asserting that drug dealing or trafficking becomes a key economic activity, it can result in the
creation of a culture where drug lords are idolised.101 The song Dos muchachos platicaban
(Two Kids Taking) comments on how normalised drug trafficking has become amongst this
demographic. The song by El Puma de Sinaloa states, ÒDos muchachos platicaban, a m’ me
toco escuchar Éplaticaban de las drogas, como cosa naturalÓ (Two kids were talking, I
overheard themÉthey were talking about trafficking drugs as if it were something completely
natural).102 Radio stations that play corridos, such as XEBU, add that requests they receive are
also mainly from people between 12 and 18, asking for music such as corridos by Los Tigres
del Norte. Yet they go on to add that this is not due to them admiring drug traffickers, but
instead influenced by their family as they have grown up listening to corridos.103 Nonetheless,
the way that the lyrics and music videos depict life within the cartel can affect the perception
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of consumers, which in effect both normalises and legitimises the industry amongst this
demographic.

In Honduras, police have also found that a cartel has been using narco-corridos to directly
recruit children. The director of Honduras national police, Ramon Sabillon, stated they
confiscated numerous videos from the criminal group Los Espinoza, which not only showed
children receiving training in the use of AK-47s, but individuals dancing and singing along to
Mexican narco-corridos. In the United Kingdom Drill, a type of trap music which originated
in Southside Chicago, has also been seen as a way to recruit children into crime. Raheel Butt,
a former gang member who now works to turn teenagers away from gangs adds that Drill has
been ÒweaponisedÓ as a genre. He warned ÒRemove the instrumental and that is a death threat
that rhymes. They are targeting individuals and glorifying the fact theyÕve hurt other people.
These people are glorifying what theyÕre doing and youngsters are being groomed into it.Ó104

Although research into the connection between narco-corrido lyrics and its influence on
children and adolescents needs further analysis, the fact that cartels in Honduras and gangs in
the UK have used this tactic shows the impact that narco-corridos can have. As some students
have over Ò100 narcocorridos downloaded on their phones,Ó105 whilst all Respondents agreed
that the main demographic who listened to this genre were in fact young men,106 the genre has
the ability to inspire emulation of the examples set by its controversial protagonists. Marta
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Rocha de Diaz, the president of Housewives of Playas de Tijuana and an individual who has
been compared to U.S. anti-rap crusader Dolores Tucker concurs. She asserts that ÒYoung
people are receiving constant subliminal messages glorying the narcos, their cars, their
girlfriends. These songs are very destructive. They are egging these kinds on. Why donÕt
authorities stop this propaganda?Ó107

Portrayal of the state
Mexico has a long, turbulent history of corruption, with years of one party and hegemonic rule.
Today the government remains highly criticised, with many deeming the state and
governmental institutions, such as the police, as corrupt. For example, Transparency
International which ranks 176 countries on a scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean)
based on the opinions of citizens and experts reported that the nation had gone down 28 places
on the index due to continued revelations of corruption.108 Incidents of corruption include Los
Zetas allegedly paying local police chiefs around $7,800 a month, while low level-level officers
got around $400 per week in 2007.109 CancœnÕs chief of police, Francisco Velasco, is also
known for driving around in his SUV playing narco-corridos which glorify the Zetas, his
favourite said to be Z dynasty.110 Music expresses these concerns that Òpublic authorities are
incapable of dealing with criminal activity; indeed, they are thought to be largely responsible
for much of it.Ó111 As written earlier in this chapter, the hero within many corridos is in fact
the criminal, who enacts violence in Òa calculated response to wrongs heaped upon perpetrators
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by a corrupt government or by a vicious rival.Ó112 This in turn justifies their actions and makes
cartel members appear legitimate. Consequently, in narco-corridos Mexico appears to be a
Òlawless country, where the government is so corrupted that the lines between the state and
criminals are blurry.Ó113 The reversal of roles can be seen within the corrido Comandos Del
M.P (500 Balazos).

Ya los del gobierno

Already the government

No quieren toparlos

They do not want to bump them

Si escuchan disparos

If they hear shots

Corren paÕ otro lado

Run to the other side

Por lo que les pagan, no piensan por nada, la They do not risk their life to carry out their
vida arriesgar.114

job.

This song portrays the government as weak and cowardly, instead of stopping the crime from
taking place they run away and hide. Mexico has a strong machismo culture where, as Octavio
Paz agrees, backing down or acting like a rajados [Coward], is deemed as behaviour from
someone who should not be trusted.115 Music has therefore transferred the blame for violence
and crime from the cartels onto the police. In El Circo, a satirical ballad of Carlos Salinas de
GortariÕs presidency, the government are again depicted as the criminals. Within the song they
note how both he and his brother have magically managed to make money disappear from
Mexico, enabling them to both become millionaires:
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Raœl se hizo millonario

Raul became a millionaire

Dicen que por ser el mago

Say that for being the magician

Desaparecio el dinero

The money disappeared

De las manos de su hermano
Hoy dicen que esta en los bancos.116

From his brother's hands
Today they say it is in the banks.

The absence of a strong central authority has historically been used as a theme for corridos in
Mexico. For instance, as seen previously in the chapter, ballads produced during the Mexican
Revolution referred to presidents as tyrants, whilst revolutionary figures and outsiders are seen
as heroes. As several scholars, such as Guillermo Hern‡ndez note, Òin most narco-corridos,
drugs and drug trafficking are not the primary focus, it is the conflict with authorities and other
themes of opposition.Ó117 Narco-corridos which Òportray the state as weak and the enemy of
the people,Ó118 damages the legitimacy of the state in Mexico, whilst increasing the persona of
drug traffickers. As social scientist Ana Davila notes, by making the government the common
enemy and increasingly blurring the social stigma around the drug trade, cartels are
exacerbating the process of delegitimising the state, fuelling social discontent, while
simultaneously redefining their image as anti-heroes.119 Tom Wainwright also concurs adding,
Òpeople at the top of the game manage to enjoy a reputation that is better than that of most
criminals Ð and indeed, many politicians in the US Congress would love to have the popularity
rating that El Chapo enjoys.Ó120
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Women
Violence against women in Mexico has increased dramatically in recent years, leading to states
such as Jalisco declaring a Ògender alertÓ as of February 2016. Notably, crimes against women
have occurred in states afflicted by high degrees of narco-violence. This is supported by a study
conducted by the University of San Diego which analysed over 500 cases over two years. The
results found that in Baja California nearly 80% of femicides occurred in Tijuana, with almost
all of those fitting patterns associated with organized crime. Only 2% of those reported could
be classified as domestic violence.121 Furthermore, in California, Sinaloa and Veracruz they
found a distinct pattern linked to drug trafficking or organised crime.122 In order to attempt to
legitimise the violence against women, cartels have used various forms of narco-cultura
including narco-corridos. Firstly, the Òovertly sexualized imageÓ123 and Òderogatory depictions
of womenÓ124 belittle their role in society and present the idea that they go looking for trouble.
This negative portrayal can be seen in the music video for Malditas ganas,125 or Las Ebrias,126
where women are dressed in bikinis and attempting to sleep with the singers. Furthermore, in
Cuernito Armani,127 the video depicts a violent car chase with a man who has a beautiful blonde
girlfriend, while the video cuts to other scenes where women seductively rub their hands over
their bodies. Lyrics are also used to further objectify women, listing them as a possession. In
Larry HernandezÕs song, which refers to Mayo Zambada, a leader of the Sinaloa Cartel, it states
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he has it all, Ò...cowboy hats, horses, women, rifles, money...courage, and grenades.Ó128 Yet the
most violent and derogatory depiction of women as a possession is in Gerado Ortiz music video
for Fuiste M’a. Within the video it shows him murdering his girlfriend because she is
unfaithful.129 Not only is her death violent, similar to those committed by drug cartels, but she
is shown as enjoying the abuse. Secondly, women are seen as less honourable than men who
are involved in the trade, as they are depicted as only having an economic incentive or as Òthe
treacherous woman [...] who catapults the hero to his death.Ó130 Pollitas de Cuenta for instance
talks about two women from Morelia who only got into the trade for wealth:

Y no quisieron ser pobres,

And they did not want to be poor,

Pues les gustaba el dinero.131

Well, they liked money.

In one of the most famous corridos, Contrabando y traici—n, the female protagonist Camelia is
also shown as dishonourable, shooting her male partner and leaving with the rewards.132 Even
when women are shown as powerful, they are generally portrayed as overtly masculine in order
to succeed. The Corrido Lola la Trailera,133 written for the film which shares the same name,
depicts Lola as overtly masculine in order to seek revenge after her fatherÕs death. Firstly, she
must take over her fatherÕs business driving trucks, which is an extremely masculine
profession, while driving along the highway symbolises adventure and danger. Even though
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Lola embraces masculine traits, she was forced into this role by the death of her father, whilst
she can only seek revenge with the help of Jorge. This is also seen in Jenni RiveraÕs ballad
TambiŽn las mujeres pueden (Women can too) which retells the story of five female traffickers.
Although beautiful when they become involved in drug trafficking they become aggressive and
dangerous, being described in the song as beasts.

Cuando se enojan son fieras

When they become angry they are beasts

Esas caritas hermosas

Those beautiful faces

Y con pistola en la mano

And with a pistol in hand

Se vuelven repeligrosas.134

They become dangerous.

As well as showing women are dishonourable and have to become overly masculine to fit in
with the industry, a report conducted by MexicoÕs interior department found that femicides
reflect the themes presented in narco-corridos. Unlike male homicides women are generally
stabbed, beaten or strangled, which devalues the victim and makes them appear disposable.135
Although there is currently no conclusive evidence to show narco-corridos have contributed to
the rise in femicides, they have as shown presented negative depictions of women, either as
faceless objects or as dishonourable characters.
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The lack of roles for women in music videos has not only distorted Òhow we [women] see
ourselves and what we perceive as normal and desirable,Ó136 but has also depersonalised
female victims. By blaming the victim and attributing negative values, this helps to legitimise
the violence, which is crucial as cartels are associated with increasing crime. An example of
this can be seen when analysing the case of Miguel çngel Blanco. Although taking place in
Spain after the Basque nationalist and separatist organization Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA)
murdered and kidnaped Miguel çngel Blanco, in order to justify their crime, Blanco was
depersonalised in papers that sympathised with the ETA. For instance, Blanco was only
referred to as ÔPP councillorÓ, as well as having personal information withheld.137 By making
the defendant faceless, the population could not have any psychological identification with the
victim. While this case did not take place in Mexico, individuals have spoken out against
faceless female victims. WomenÕs activist Alonso for example argues that violence enacted
against women is rooted in misogyny and gets submerged in a generalised carnage, in which a
female victim becomes another ÒfacelessÓ statistic.138 Thus, while individuals are speaking out
against femicides and personalising the victims, as seen when looking at groups such as
Justicia para Nuestras [Justice for our Daughters] or Nuestras Hijas de Regreso a Casa
[Daughters Back Home], the negative subliminal messages have seeped into MexicoÕs cultural
fabric. As Rodolfo Dominguez from the Justice, Human Rights and Gender Civil Association
argues, femicides are Òthe extreme end result of a cultural attitude towards women.
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Objectifying women and girls, as well as normalising violence against women, is the catalyst
that allows femicide to gain traction.Ó139

Narco-corridos tell la pura verdad [the pure truth]
Narco-corridos, while increasingly violent in their portrayal of events, are far more complex
than just glorifying the drug trade. Jorge Hern‡ndez from Los Tigres del Norte sings Òno, no,
no verdad, verdad, verdad, true, no cantes cosas que no son verdad, true, ture, me dec’aÓ (no,
no, no, truth, truth, true, donÕt sing about things that arenÕt the truth, true, true, he would tell
me).140 Instead music Òimposes order on the flux of events by creating narratives moving from
one dramatic exchange of words to another,Ó141 as well as Òsadly providing an accurate
representation through their lyrics.Ó142 Although commenting on the censorship of Drill music
in the UK, Criminologist Dr Anthony Gunter criticises the governmentÕs plan to ban the genre.
Gunter notes that ÒIf you see violence and pain and suffering all around you, because you live
in a deprived neighbourhood, youÕre going to make music thatÕs intense, violent and painful.
If we want them to make beautiful music Ð nice, kind music Ð weÕve got to invest in these
urban communitiesÓ.143 Violence itself therefore is not a crucial theme, instead singers are
attempting to relay the truth and Òurge young men to think carefully about the costs of their
actions.Ó144 As a former Zeta operative stated, the narco life was Òa fantasy that one has in the
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head, but once you live it, you can only cryÉyou can have everything. But it has a price.Ó145
This stark reality is portrayed by Chalino Sanchez, who sings:

Con puros cuernos de chivo comenzaron a With pure 'goatÕs horns' [AK-47s] they began
tirar

to fire

Matando a Rigo al instante y a su guardia Killing Rigo instantly along with his
personal

bodyguards

Hiriendo a gente inocente que cruzaba el Wounding
boulevard.146

innocent

people

who

were

crossing the boulevard.

Although the lyrics are violent, he portrays the innocent deaths of civilians. This song removes
the glamour as it shows that innocent people become victims of the drug trade. Furthermore,
in Carga Blanca, two smugglers are hijacked during the mission, ending up dead.

Pero el rollo de billetes de all’ desapareci—.

The rolls of bills disappeared

Ahora, segœn se dice

Now, according to what they say,

Ya ven la gente lo que es,

You know how people are,

Que el dinero completito

All the money went right back

Volvi— a su due–o otra vez.147

To its original owner.
.
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Again, the musician shows that the smugglers were used by the drug cartel, as the men are
double crossed and killed. Respondent Twelve in particular noted how Chalino Sanchez
managed Òto present the truth, he was better at portraying reality than the actual [news]
reporters.Ó148 Nonetheless, both singers show that individuals should not be fooled into
participating in the drugs trade as it is not honourable or lucrative. Moreover, by suggesting
that the financial incentives to join the trade are just an illusion, this decreases the legitimacy
of cartels as there is nothing to gain from joining or supporting them. Although many songs
present the government as weak and unable to control the cartels, which attempts to
delegitimise their authority, some corridos highlight how the government has been forced by
the cartels to comply. Whilst concerning Colombia, Los Duros de Colombia by Gerardo Ortiz,
not only includes references to the power and money of the Colombian Cartels but attempts to
show how they try to control the government by using brute force.

Supo hacer deshacer al gobierno,

He knew how to undo the government,

Fue violento y as’ fue aceptado.149

It was violent and it was accepted.

Narco-corridos are therefore also stories retelling violent incidents and attempting to show the
trade is not legitimate or glamorous. As one individual stated Mexican tragedies happen twice:
once in reality and again through music.150
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Corruption is another prominent theme which the songs attempt to portray. While this can be
used for the purpose of delegitimising the state as seen previously in this chapter, this also
helps musicians to criticise and comment on the state. For instance, in La Granja by Los Tigres
del Norte the corrido relies heavily on symbolism to criticise the government. Within the song
the farmer represents the ordinary workers who work hard to feed the wealthy pigs, symbolic
of the Mexican elite. The fox, an animal associated with being devious and cunning, represents
President Vincente Fox, who is shown to be aiding the drug cartels, the dog. In the verse below,
the corrido states that the farmers can no longer rely on the government, who have allowed the
cartels to run wild. Nonetheless, this song also shows that the blame shouldnÕt be solely placed
on the government. For example, the lyrics also argue that the dog has messed everything up.

Hoy tenemos d’a con d’a

Now we have day by day

mucha inseguridad

More insecurity

porque se solt— la perra

Because the dog has been unleashed

todo lo vino a regar

And messed up everything

entre todos los granjeros

Amidst all the farmers

la tenemos que amarrar.151

We have to tie her down

This theme is also prominent in Beto QuintanillaÕs corrido, Libertad de expression, in which
he states that he will not talk about drugs, instead he will relay how corruption is again allowing
the drug trade to expand. Therefore, similarly to the song above, he is not praising either a
cartel or those involved in trade.

Yo no voy hablar de drogas s—lo de lo

IÕm not going to talk about drugs just about what
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sucedido,

happened,

Porque un sistema corrupto hace crecer

Because a corrupt system grows bandits.

los bandidos
Si hay libertad de expresi—n

And there is freedom of expression.

No proh’ban los corridos. 152

Do not ban corridos.

He also stresses that attempts to ban narco-corridos will not help to eradicate the drug trade.
He argues instead that the world already knows these stories, he just wants to tell the truthful
version of events, rather than that depicted in the media. As he states, ÒMi canto no es contra
nadie, solo me expreso cantandoÓ (My singing is not against anyone, I just express myself by
singing).153 Other corridos also show how those who speak out against government corruption
are murdered. El ÔGato FŽlix by Enrique Franco is about Hector Felix Miranda, co-founder of
the controversial journal Zeta, who was assassinated in 1988 due to his outspoken criticism of
corruption. The song states, ÒCon lo que escrib’a en el diario, Al gobierno hizo temblarÉ Con
una pluma valiente Se–al— la corrupci—n, Ayud— siempre a la genteÓ (With what he wrote in
the paper, he made the government shiverÉwith a brave pen, he pointed out corruption, he
always helped the people).154 Although not about corruption, Respondent Ten also likes the
fact that music retells real stories, ÒI donÕt like what narco-corridos have come to represent. I
do however like the lyrics. In the nineties, a rock group from Mexico City covered a popular
narco-corrido about a smuggling couple that move products from Mexico to the USA. When
the guy tells his partner to go away, she feels betrayed and kills him. It is a powerful love story
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gone wrong.Ó155 U.S. corruption and involvement has also been examined in narco-corridos.
Los Super Capos, recorded by the band Los Invasores de Nuevo Leon, refers to the U.S. as a
super cartel, asking ÒQuien financia a los contras?Ó [Who financed the contras?].156 It goes on
to state that wherever there is a problem in foreign countries, such as Cuba or Iraq, the gringos
will always appear. This supports the regulatory thesis that John McDowell refers to within his
analysis of regional corridos. This thesis argues that corridos contextualise violent events, so
that they can be looked at through a moral lens. Instead of legitimising violence, ÒThe corrido
can be thought of as a kind of Trojan horse, constructed to win acceptance through the thrill of
heroic narrative, but nurturing a hidden mission, that of questioning and ultimately
discouraging the indiscriminate violence.Ó157

Conclusion
Narco-corridos are a complex genre, which can be seen as both attempting to legitimise the
Mexican cartels and a form of entertainment addressing concerns such as corruption and the
violent reality of the industry. Cartels as shown have used narco-corridos for the purpose of
legitimising the drug trade by paying for musicians to depict them favourably, highlighting
economic incentives, as well as mocking and criticising the Mexican government and police.
This has not only in effect decreased confidence in the Mexican government but shown that
joining the drug trade will enable individuals to reap financial rewards. Lyrics can also be
viewed as enticing young adults into the industry through the glamorisation of violence, as well
as normalising negative attitudes and actions towards women. Yet stating that music aims to
legitimise the cartels is an oversimplified analysis of the genre. Various musical genres
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throughout the world are blamed for legitimising violence. As mentioned previously, rap has
been blamed for crime in the U.S. while Metropolitan Police commissioner Cressida Dick
singled out Drill music as having Ôa terrible effectÓ on gang violence.158 Despite these claims
there is very little evidence to support such statements. Moreover, music which was once
blamed has become widely accepted by mainstream audiences. In Mexico revolutionary
corridos are listened to by many, while rap music by Tupac Amaru or NWA is no longer
deemed to be inflammatory. Therefore, it could be argued that narco-corridos will eventually
be accepted and another genre or form of corrido will instead be blamed for legitimising
violence. As mentioned in the introduction Movimiento Alterado, a new form of narco-corrido
is deemed to be more violent. This musical genre is also enjoyed by a varied demographic,
Muehlmann notes everyone from children to adults listened to the music, while another young
girl stated she loved corridista Jenni Rivera for reasons she could not explain.159 Lastly, whilst
they celebrate violence and often depicts cartel in a positive light, narco-corridos do not
explicitly inform listeners to join the trade or view cartels as legitimate. As one composer
asserts, ÒNarco-corridos are to dance to, to listen to, but not to live.Ó160

Although it is ultimately down to the listener to decide how they view the cartels and composers
such as Nacho Hernandez argue the violence was already there we [corridistaÕs] are just singing
about it, their impact should not be dismissed. 161 As …rjan Strandberg and Bengt-Arne Wallin
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state, Òmusic is an essential form of human communication.Ó162 Narco-corridos are also
becoming increasingly easy to access online. For example, Spotify have created a Mexican
Music category, many songs regularly get millions of views on YouTube and corridista
Gerardo Ortiz has earned the record for most No.1s among solo artists in the Regional Mexican
songs airplay chart.163 Whilst corridos continue to become increasingly violent in response to
the complex interplay of changing social conditions,164 the manner on which protagonistÕs lives
are represented in drug ballads will have an effect on the listener. After all, most listeners of
narco-corridos experience the same social struggle and economic exploitation as the
protagonists.165
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Chapter two: Narco-novelas and narco-drama
ÒAt the end of the day, I tilt toward the side of, ÔBy informing people, we are doing good.Õ
But in the day by day writing of some of these things, I would wonder, ÔAm I tripping
across a line? And am I simply doing a pornography of violence? Is this just
voyeuristic?ÕÓ
Mr. Winslow interviewed by Ioan
Grillo
While narco-corridos have carved a considerable market both within Mexico and the U.S., the
economic and cultural power of narco-novelas and narco-films should not be underestimated.
These initially B-grade movies have evolved Òinto wildly popular soap operas, best-selling
novels and major Hollywood productions.Ó166 The premiere for the narco-novela La Reina del
Sur was the most watched show in Telemundos history, with 2.4 million total viewers tuning
into the U.S. premiere in 2011.167 Mexico has a long and rich cultural tradition in both film and
telenovelas. MexicoÕs involvement in the film industry can be traced to the end of the 19th
century, with the country eventually dominating the Latin American market during the Golden
Age of Mexican Cinema (1930-1960). However, narco-films began to emerge during the
1970Õs, coinciding with the surge of drug trafficking within Mexico. These straight to video
productions, filmed using video cameras, either depict fictional stories often adapted from
corrido lyrics or the exploits of cartel members. Marking a realistic depiction and interpretation
of the countryÕs realidad nacional (national reality), they are regarded as Òthe visual end
product of a long process of cultural revalorization in Mexico.Ó168 For instance, narco-b films
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assert a new value to Mexican culture, allowing individuals Òto see themselves reflected in a
world that often takes little notice of their plights, joys, and even mere existence.Ó169

The genre itself is easily identified due to key overarching themes such as parody. In the films
the audience constantly questions the identity of the hero or villain, portraying a realistic image
of a turbulent border tormented Òby centuries of hybrid and conflicted histories.Ó170 Today the
Mexican film industry continues to grow. Not only does it boast the 20th largest film industry
in the world, but a total of 162 films were produced last year, surpassing the historical records
set during the Golden Age of Mexican cinema. Many directors are also critically acclaimed.
Michel Franco has received a warm reception at Cannes for films After Lucia and Chronic, as
well as having his film AprilÕs Daughter selected to be screened in the Un Certain Regard
section in 2017. This chapter will refer to a mixture of narco-films which are now produced
professionally and adapted for the international audience, as well as straight to video
productions. In order to differentiate between the two, the higher end productions will be
referred to as narco-films rather than b-movies.

During the 1970Õs and 1980Õs, Mexico also became a pioneer in the genre of telenovelas, a
Latin American soap opera or serial drama, playing a crucial role in the export of this genre
abroad. Not only were shows credited for influencing behaviour, such as introducing the notion
of family planning, but novelas have also begun to deal with controversial issues such as
homosexuality, the drug trade and womenÕs rights. Due to the popularity of novelas which
documented the drug trade, soap operas which specifically depict the industry are now referred
to as narco-novelas. Originating in Colombia, narco-novelas are a sub-genre that have enticed
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many viewers both within Mexico and the U.S. Narco-novela El Se–or de Los Cielos for
example, won the Non-English Language U.S. Primetime Program in 2014, gaining its own
spin off show El Chema (2016), which has an average audience of 2.01 million.171 Similarly to
narco-films, the shows also leave the audience questioning the characters morality. As
telenovela producer and TelevisaÕs director of research, Miguel Sabido summarises, ÒIt is
trying to figure out who is good, who is bad, what is good, what is bad.Ó172 While narco-novelas
and narco-films have become lucrative industries, hailed for broadening melodramatic
possibilities, this cultural expression has also been widely criticised for its role in glorifying
the trade and promoting violence. This examination will address whether this provocative,
uncensored but liberating cultural expression has been used for the purpose of legitimising the
drug trade. To do so, this chapter will assess the economic conditions within Mexico, the
impact of violent images on an individualÕs perception of events, derogatory depictions of
women and the influence of the genre on children and adolescents.

At present there has been limited scholarly attention on narco-films and narco-novelas.
Although the work does not focus specifically on narco-films and narco-novelas, Shaylih
Muehlmann When I wear My Alligator Boots examines how men and women are affected by
the rise of narco-trafficking along the U.S.-Mexican border. Whilst Muehlmann offers many
first-hand accounts from individuals along the border, which provides a broad analysis of
narco-cultura, she only briefly refers to narco-films and novelas as this is not the sole focus of
her study. Some work however has looked into the history of Mexican cinema which provides
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important context regarding the role films have played in Mexican society. Carl J Mora,
Mexican Cinema: Reflections of A Society, 1896 to 2004, provides in-depth knowledge on
Mexican cinema, demonstrating the import role that it has played historically. Yet this work
does not focus on how drug traffickers have attempted to use cinema to legitimise their
position. Furthermore, although Mora provides a detailed history regarding Mexican Cinema
as a whole, there is a limited focus on narco-b films. More relevant to this research is work that
has specifically on narco productions such as Ryan Rashotte, Narco Cinema-Sex, Drugs, and
Banda Music in Mexico. This not only outlines the history of the genre but also provides a
detailed and comprehensive study into narco-cinema. Hugo O. Benavides Drugs, Thugs and
Divas also examines narco productions but instead examines narco-novelas and how they have
shaped popular culture. Although relevant, Benavides study focuses on Latin American
productions, such as novelas produced in Colombia, rather than those produced in Mexico.
Moreover, while Rashotte catalogues a wide selection of dramas, his approach ignores factors
such as the psychological impact of films on consumers. His work also includes only his
analysis of films, instead of containing a mixture of his research and analysis by other scholars.

As well as using previously published work, this chapter will also include my analysis of a
variety of narco-films and narco-novelas. The productions, filmed between 1970 to the present
day, have been filmed in both the U.S. and Mexico to show the vast array of narco-dramas
available for consumers. As Respondent Five notes, Òthere are a lot of narco series and films
available to watch on both sides of the border.Ó173 Due to the fast rate of production, many
recent films and narco-novelas have not been included in the existing literature. This chapter
will therefore include an analysis of current productions, as well as a review of previously
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examined dramas. Although including new productions in this chapter is important, reexamining existing dramas is crucial for this research. For example, previous analysis by
scholars has looked at the history of the industry and aesthetic criteria, rather than how dramas
have been used in an effort to legitimise the drug trade and Mexican cartels. Along with
studying productions, this chapter will also include information collected from my
questionnaires. The diverse backgrounds and ages of respondents, whose names are protected
using pseudonyms, offer a varied perspective on the genre. 174 For instance, while some watch
these dramas, others know of the genre but do not watch them because of what they represent.
Thus, unlike Rashotte, there are a mixture of views to show how divided opinions remain on
the topic. Furthermore, information gathered from newspaper articles and studies will also be
incorporated to show how films and television shows can be used in an effort to alter the
opinions of consumers.

Promotion of the drug trade as a way to succeed
Narco-b films and narco-novelas have been criticised as a fantasy, which as Michelle Garcia
writes not only Òserves as a mask that distorts the real violenceÓ,175 but justifies and glamorises
the industry. The lavish life these films and television shows portray, combining sex and
violence, attract the marginalised and often de-masculinised sections of society who are stuck
in poverty. Respondent Fourteen states, ÒPorque admiran a los narcos. Son gente pobre que
quiere salir adelante y la œnica forma que tienen para hacerlo es volviŽndose narcos. Los narcos
son los que lo lograron, los superheroesÓ (because they admire the narcos. They are poor people
who want to get ahead and the only way they have to do it is by becoming narcos. The narcos
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are the ones who made it, the superheroes).176 In the majority of narco-dramas, Òthe main
characters get the girls and the money and die with honour, who wouldnÕt want to live like
that.Ó177 Masculinity is a particularly evident theme in Latin American culture. As Octavio Paz
defines in his essay Mascaras Mexicans, the Mexican Man is a closed being, whose manhood
is measured through his invulnerability in the face of his enemy.178 However due to rising
levels of poverty in Mexico, many men have begun to feel that their masculinity is being
challenged. While in January 2017 the government raised the minimum wage from 73.04
($3.94) to 88.36 pesos ($4.78), based on the previous minimum wage, workers could only
afford to buy 33.5% of basic food goods.179 Yet with prices set to continue to rise, a small
increase in wage will do little to alleviate the financial strain for around 7 million workers. This
has resulted in many women now having to work to support their families. While in 1995
women made up only 29% of the Mexican workforce, as of 2016 this had increased to 45%.180
This rise has led to social restructuring, complicating the traditional masculine role as the sole
provider. As a result, men have begun to search for jobs that can both improve their economic
situation and enable them to regain power, a process referred to as protest masculinity. Scholar
Shaylih Muehlmann found that in small communities, even those who have been imprisoned
for their involvement in the trade often reminisce about the lifestyle. AndrŽs, a former
employee of a local cartel, bemoaned that now he is no longer a narco, he had lost his money
and power, so could not fulfil the role of the Òhombre machoÓ (macho man). AndrŽs concluded
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that he was a failure and could no longer be deemed attractive to the opposite sex. This is also
supported when looking at gang culture amongst Puerto Rican immigrants in New York. Phillip
Bourgois ethnographic fieldwork found that members of gangs had taken refuge in
underground economies offered by the drug trade as they were unable to financially support
their families so lost their material legitimation.181 In one interview with a drug dealer called
Primo, he expressed his anger and feelings of disrespect after his girlfriend had got a job to
help support them, ÒThat woman ÔdissedÕ me. She was making so, fucking, much
moneyÉeven more than I knew about.Ó182 While this study was conducted in New York,
Bourgois examines the gender-power balance in Latin American culture, as well as the
attraction of the drug trade. Therefore, his findings are still relevant for this analysis. As
mentioned above, with minimum wage barely enough to buy essentials and the government
promising only a small increase in wages, individuals will continue to be attracted to the drug
trade which can allow them to financially support their families and remain the breadwinner.

Films and narco-novelas offer a glimpse into an alternative criminal world, promoting crime
as a way to succeed. As Respondent Three notes one of the main reasons they believe
individuals watch these movies was so that they could Òfeel a part of the money, women, and
drugs.Ó183 This can be seen when examining films such as Camelia la Texana based on the
corrido ÒContrabando y TaicionÓ by Los Tigres Del Norte. In the film Emilio Varela is a
seductive outlaw who uses his charisma to succeed as a criminal and seduce Camelia Pineda.
In the trailer for Telemundo Camelia states Òfrom the first time I saw him I knew he was full
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of lies, but I was still drawn in.Ó184 Even female characters, such as Teresa Mendosa in La
Reina del Sur, have to act hyper violent and overtly masculine in order to survive. In one
episode she states how she is brave and confronts it all.185 These productions suggest that by
embracing violence and otherwise negative traits, such as manipulation, individuals can regain
their masculinity and provide for their families. The trade as mentioned is also depicted as the
only viable economic option. While a parody of narco b-films, El Infierno, depicts how a
migrant labourer named Benny is deported from the U.S. with nothing to his name after
working for 20 years.186 In order to survive in Mexico, he has to resort to drug trafficking.
While Benny finds that the industry is not as lucrative as it appears, the drug industry was still
shown as his only alternative. Moreover, while going to the cinema may be a luxury, these
films are cheaper and easier to obtain, Òthey are sold for cheap in most shops outside the major
cities, or even cheaper as bootleg copies sold in bulk. If you want a narco-b film you can easily
have one in your hand within 60 minutes.Ó187 Moreover, according to information gathered by
Shaul Schwarz in his interview with Hugo Villa, a former official at the Mexican Institute of
Cinematography, as of 2013 only 18% of the Mexican population were able to afford tickets
to film screenings, whereas approximately 82% have been able to access narco b-movies.188
These films are not only able to reach a large audience, but those who are economically unable
to go to the cinema can also have access to these productions. Nonetheless, regardless of the
number of Mexicans who attend the cinema, gaining access to narco-films is as mentioned
relatively easy. Respondent Two and Respondent Five both concurred that these productions
were freely available, Ònowadays it is very easy, especially as there are many narco-series
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available.Ó189 Films and narco-novelas depict the industry as lucrative and a way to remain the
macho hombre. This has in effect been used to gain instrumental legitimacy as the drug trade
can be perceived as an economic alternative for men who want to remain the breadwinner.

Alternative moral narratives vilify government institutions
The alternative moral structure these films promote also reinforce a negative image of
government institutions trying to combat the trade. This narrative seeks to de-legitimise the
state as plots, which often blend fictional events with reality, depict the government as unable
to control crime. Instead drug traffickers or lone rangers are portrayed as the triumphant
protagonists in Mexican society. As one former sicario stated, Òbeing a killer is made to look
glamorous from the outside.Ó190 Research conducted by Dr. Michelle C. Pautz concurs that
films can alter the perception of the audience. Dr. Pautz studied a group of American
undergraduates at a private Midwestern college, around 20% - 25% of participants views had
been altered to a more favourable stance concerning the U.S. government after viewing the
movies ÒArgoÓ and ÒZero Dark ThirtyÓ. This Dr. Pautz argues was due to the fact that the two
central characters, Tony Mendez (Ben Affleck) in ÒArgoÓ and Maya (Jessica Chastain) in
ÒZero Dark ThirtyÓ, were depicted as both hard-working and determined. These two traits are
both notable characteristics of cartel members within narco-dramas and narco-novelas. In La
Banda del Carro Roja when the four men are out-numbered and surrounded by law
enforcement, they appear as martyrs determined and ready to fight until the end to defend their
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honour. Yet there are issues generalising the findings of Dr. PautzÕs results, the individuals
used in the study are not Mexican, nor had they watched narco-films or narco-novelas. Also,
as the study was conducted in artificial conditions, the ecological validity of the findings are
low.

Although currently there are no studies to show the effect of narco-novelas and narco-films on
their audience, there are many instances where films have been used in an effort to legitimise
particular beliefs. In Mexico, films have historically been used to impact the opinion of the
audience. La Historia completa de la revoluci—n de 1910 a 1915 (The Complete History of the
Revolution from 1910 to 1915) is a pro-constitutionalist film that celebrates the Mexican
revolution.191 The director Salvador Toscano even wrote to the secretary of Public Instruction
and Fine arts, asking that the military authorities facilitate its presentation to Òcounteract the
effects produced by some of the denigrating American films as well as those produced by other
factions, like the Villistas.Ó192 While receiving less acclaim, Antonieta Rivas MercadoÕs play
Perfil y muestra del teatro de la Revoluci—n Mexicana also attempts to mythologise the
Revolution and legitimise the government which would follow in its wake.193 Respondents
who answered questionnaires for this thesis also agreed that narco-films and narco-novelas
could alter the perception of cartels in society. Respondent Three states that this form of media
Òinfluences positive ideas about the cartelsÓ,194 while Respondent Five added that the impact
of films and novelas are again Ònegative, as directly or indirectly they can promote the narco
life in a positive light and transform them into role models.Ó195
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Highlighting corruption and reality
Although these films and novelas have been used in an effort to legitimise cartels and the drug
trade, they also highlight corruption and wider national issues. Whereas historically media has
been used by the Mexican elite Òas a vehicle for private gain and political legitimization,Ó196
narco-films depict a reality that has been ignored or hidden by previous productions. For
instance, during the revolution El autom—vil gris, a film financed by General Pablo Gonz‡lez
Garza, was used to gloss Òover military and police complicity in the crimes of the gang.Ó197
Narco-dramas now challenge the official state narrative, providing a different perspective of
events. During the 70Õs and 80Õs many films, such as El apando, Lo Negro del Negro,198 or El
Narco-Duele Rojo,199 used this platform to depict police corruption and political ties to the
drug trade. El apando by Felipe Cazal adapted from a novella by JosŽ Revueltas is based on
prison life.200 The film depicts three prisoners who use their wives and mother to smuggle drugs
into the prison. When they are caught the men are placed into solitary confinement and receive
violent treatment from the guards. This film based on the experiences that Revueltas
experienced while incarcerated, documents the brutality and corruption experienced by many
in prison. Lo Negro del Negro again based on the book by a former member of MexicoÕs secret
police retells the life of Arturo "El Negro" Durazo, who was the former head of the police
department in Mexico City. However, while the film highlights corruption it was still censored
before its release, so its ability to show the realidad nacional (National Reality) is questionable.
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In recent years, films have continued to portray the reality of border life. Puerto Rican actor
Benicio del Toro, who plays agent Alejandro in Sicario stated ÒIt was really bad there [Ju‡rez]
five years ago, and thatÕs around the time the script was conceived.Ó201 While the film received
backlash from the mayor of Juarez, del Toro argued that the film was inspired by real life
events. Therefore, going after this film could be compared to the mayor of Baltimore asking
people to boycott the TV show The Wire or Italian-Americans boycotting The Godfather.202
Some b-movies have even depicted the darker side of the drug trade. El Cartel de Los Zetas,
portrays an anti-Zeta message throughout the film, showing the traffickers committing crimes
such as raping and killing innocent civilians.203 These productions also allow Mexicans to
become the protagonist, rather than the ÒotherÓ, as well as showing the complexity of the
violence. Characters are not simply good or bad, while they include depictions of everyone
from drug mules, king-pins and the families of drug traffickers. As Agustin Goenaga Orrego
argues in his research, narco-cultura is popular as it is produced by and for excluded groups,
whether they are peasants, indigenous or Mexican American immigrants.204Although focusing
on police corruption and brutality in Brazil the film Tropa de Elite, translating to Elite Squad,
has also been praised for remaining faithful to reality.205 Even though the Brazilian police tried
to have the film censored Jose Padhila, who also directed and co-created the Netflix series
Narcos, states, ÒI think we filmmakers should go on, even harder. The politicians are not
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changing, so letÕs put them on the spot.Ó206 Therefore, while individuals, such as the Mexican
Mayor of Juarez Enrique Serrano Escobar attempt to sue and silence these productions for
moral damages, these dramas can be deemed as not only signifying Ògreater popular
participation in film making but also a more realistic interpretation of the countryÕs realidad
nacional (National Reality).Ó207

Narco-novelas have also displayed the failures of the government. In La Reina del Sur, Teresa
is forced into exile as she knows that in Mexico the state will not be able to provide her with
security.208 This anti-government rhetoric can also be seen when Teresa states ÒIt is the
government, patrona. If there wasnÕt any government, or politicians, or gringos up there north
of the Rio Bravo, a man could live like a kingÉThere wouldnÕt be any need for pot...WeÕd live
on pure tomatoes.Ó209 The prison systems are also shown as corrupt to reinforce that the state
cannot be trusted. Although in a Spanish prison Patricia OÕ Farrell, known as La Lieutenant, is
able to effectively run the prison, even being allowed to look at TeresaÕs files. While
researchers such as Luis Jesœs Galindo C‡ceres say that Òthe telenovela is a text of our time, a
product of our culture a total example and expression of our societyÓ,210 it can be argued that
novelas are not presenting an authentic depiction of Mexican life. For example, these shows
are produced to appeal to a universal audience as many are now exported as international
products. The impact of this can be seen by the fact that Mexican novelas now avoid cultural
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references, colloquial terms and language to enhance their usefulness for export.211 We can
therefore talk about novelas as offering a constructed reality.212

Despite these factors in order to remain relevant and to attract a younger audience novelas have
had to address gritter social problems. This has also lead to television studios using directors
who are willing to address real life concerns. Epigmenio Ibarra, a director trained in film
narrative, was hired by Televisi—n Azteca who quickly produced novelas with flawed
characters, as well as dealing with issues such as political corruption. This has helped to draw
large audiences, such as those mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Furthermore,
audiences have been shown to prefer novelas which stick to reality.213 When focusing
specifically on Narcos, a female respondent between the age of 22-24 said, ÒThe violence
shown in Narcos is very close to the reality that was lived in Colombia about 20 or 30 years
ago. In some cases, the violence has even been toned down. Nothing compares to the culture
of violence that drug trafficking developed and that still impregnates ColombiansÕ day to
dayÓ.214 As Tim OÕSullivan et al. summarise Ò[novela] script writers can hardly be compared
to Dickens or Balzac, but what they do have in common is an attempt to get under the surface
of ideology to reveal the ÔtrueÕ relations between people and their source in class struggles.Ó215
Although narco-films and narco-novelas portray the state negatively, these productions have
provided a nuanced analysis of Mexican life. In addition, as members of the establishment have
attempted to supress many productions this adds credence to the authenticity of the narratives.
Moreover, some films, such as those shown above question the legitimacy of cartels. These
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productions therefore do not merely demonise the state and attempt to legitimise cartels, they
have also highlighted corruption and depict the complexity of the drug trade.

The impact on children and adolescents
The impact of film on younger viewers is another notable issue that has been overlooked by
previous research into this genre, even though over half of those interviewed stated that films
are more popular among young males.216 For example, Respondent One stated that Òteens
[teenagers], especially boys, are beginning to watch Narco b-movies more frequently.Ó217
Although there is disagreement among some researchers as to whether or not there is
substantial evidence to support the idea that violent images breed violence, there have been
numerous studies that show habitual exposure of children to violence in the media does have
lasting effects on their propensity to behave aggressively and violently.218 This is due to the
fact that children and young adults are still developing their opinions and Òlearn by observing,
imitating, and making behaviours their own.Ó219 PsychologistsL. Rowell Huesmann et al. found
that the correlations and frequencies demonstrated in their 15 year longitudinal study of 329
youths, clearly show that early childhood exposure to media violence is related to adult
aggression.220 Violence was also never substantially reduced by the introduction of a parent
variable.221 Therefore while other variables can factor, this study shows that the more a child
is exposed to TV violence, the greater the risk that they will identify with the characters and
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become aggressive adults. This is regardless of how violent participants were as children.222
The findings are also supported when looking at the research conducted by a panel of leading
media violence researchers. The panel, who conducted the most comprehensive review to date
of media violence effects on aggression found Òunequivocal evidence that media increases the
likelihood of aggressive and violent behaviour in both the immediate and long-term
context.Ó223 Children, between the ages of 10-15, are already a popular demographic amongst
cartels, employed as informants or unloading shipments. Worryingly these children often boast
about their criminal involvement, rather than feel remorse. Muelmann stated that during a
conversation with a young boy, he had happily boasted that he had been entrusted with more
dangerous tasks, such as killing two people. In some b-films, such as Los Zetas, they also depict
this recruitment process.224 Within the film the traffickers visit a primary school to recruit
children, emphasizing the potential financial success they could achieve by choosing this
career. With Mexican youths near the northern border watching on average three hours more
TV than those in Mexico City,225 while narco-novelas, such as La Piloto and La Reina del Sur,
are becoming increasingly popular among the key 18-49 demographic,226 narco dramas are
able to reach a large portion of susceptible younger viewers.

The way these films include desirable materialistic items also increases the appeal of the
industry and can lure the Òyoung, socially marginal and economically dislocated members of
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society.Ó227 According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), Mexico is the country where the proportion of 15-29 year olds not in education or
employed is 24.7%, higher than the OECD average of 15.8% in 2011.228 Therefore in order to
earn material items, Òchildren become soldiers because they have so few other options Ð
economically, educationally, in terms of protection and of status. Once they join, they have
even fewer other options which will provide them with equivalent security, status and
income.229 These films may therefore enable cartels to entice the poorer and young members
of society by displaying these desirable items that they could earn if they joined. For example,
the majority of the most successful narco b-movies focus their narratives around trucks,
similarly to The Fast and Furious franchise. La Banda del Carro Rojo, Chrysler 300 and The
Black Hummer, La Camioneta Gris are just a few which have been granted various sequels due
to their financial success. In Chrysler 300 for example, Chuy and Mauricio live the life of
luxury full of adventure until a murderous woman gets involved.230 Respondent Four states
that while they Òenjoy the movies because they are filled with suspense and action, my brothers
enjoy the films because of the cars. They always talk about one day having enough to own
similar items, such as the cars or houses seen in the films.Ó231 Films that focus around these
desirable items attract young audiences, who want to one day purchase these objects and have
similar lifestyles. Interestingly, cars have also been used regularly throughout Mexican films,
such as El autom—vil gris, to depict potential threats to social order.232 The film which was
financed by military General Pablo Gonz‡lez Garza shows how cars can empower criminals to
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prey on the public and out run the law.233 Younger viewers who see consumer items such as
trucks, can be drawn to the trade through positive social identity. As Respondent Three argues
Òit makes young men think that if they are involved in narco-trafficking then they can get
anything they desire, influencing positive ideals about cartels.Ó234 The idea that films and
novelas create a positive social identity is also supported by various studies. One such study
conducted by educational psychologist Maria Teresa Prieto Quezada involved interviewing
over 500 children between the ages of 8 and 13. The results concluded that many children now
idolise members of cartels. One child aged eleven told researchers "Sometimes I think I would
like to be like themÉI would like the power, the money, the luxury cars and all the rest."235
This is also supported in MuehlmannÕs ethnographic research. For example, children would
cry when they had to play the police in games Òbecause the federal always loses [against the
drug traffickers].Ó236

Lastly, research has shown that many children find it hard to distinguish between fiction and
reality, following their favourite stars as if they were kingpins. Carlos Samperio, an actor who
has appeared in various narco-dramas, stated that once he was approached by a 6-year-old boy
on set who said that when he grew up he wanted to be just like him. ÒAn Actor?Ó ÒNo stupid,
I want to be a narco.Ó237 Furthermore, a mother of an eight-year-old boy from Ciudad Juarez
stated that a child from her sonÕs class Òtold the children to bring pistols to school because they
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were going to form a drug gang and play at kidnapping children.Ó238 Children are also able to
buy games which can help to blur the lines between fiction and reality. Narcos: Cartel wars,
which has the tag line, Ôstart your own cartel nowÕ and ÔMoney.Power.LoyaltyÕ can be seen as
showing that joining a cartel is nothing more than a game. These newer interactive forms of
violent media (video games) have also been shown to have an even greater impact on behaviour
as they have become increasingly persuasive, more realistic and consume a larger portion of
entertainment time.239 Watching films based loosely on reality, portraying positive images of
drug members can help to legitimise the industry as young children may associate violence
with positive outcomes, such as material wealth, as well as being unable to differentiate
between fiction and reality.

Violent images breed violence
Cinematic expression has also been linked to fostering violent behaviour, otherwise known as
ÒprimingÓ, an agitated state which occurs shortly after the brain receives and stores persuasive
images. Thus, after watching aggressive behaviour on screen, audience members are more
likely to respond in kind. For example, findings published in the science journal PLOS ONE
found that after analysing two groups of males, one with a history of aggression (Group A) and
the other without (Group B), group A displayed heightened violent tendencies after viewing
the aggressive films. This research can explain why some individuals are inspired to re-enact
violent scenes from movies. This year for example Manchester by the Sea inspired parents to
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kill their disabled son in upstate New York.240 Yet there are issues generalising these findings
such as the artificial nature of the research. Psychologist Christopher J. FergusonÕs 2009 metaanalytic review reported research into violent media, such as video game violence, has also
failed to control for other variables such as mental health and family life. According to
Ferguson, it is these other risk factors, opposed to violent media, which cause aggressive and
violent behaviour.241 This is supported by research by psychologists Douglas Gentile and Brad
Bushman who found that exposure to violent media is just one of several factors that can
contribute to aggressive behaviour.242

Although there are currently no studies to show a connection between narco-films and narconovelas fostering violent behaviour, there are various examples of individuals recreating the
violence they witness in films. In Byers v. Edmondson (1998) two adolescents were arrested
after attempting to recreate the murder spree they had seen in the Oliver Stone film Natural
Born Killers. One victim Patsy Byers, who was paralyzed in the incident, not only took the
adolescents to court but attempted to sue Oliver Stone, Warner Brothers Motion Pictures and
Rime Warner for negligence. Byers lawyer claimed, Òall of the Hollywood defendants are
liable, more particularly, but not exclusively, for distributing a film which they knew of should
have known would cause and inspire peopleÉto commit crimesÉand for producing and
distributing a film which glorified the type of violence committed against Byers by treating
individuals who commit such violence as celebrities and heroes.Ó243 As Respondent Two
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bluntly stated Òpeople have and will do what they see.Ó244 This opinion is also supported by
veteran director Mario Hern‡ndez who called the cinema industry a terrible business.
Hern‡ndez added that ÒGiven the current situation no responsible person would make films
which encourage admiration for the narcos.Ó245

As well as potentially fostering aggressive behaviour, there has also been violence during the
production of these dramas. In 2003 actor Flavio Peniche killed an extra on the set of Juana la
alacrana (Juana the Scorpion) due to a supposed prop error.246 Furthermore, king-pins and
traffickers have also shown a love for gangster films. In one prison in Nuevo Laredo, Ioan
Grillo noted how crime bosses had life sized photos of fictitious gangsters such as Al Pacino
in Scarface. As psychology professor Leonard Berkowitz states "Screen violence should be
looked at as a risk factor, like cigarettesÉ In an audience of about a million, perhaps 50 people
will act violently who would not otherwise have done so, and the more exciting the violence,
the more graphically portrayed, the more likely it will be to have an effect.Ó247 Even if a few
individuals are inspired to imitate their actions, this can still be deemed as an effective cultural
object to encourage violence and involvement with the cartels. Nevertheless, MediaScope, a
respected media watchdog, found copycat crimes Òmust be viewed within the context of
thousands of violent crimesÉcopycat violence is unusual and uncommon, and is the leastoccurring effect of media violence.Ó248 Respondent Fifteen agrees adding Òit depends on the
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person watching it, if they are ignorant and have a weak mind, it will have an impact, just as
any other film would.Ó249 Yet even if violence seen in films and television shows may not
directly impact the audience, Respondent Five argues that it can still affect the consumer. He
adds that Òalthough other factors have more impact, such as living in districts where there is a
lot of violence and lack of social services, the media they consume does contribute, even if it
is less influential.Ó250

Women and Narco-drama
The increase in violence against women, otherwise known as femicidios (Femicides), is another
trend that has been linked to the negative images presented in narco-dramas. Femicidios is a
term has been defined as Òany act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result
in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women.Ó251 Mexico has a particularly
dominant machismo culture, where violence against women has been naturalised. For instance,
in 2016 alone 3,000 women were murdered between January and October, with 1,185 being
identified as femicidios.252 While according to the National Institute of statistics and
Geography (INEGI), between 2007 and 2015 around 20,000 women were murdered, a 49%
increase on the previous decade.253
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Films and narco-novelas have again been linked to normalising this form of violence, with
many of the women presented as deserving their fate, as well as depicting many graphic scenes.
For example, in El Cartel de Los ÒZÓ: La Relidad de Mexico (2011),254 the film depicts a young
boyÕs mother being raped by a member of the Zeta Cartel. While at the beginning of La Reina
del Sur we learn that Teresa has not been treated well by men who have often abused her in the
past.255 One b-movie director stated that in b-films, ÒIf a woman is not a prostitute, sheÕs being
raped, or willing to have sex on the spur of the moment.Ó256 Mar’a Tabuenca argues that this
graphic portrayal continues to enforce these rigid stereotypes depicting men as Ògranting life,
taking life, and procuring justice,Ó257 while women are loose Òworthless whores, bodies without
a face, names with no meaning.Ó258 Violence committed against women show how they are
seen as sexual disposable objects. For example, in Ciudad Ju‡rez bodies of women showed
post-mortem signs of sexual abuse and torture, whereas the bodies of men do not.259 As films
and novelas continue to present graphic violence against women, these forms of violence
become normalised. As the violence becomes normalized, the actions of cartels against women
are in effect legitimised as the victims are seen as deserving their fate. An article written by the
Council on Hemispheric Affairs concurs with this analysis stating that ÒDrug trafficking seems
to heighten the attitude that women are easily disposable, even though women often hold the
family together in these societies.Ó260
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Whilst some films and novelas have presented women as disposable objects, as police divert
time and resources towards investigating Òmore seriousÓ crime such as drug trafficking. This
as Claudia Hermannsdorfer, an expert on WomenÕs Rights in Honduras, argues side lined
womenÕs interest and sent a message that they were unimportant.261 In 2009 the American court
of Human Rights condemned the Mexican state for violating its duty to investigate the murder
of three women in 2001.262 Many institutions looking into violence against women often blame
the victim rather than the perpetrator. In Honduras for instance, the director of the National
Bureau of Criminal Investigation (DNIC) stated that, Òwomen walk in places where they
should not go.Ó263 Respondent Seven also included her own experience of violence against
women in the media. Although she had not been attacked she spoke about living in fear,
constantly having to update people on where she was or what she was doing. Respondent Seven
stated that ÒI see women in the news and I think it could happen to my friends, a part of me
wants to believe that the perpetrator will receive their punishment, but I know they will not.
All you see are people blaming the victim for what happened, they question how the woman
was dressed or where she worked.Ó264 The role the media plays in the normalisation of violence
against women was also studied by the European Commission. The study found that by the
media presenting sensational stories they were inadvertently cooperating in promoting a
discourse of violence against women, which trivialises and legitimises behaviour.265 Whilst
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films and novelas cannot be solely blamed for the normalisation of violence, the combination
of dramas minimising womenÕs role in society, as well as the state blaming the victim, has
impacted how crimes against women are perceived.

Although these productions have helped to normalise violence, some narco-dramas have
attempted to challenge and reassess gender stereotypes. For instance, Las Poquianchis
documented the horrific crimes committed by the Gonz‡lez sisters, Carmen, Delfina and Mar’a
de Jesœs Gonz‡lez who controlled a prostitution ring.266 The women they used were either
bought or kidnapped, force fed cocaine and heroin and killed once they lost their use. In total,
it is believed that at least 91 people were killed. This film helped to document and spread
awareness of the crime throughout Mexico and challenge violence against women. This
reassessed gender stereotypes as women were seen as the victims, rather than deserving their
fate and being portrayed as Òoverly sexualized.Ó267 While they do not depict specific crimes
against women, other narco-novelas also depict women as strong and independent. For
instance, La Reyna Reyna del pacific has capitalised on the exploits of Queen pin Sandra çvila
Beltr‡n, depicting women as protagonists.268 This portrayal has arguably led to a growing
female fan base. 4 Damas en 300, which depicts four sisters seeking revenge for their fatherÕs
death, has been made into a popular movie series due to its initial success.269 As actress Kate
del Castillo states, ÒI think women, who are the biggest audience for the telenovela, want to
see women with power. They donÕt want to see a woman crying because a guy stood her up.Ó270
Respondent Ten also agrees with Castillo, Òthey [women] can be depicted as a commodity, but
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as a consequence of the movies and some songs [narco-corridos], women can view relatable
characters and see that they too can attain power.Ó271 By including women in the narrative,
these productions reflect the changing roles women play in the drug trade. As of 2011, 46
female cartel leaders have been apprehended by Mexican Police, while the Zetas have their
own all female cell known as Las Panteras (The Panthers) who act as bodyguards, spies and
assassins. The change in femaleÕs role within the drug industry can also be seen when looking
at prison inmates. Whereas before women were incarcerated for crimes of passion, as of 2009,
the majority were due to drug trafficking.272 Respondent Eight also argues that Òwomen are
generally portrayed negatively in society, so in my opinion the impact of narco-dramas on
stereotypes is not that great. However, by showing they can be powerful has a greater impact
as it can inspire women to stand their ground.Ó273 Furthermore, womenÕs role within this
production is not just limited to their depiction on screen. La GŸera Mendoza (2005) is directed
by Tina Te—yotl, while Isabel Samperio and Patricia F. S‡nez have directed and written
numerous narco films. S‡nez for example has not only directed five narco films, but also
written a hundred scripts.

Even though women are challenging this negative depiction and are playing central characters,
the patriarchal structure of narco-dramas and narco-novelas remain relatively unaltered. These
productions have still been shown to reinforce negative stereotypes. In one Mexican brothel,
Lydia Cacho describes how after enslaved women have been stripped of documentation, they
are made to watch the movie Pretty Woman. When they witness Richard Gere offer an
alternative, although not to their life of subordination, it helps the women internalise and accept
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their fate.274

This negative reinforcement of unhealthy images of women can be seen

throughout narco-dramas. As professor Lupe Gallegos-Diaz states "Most of the time it is about
a sexual objectification of womenÉThey are Ñ what I consider Ñ not very healthy messages
for our young women: particularly short skirts and low cleavage and high heels.Ó275 In the
narco-novela Camelia la Texana for instance, Camelia uses her sexuality to avoid the car being
searched for drugs by police, seductively lifting up her skirt when the officer stops the car.276
The Colombian telenovela Sin tetas no hay para’so, (Without Breasts There Is No Paradise),
which was remade in Mexico under the name Sin Senos no hay para’so, again shows how
women are objectified.277 Based on a young girl named Catalina Santana, the show depicts her
struggle to get breast implants in order to overcome poverty. Catalina is also shown becoming
a prostitute for drug traffickers in exchange for money to pay for her surgery. This highlights
how the drug economy has Òmoulded the image of its women-more often than not aided by its
proliferous aesthetic surgery industry-into that of the perfect female form, and the object of
universal male desire,Ó278 which again allowing drug traffickers to gain power by controlling
the female form. Women play a complex role in narco-novelas and narco-films, depicted as
Òfrail or as property in some, while in others they are ring leaders who can run entire drug
trafficking organizations.Ó279 However, as popular productions and the state have normalised
violence, they have partly de-sensitised violence against women, contributing to the cartels
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effort to legitimise their actions. As Respondent Seven adds, Òit is not the fault of media alone,
but it definitely adds to the situation.Ó280

Cartel members finance biopics
As films have helped to create and contribute to this allure and normalise violence, king-pins
have also paid to have their own biopics produced. RubŽn Benavides, a screenwriter of narco
b-films, stated that in 1991 he was approached by trafficker Olivero Ch‡vez Araujo to direct
Elsabe, a biopic about AraujoÕs late brother and smuggling partner.281 However, this particular
project never came to fruition. Furthermore, the film Cronicas de un Narco (2011),282 was
funded by Edgar ÒLa BarbieÓ Valdez Villareal, who when captured admitted that he had spent
approximately USD200,000 to produce a film about his life.283 The film, which is easily
accessible on YouTube in both Spanish and English, presents him as a generous, charismatic
womaniser, not a violent criminal whose territory battles with the Beltran Leyva cartel had
resulted in numerous causalities. Rafael Caro Quintero is another cartel member who has
funded his own film. In Maten Al Fugitivo: La fuga de Caro, the protagonist Ramiro Cano
Quintana is depicted escaping from prison and attempts to outwit the Americans who try to
capture him.284 While there is no financial evidence to support the claims that drug traffickers
finance biopics, scholar Rashotte claims that before his arrest, Caro proposition the Almada
brothers about opening a film studio,285 while he writes that La BarbieÕs film is Òguaranteed to
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have been financed by its subject.Ó286 Films have also been directed by individuals involved
directly within the trade. Producer Reyes Montemayor, who filmed narco-films such as El
Traficante and Famous Pistoleros, was arrested for drug trafficking, frequently injecting
money from drug traffickers into his movies during the 1970s-1980s. Moreover, fellow director
JosŽ Luis Urquieta stated that he estimates around at least half of all straight to video films are
financed by the cartels. Urquieta also admitted that he was tempted to ask for financing from
capo Iliverio Ch‡vez in order to film a biography.287 Actor Mario Almada again supports these
claims stating, ÒPues s’, hubo narcos que metieron dinero al cine, Àno? Y sal’an muy buenas
las pel’culas porque era mucho dineroÓ288 (Yes, there were narcos who fund the movies. And
the movies were very good because it was a lot of money). Almada went on to say that many
cartel members are also on set during production. Furthermore, La Banda del Carro Rojo, a
defining film within the narco b-film genre, was commissioned by trafficker Oliverio Ch‡vez
Araujo.289 Although drug traffickers have not expressed why they wish to have their life
documented, the reason for this may be similar to motives behind narco-corridos. By having a
film produced about their life, cartel members can control what is documented in order to boost
their reputations. Narco b-films have been used by cartels to promote their views and version
of events. As Dr. Campbell states, the cartels are insurgent groups who are using tactics, such
as propaganda films to sanction their actions.290

The use of film to generate public support is not an unusual method within Mexico, as
mentioned previously in this chapter. Another example of an individual in Mexico using film
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to improve their perception in society can be seen when analysing Pancho Villa. During the
revolution Pancho Villa increased his public persona through his collaborative effort with the
Mutual Film Corporation in 1914, entitled The Life of General Villa.291 Many crucial battles
during the revolution were filmed with almost every general and faction of the revolutionary
army accompanied by a cinematographer. Mike McKinley states that due to VillaÕs impeccable
manipulation of film, Òhe is, arguably, the most famous Mexican that has ever lived and his
fame has not significantly diminished nearly a hundred years after his death.Ó292 Similarly to
Pancho Villa, cartels can be seen to represent the Ôgreat criminalÕ figure, a term introduced by
Walter Benjamin in his Critique of Violence. Benjamin asserts that while the state uses lawful
force, the public feel a secret admiration for the outlaws.293 This can be attributed to the fact
that people want the underdog to triumph, as seen in psychological studies headed by professor
Joseph Vandello.294 Therefore, this is not, nor will it be, the last time that an individual who is
perceived by the state to be a Mexican outlaw, will try to gain support through the manipulation
of film.

A coping mechanism
Although narco-novelas and narco-films are about the drug trade, they provide Òemotional
relief to a continent burdened by enormous socioeconomic and material hardships.Ó295 The
genre of tragedies for example, has been found to alter the mood of the audience, making
individuals feel more grateful. Author Silvia Knobloch-Westerwick, who studied the effect of
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the film Atonement, found that after watching the film participants used the tragedy as a way
to reflect on the importance of their relationships and became more appreciative. Nonetheless,
the audience were not watching narco-films or narco-novelas in the study, so the external
validity of the results can be questioned. Yet a small portion of Respondents who watched
either narco-novelas or narco-films agreed with the findings. Respondent Five stated that he
enjoyed the genre Òbecause they are filled with suspense and action, you forget that this is a
reality for many.Ó296 Thus watching these dramas unfold in familiar surroundings, with Sinaloa
and Baja providing the backdrops for various productions, can make the viewer appreciate
what they have, even if surrounded by violence. These productions can also be deemed as a
reaction to the violence and a way to contextualise events. Many films are far from realistic,
comical with exaggerated deaths and overly crimson blood. Respondent Three states that she
enjoys narco b-films as Òthey document the drug trade, they let me know more about what
affects us daily, but I know the action is fictitious. I hate seeing the violence reported in the
news.Ó297 Respondent Eight added that he watched narco-dramas as Òit is interesting and sort
of entertaining to see how that world works, if they canÕt be stop, at least films let us understand
them better.Ó298 This view is also supported by Ryan Rashotte who summaries that narco bfilms Òpaint the real massacres in fake blood and allow us to imagine, for too brief a time, that
it is all pretend.Ó299

Consumers hail from all backgrounds, cultures and professions
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While many narco b-films are mass produced with simplistic story lines, narco-films and narconovleas have been able to achieve national and international success without turning their
millions of viewers into drug traffickers. Robert RodrgiuezÕs film El Mariachi, which depicts
a traveling mariachi who is mistaken for a murderous criminal, won audience awards at the
Sundance and Deauville film festivals.300 While La Reina del Sur, one of the most successful
narco-novelas, was as mentioned the most watched novela premiere in Telemundos history.
Some b-film actors have also used this as a platform into other careers, so can also be deemed
as positive role models. Bernabe ÒEl GatilleroÓ (Triggerman) Melendez, is now seeking a seat
as a federal congressman for Tijuana. While Claudia Casas, another b-movie actress, is also
seeking a seat in MexicoÕs congress. Furthermore, violence and death is an essential feature
within Latin American culture, while it would be incorrect to assume that everyone who
watches the genre becomes violent. As mentioned previously, narco-novelas attract large
audiences from both sides of the border, yet a small number choose to participate in the trade.
Director JosŽ Padilha argues that films will not make people turn to violence. He adds, ÒI went
to colleges and slums to present Tropa de Elite and talked to maybe 15,000 people. I would
also ask ÔDo you think Nascimento [The BOPE commander] is a role model?Õ Nobody raised
their hands. Brazilians know theyÕre watching a movie. Would we say American and British
audiences are in favour of the Mafia because they like The Godfather?Ó301 As Respondent Two
stated, Òmany people in Mexico are not involved with the narco,Ó but choose to watch these
productions as they are a Òvery dramatic and an interesting subject to watch.Ó302 Narco-dramas
are also successful because they challenge stereotypes and because they present interesting
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storylines that a wide variety of people can relate to. This view is supported by Respondent
Ten who asserts, ÒI buy them because they are in Spanish and relatable, for example they look
like me and live where I live. Instead of watching Hollywood films that depict Mexicans as
lazy and use the same actors over and over again, these films allow people like me to try
different roles.Ó303 Although they often depict drug traffickers as the protagonist, it is often the
storyline that people are interested in. As Respondent Fourteen says Òdepende de las
intenciones de los individuos. Si alguien est‡ interesado en involucrarse con el narco, m‡s all‡
de tratar de entenderlo, estas pel’culas podr’an servir para reforzar su intenci—n de integrarse al
narcoÓ (It depends on the intentions [behind watching films] of individuals. If someone is
interested in getting involved with drug traffickers, beyond trying to understand it, these films
could serve to reinforce their intentions to become narcos).304

Conclusion: ÒWe donÕt want to make an aspirational seriesÉwe are painting a very raw
reality.Ó305
Due to the success of films and television programmes, such as Narcos and Sicarios, many
more are attempting to replicate this. This year Netflix and Univision came under fire after
releasing a trailer for their series ÒEl ChapoÓ, as Mr. Guzm‡nÕs lawyer, AndrŽs Granados,
argued that as Guzm‡n is alive, his character is not within the public domain. Therefore,
although the show has just aired on Netflix, both companies may now face a legal battle with
Mr. Guzm‡n. The actor Sean Penn had also become embroiled in the argument concerning
narcoculture when he had organized a meeting with Mr. Guzm‡n, while a new biopic on the
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life of La Barbie has also been set to start filming later this year. Regardless of whether these
dramas and films do enable cartels to recruit members, sanction violence and portray
themselves positively, there is a high demand whether in the U.S. or Mexico.

These productions as shown are extremely complex. Narco-films and narco-novelas are not
only watched for entertainment purposes, but this form of media could potentially be used as a
resource to communicate messages in order to legitimise the drug trade and cartels. For
example, both narco-novelas and narco-films enable the cartels to lionise their reputations by
depicting them as the Ôgreat criminalÕ, a depiction also seen when analysing narco-corridos.
Furthermore, this form of media can be linked to fostering violent behaviour, enforce notions
of the ideal man, as well as leading many including children to join the drug trade. Although
there are currently no studies to show how narco-novelas and narco-films foster violent
behaviour, there have been copy-cat crimes conducted all over the world, which shows that
individuals can be inspired to replicate violent scenes. As criminologist Gabriel Tarde wrote,
ÒInfectious epidemics spread with the air or wind, epidemics of crime follow the telegraph.Ó306
The normalisation of violence against women also shows how consumers can be inspired by
the media they consume. Nonetheless, the genre is still very popular amongst a wide and varied
demographic, highlights corruption and can still be seen as a coping mechanism. Their wide
scale popularity on both sides of the border shows that they are far more complex than mere
cartel propaganda. This is as mentioned due to the fact that they reflect issues in society which
are often ignored, including characters that many can relate to, such as the victim of cartel
violence or the low-level drug mule. Narco-films and narco-novelas thus balance precariously
between entertainment and condoning organized crime. Therefore, just like the complex stories
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and characters they portray, the genre is neither good nor bad. Yet despite this, with the number
of homicide cases steadily increasing between 2015-2016,307 as well as Carlos Mu–oz Portal,
a location manager for the Netflix series Narcos, killed while searching for locations,
individuals will continue to question, is it worth the ratings?308 Narco-novelas and films may
be a source of entertainment, but they can also impact the way the viewer sees the drug trade
and Mexican cartels. While its crucial not to supress creativity and to silence views which may
criticise the government, failing to recognise the potential legitimising effect of narco-films
and novelas could be detrimental to state legitimacy.
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Chapter Three: Clothing
ÒNarcos have money and power and better clothesÐway better clothes.Ó309

Clothes are used not only for practicality but as an expression of oneself. As scholar Malcolm
Barnard claims, individuals interact with objects (in this instance garments) as if they were
humans, sometimes because they want to portray what they believe they represent.310
Historically, clothing has been recognised as having the power to convey numerous secondary
social values. In Ancient Rome and Greece, sumptuary laws were passed to regulate clothing
and other displays of extravagance.311 In ShakespeareÕs Hamlet, he too identifies the continuing
importance of clothing in society. The character Polonius tells his son Laertes to dress well as,
Òthe apparel oft proclaims the man.Ó312 This therefore forms the central objective of this
chapter, which will examine how cartels have used clothes in an effort to legitimise the drug
trade.

Although there are a variety of styles associated with the industry, from narco-polo to Cholo,
clothes that are associated with the Mexican drug industry are referred to as narco-moda. The
definition of narco-moda used in this chapter will encompass styles such as Buch—n, as well as
items now associated with the industry, such as popular and well-known brands like Ralph
Lauren. For example, companies selling clothing associated with the trade, such as Antrax or
Barabas, can be bought within the U.S. and easily found online. Whilst there are varying styles,
narco-moda, similarly to other elements of narco-culture, is ostentatious and distinctly
recognisable. As journalist Omar Rinc—n states, it is Òuna afirmaci—n pœblica de que para quŽ
309
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se es rico si no es para lucirlo y exhibirlo?Ó (A public statement that what is it to be rich if not
to show off?). As well as creating their own distinct look, cartels and king-pins have used
clothing to become instantly recognisable and create styles that are highly in demand. For
example, Respondent Seven stated that specific Ralph Lauren polo shirts are now referred to
by the names of cartel members. This is supported when looking at a newspaper interview with
a Mexican street merchant, who said the blue polo as seen in the image below, was known as
the J.J. (JosŽ Jorge Balderas) and the green as Barbie (Edgar Valdez Villareal), as these were
the tops the traffickers were wearing when arrested.313 After Joaqu’n ÒEl ChapoÓ Guzm‡n was
photographed with Sean Penn for his interview in Rolling Stone Magazine, his shirt was in
such high demand that the clothing site Barabas crashed due to the amount of traffic. The top
is now described on the site as Òyes, the famous one!Ó314 Due to the popularity of items
pertaining to El Chapo, the trend is now commonly referred to online as Ôchapoman’aÕ.315 As
Tom Wainwright states, "the cartels take PR and marketing very, very seriously. They really
care about their images.Ó316
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Image One: The image below shows J.J. being arrested by the Mexican police317

Although the connection between clothing and identity is a long established theme that
sociologists such as Walter Benjamin, Georg Simmel and Ferdinand Tšnnies have explored,
the importance of clothing in relation to the Mexican cartels has been largely overlooked by
scholars. The topic for example has only been mentioned briefly in texts, whilst unlike narcocorridos, there is currently limited scholarly work dedicated to studying this style. This chapter
will begin to fill this current void in research and discuss how clothing has been used in an
effort to legitimise the drug trade. In order to do this, it will analyse how narco-moda is used
as a uniform for cartels and how drug traffickers have created their own recognisable styles
and sell an image of themselves. Furthermore, this chapter will look at how clothing has
impacted women and children, such as attracting young recruits with the chance to buy
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expensive clothes and designer items. Clothing is thus discussed as a symbol, though it is not
clothing per se that is the main focus, rather items of clothes as an identifiable marker as a way
of presenting oneself. Additionally, this work will show how clothing styles have been unfairly
profiled and that styles may simply be popular due to the impact of western culture and the
machismo values they represent.

Currently there is no substantial work dedicated to the study of narco-moda in Mexico,
however there is work that is relevant to this chapter. Marcelo Diversi looks at the impact of
clothing on children in Latin America in Street Kids in Nikes: In Search of Humanization
Through the Culture of Consumption. Although focused on clothing as Diversi observes how
American brands have impacted street children in Brazil, he does not focus his research on
Mexico or narco-moda. Furthermore, he only looks at how children view clothing brands,
rather than focus on a wider demographic. Javier Delgado, Narco-aesthetic and SimmelÕs
Theory of Fashion is also relevant to this chapter. Delgado looks to interrelate Georg SimmelÕs
theories with the style adopted by narcos, as well portraying how others imitate this style to
pretend they possess power and money.318 Although Delgado examines crucial themes in this
chapter, he does not show how clothing could have been used for the purpose of legitimisation.

As the importance of clothing has been studied by sociologists, this chapter also draws on the
work of Georg Simmel. SimmelÕs article Fashion shows that clothing plays an important role
in society, enabling people to differentiate from other groups and social class. While useful this
work focuses on the role of clothing in general, rather than narco-moda. As well as using texts
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that generally focus on apparel this chapter also draws on work which looks at narco-cultura.
Shaylih MuehlmannÕs When I wear My Alligator Boots has again provided useful context for
this chapter. As mentioned in previous chapters Muehlmann focuses on narco-cultura in
general, examining how the lives of those living on the border have been affected because of
the drug trade. Although not specifically focused on the importance of clothing Muehlamann
examination does include references to narco-moda. Mark Edberg The Narcotrafficker in
Representation and Practice: A Cultural Persona from the U.S.-Mexican Border, examines
Òpopular interpretations and enactments of the narco-traffickers characterÓ in the U.S.-Mexican
border.319 Again while not explicitly concerning narco-moda Edberg looks at popular and
media industry interpretations of the narco-trafficker persona, specifically focusing on narcocorridos. Lastly Eric Zolov Refried Elvis: The Rise of the Mexican Counterculture looks at
how rock and roll was used by Mexican Youths to challenge politics in Mexico. Again while
the book does not focus specifically on clothing or narco-moda, Zolov shows how clothing can
be used to rebel and challenge social order and authoritarianism. Whilst using the existing
literature, this chapter will benefit from the new insights gathered from questionnaires. As
mentioned in the introduction, these individuals were chosen because they came from various
demographics, so can provide an all-encompassing view of narco-moda. Since there is
currently limited research regarding narco-moda, gathering the opinions of ordinary citizens
on both sides of the border will help to provide insight into a relatively neglected subject.
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Narco-moda
ÒThose who dress in the cowboy style generally come from the country side, those who feel
socially and economically marginalisedÓ.320 The Ôcowboy styleÕ, known as chero that
Respondent One refers to, is the traditional attire worn by many narco-traffickers.321 This style,
which as mentioned above resembles that of a cowboy or rancher, consists of Òa hat that is
either made of felt or tightly woven straw, slacks or jeans, and boots. The boots are usually
leather for work/every day and exotic skin (snake, lizard, ostrich, manta ray, alligator, shark,
etc.).Ó322 This is not however the only narco-style that can be found in Mexico. The Buch—n
style, a name derived from the mispronunciation of the popular whisky brand (Buchanan),
includes piteada boots, silk shirts, gold rosaries and jewellery with golden cuernos de chivo
(goat horns).323 This style is worn by poorer members of society and are noted to be Òthe ones
who cause the fights in bars or those who take out the gunÓ.324 Examples of these style can be
seen when analysing narco-corrido singers, which Respondent Fourteen argues Òhas
significantly influenced clothing styles.Ó325
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Image Two: The band Los Tigres del Norte326

Image Three: Musician Gerardo Ortiz in his music video for QuiŽn Se Anima327
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In this thesis, the definition of narco-moda will also be extended to contemporary items of
clothing that are worn and subsequently associated and popularised by narcos. Though
traditional styles as mentioned above, tend to hold negative connotations representing poverty
and aggression, this new image has had a much better reception. As Respondent Two states,
Òthe ones that dress in the cowboy style are more uneducatedÉbut some dress very
luxuriously.Ó328 This image has been embraced by the new generation of drug traffickers, also
referred to in the media as narco-juniors. This new globalised style now includes commercial
brands such as Nike, Ralph Lauren, Abercrombie & Fitch and Ed Hardy. Many of these styles
are also sold on the black-market which allow cartels to use stores as money laundering fronts.
This form of trade-based money laundering allows the cartels to clean large sums quickly as
clothes are easily sold. The profits from sales can also be used to fund other criminal
activities.329

Women have also embraced narco-moda, either choosing to dress in the masculine styles
mentioned above, or wearing the Buch—nas style, which overly sexualises women.330 This
style, portrayed in the music video Soltero by El Komander, includes tight fitting jeans,
dressing ÒostentatiouslyÓ in tight dresses and high heels, as well as covering themselves Òin
gold chains and jewels.Ó331 Some women even surgically enhance their appearance, in order to
achieve the desired curvaceous image. Respondent Eleven asserts that some Òwomen have
many different types of surgery, such as breast and bum implants, to attain the desired
image.Ó332 Many individuals, such as Ioan Grillo, argue that the main reason for dressing
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provocatively is to attract members of the cartels. As one hitman stated, many girls Òlook for
boyfriends in the mafia as they know they have money to spend.Ó333

Image Four: The music video for El KomanderÕs Soltero Oficial 334

Uniform
Clothing is an instantly recognisable way to identify with groups and express beliefs without
having to orally communicate ideas. As scholar Orna Blumen notes, Òclothes by redefining
human bodies, offer the easiest way to structure and display meanings and identity in the public
spaceÉclothes and accessories renders categorisation inevitable and provokes a reflective
response of Ôknowing before thinkingÕ.Ó335 By creating a distinct style, this helps cartels to
make members distinguishable. As Respondent Eight notes, ÒIÕm not really up to date with
narco-styles, but I can recognise someone who is involved with the cartels. You can tell by
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their hat and boots.Ó336 Respondent Nine also agreed that there were certain styles that are
linked to the cartels, ÒIn Reynosa, if you see someone with belt buckles [Golden or diamond
encrusted] and hats and boots they are normally wannabe ÔnarcosÕ. I know it can be seen as
stereotyping, but it is true.Ó337 Clothing not only identifies involvement, but also status within
the cartels. As Respondent Nine identifies, there are many who are classed as Òwannabe
ÔnarcosÕÓ, more commonly referred to as a Ôsuper cheroÕ.338 As one individual who was
involved in the trade commented, young men who wore lizard-skin boots, a cheaper version of
alligator skin, werenÕt Òreally narcos.Ó339 Unlike the poorer recruits, those who hold higher
positions are distinguished by the expensive skins they wear, such as alligator, as well as having
gold plated weapons.340 Examples of such weapons can be seen in the Museo del Enervantes
de la Secretaria de la Defensa Nacional (Referred to in English as the Narco museum), which
holds many items obtained from king-pins. Branches within the cartels have also become
identifiable as clothing and accessories are used to signify an individualÕs involvement. The
Sinaloan militia for example is instantly recognisable due to members wearing a large skull
ring. JosŽ Rodrigo ArŽchiga Gamboa, otherwise known as ÒEl Chino AntraxÓ, a prominent of
member of the militia can be seen wearing this ring on his Instagram account. Other cartels
have also created their own recognisable insignia thatÕs branded on various items of clothing.
As in America where the Los Angeles based Crips are distinguished by wearing blue clothing
to display their loyalty, the Zetas have transformed ÔZÕ into a letter thatÕs synonymous with
their name. The ÔZÕ and their insignia can be found emblazoned on everything from golden
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medallions, guns, baseball caps, flak jackets and backpacks. These clothing styles are as
mentioned instantly recognisable in society, worn by individuals who are aware of the
association linked with their clothing styles. As psychologist Galicia Castillo states, Òit is all
about standing out, identifying oneself as a member of a certain sector of a crowded worldÉ
so that everyone will look at me, will see that I can afford this. And I could be a narco, so don't
mess with me."341 Cartels adopting uniforms and their own emblems can therefore alter public
perception and work as a successful marketing tool, as it creates a structural hierarchy, makes
members instantly identifiable and shows how individuals are proud to be identified with the
cartels.

Image Five: Gun owned by Amado Carrillo Fuentes342
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Studies regarding uniforms have found that clothing styles can impact how the wearer is
treated. Psychologist Leonard Bickman for instance found that actors dressed in civilian attire
were less likely to be obeyed compared to actors dressed in a security guard uniform.343
Additionally, sociologists Nathan Joseph and Nicholas Alex assert that once the public
recognises a uniform, such as those worn by the police or military, it can function as a symbol
of legitimacy.344 Although this demonstrates that creating a recognisable uniform can help to
generate obedience and legitimacy, these studies do not focus on the cartels or the perception
of uniforms in Mexican society. Nonetheless, not only have uniforms been seen to impact upon
the perception of the wearer in society, but research has also found that clothing can contribute
to personality traits. For instance, when analysing a study on the effect of designer clothing,
participants in the study who wore or believed they were wearing counterfeit items, were more
likely to cheat than those who believed they were wearing designer items.345 In order to explain
this behaviour, Hajo Adam and Adam D. Galinsky have referred to this affect as the Enclothed
cognition framework. This hypothesises Òthat wearing a piece of clothing and embodying its
symbolic meaning will trigger associated psychological processes.Ó346 By wearing a ring
associated with the cartels, or their emblems on clothing, this may also trigger a psychological
process, which could make the wearer more likely to comply with actions associated with the
cartels. This may explain why some of those who have been imprisoned and no longer work
for cartels still choose to wear certain items, Òas a badge ofÉpast smuggling work.Ó347 Also,
owning a Zeta medallion transforms violent acts into an achievement, akin to a military medal.
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The clothing helps the wearer feel they are powerful and part of a larger organisation. Yet while
the Enclothed cognition framework may partly explain why people act differently depending
on their clothing, it does not explore the fact that by choosing to wear counterfeit clothing this
is already a falsehood. It could alternatively be argued that it is not the clothing that changes
the person but is the expression of something that is deeper rooted. Individuals who are willing
to purchase non-deceptive counterfeits have been shown to have more criminal tendencies. Dr
Haider Ali from the Open University states that individuals who have relatively little regard
for the law and are comfortable taking risks are more likely to purchase counterfeit items.348 In
a separate study, Elfriede Penz and Barbara Stottinger found that self-identity, price
consciousness and the access to fake products displayed very little to no effect on the intentions
to purchase counterfeits, the main factor that influenced an individualÕs purchase was their
ethical disposition.349 When assessing these studies it is difficult to contribute the wearing
of counterfeit items to one cause. Nonetheless, studies which have focused on why individuals
buy counterfeit items are generally quantitative, so do not allow for further insights into
determinants, nor into possible underlying mechanisms that might explain the intention to
purchase counterfeits beyond the mere relationship between variables.350 Therefore, as
professor Karen J. Pine writes, ÒWhen we put on a piece of clothing we cannot help but adopt
some of the characteristics associated with it, even if we are unaware.Ó351
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Image Six: Anthrax Ring photos posted on Instagram352

Image Seven: Zeta Medalions353
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Clothes display success
Clothing is a useful tool for cartels to visually show their power and wealth and Òa public
affirmation of Ôwhy do you have money if not show it and exhibit.Ó354 As one individual states
ÒnarcoÕs have money and power and better clothesÐway better clothes.Ó355 This outward
display entices others to replicate their actions, a theory better understood in the context of
sociologists Robert K. MertonÕs Anomie or Strain Theory. Merton argues that society is highly
competitive, achievement-oriented and materialistic. Although individuals are encouraged that
everything is attainable, success can only really be achieved by a select minority.356 When
individuals cannot achieve these goals legitimately, they must devise ÔdeviantÕ methods to
succeed. By cartels displaying their wealth on social media accounts, such as Instagram or
Twitter, they show that by supporting and joining the drug trade individuals can achieve these
goals and benefit financially. For instance, while the maquilas (factories) brought many seeking
work to border towns such as Ju‡rez, low pay has left many tempted to join the illegal trade.
For three hours work, individuals can earn as much as a months worth of wages in a Ju‡rez
assembly plant.357 Respondent Ten agrees that there is a ÒÔnew richÕ phenomena, where people
buy and wear whatever is most expensive just because it is expensive and it displays that they
have money and power.Ó358 Respondent Nine also states that they are Òextremely flashy, their
clothes scream to the world their status and success.Ó359 Furthermore, Respondent Fourteen
adds that Òwhere IÕm from narco-cultura has impacted people in a noticeable way. You see
people buying the clothes, tuning their vehicles as if they were actual gangsters and using slang
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like the corrido singers.Ó360 This is also seen when looking at narco-corridos, the lyrics for the
song Estilo Italiano (Italian Style) by Jesœs Ojeda y Sus Parientes state, ÒVestido ala moda, y
muy elegante siempre anda el muchacho, con ropa Burberry le gusta vestir (Fashionably
dressed, and always very stylish boy, he likes to dress in Burberry clothing).361 Cartels can
therefore be seen as using their wealth in an attempt to gain instrumental legitimacy, by
showing that if you copy these styles and actions anyone could be as rich and powerful.
Although legitimacy will be lost if the cartels can no longer offer these services, as long as they
continue to show that individuals can benefit, they will maintain this position in society. Just
as historically clothing has been used to distinguish social class and display uniqueness,362
imitating the styles worn by narcos can be interpreted as the wearer attempting to overcome
the spatial divide between classes and the comparison between Ôthem and usÕ.363 Additionally,
as this instant material gratification cannot be provided by the state, this in effect de-legitimises
their role as it drives down confidence in the government. Evidence of this can be seen when
looking at Zambia, where citizens who credited non-state actors with providing services, were
significantly less likely to have confidence in the government.364As currently 93% of the
population are unsatisfied with MexicoÕs political system and 5% expressed confidence in their
national government, the cartels attempt to delegitimise the government may have been
successful.365
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Whilst results found in Zambia may suggest there is a correlation, there has yet to a study
carried out in Mexico and other research has contradicted these findings. Audrey Sacks for
example found that a quick upgrade of basic services such as health or education helped to
improve political support and trust in the government.366 There are also limits to the argument
that the cartels use clothing and associations with success, wealth and power as a way to gain
legitimisation. Although many members of lower socioeconomic groups do join the cartels as
a way to succeed in a society that restricts upward mobility, not all individuals from this group
turn to crime or view the expensive items positively. Instead many are content not participating,
succeeding with other goals. As Norte–o singer Julion Alvarez states, ÒEverything I have, IÕve
earnedÉI dedicated myself to making music, and thank God, I donÕt have the necessity to do
many of the things theyÕre accusing me of.Ó367 Therefore individuals such as Alvarez do not
need to turn to the cartels to achieve success. However, the singer does wear the buch—nas
style, which could also be interpreted as a way to display his masculinity and success as a
musician. Professor Omar Ric—n notes, the narco aesthetic is Òa way of thinking, an ethic of
rapid success.Ó368 Furthermore, this theory does not explain why a wide spectrum of social
actors, from politicians to celebrities, are involved in the industry. For instance, footballer Rafa
M‡rquez and musician Julion Alvarez have been sanctioned by the U.S. treasury for laundering
money and holding money on behalf of king-pin Flores Hernandez. In this respect, the strain
theory in relation to narco-moda fails to explain variations in participation, such as why people
from different socio-economic groups are involved in drug trafficking. As they are not being
denied advancement in Mexican society they have no need to dress similarly to a drug trafficker
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to feel success or power. Nevertheless, clothing has enabled the cartels to display success and
power, which can lead to legitimisation among certain groups in Mexican society.

Clothing shows they are Ôone of usÕ
Although some choose to display their wealth, other king-pins choose to wear regional items
in an effort to show a connection to local cultures. This imagery helps to build legitimacy as
local cultures cannot simply be manufactured by leadership or intellectual figures.369
Additionally, by linking their styles to regions, this also portrays the notion that king-pins are
relatable and that their wealth is achievable. Michoac‡n cartel boss, Servando G—mez Mart’nez,
is known for being Òa country man just like us, who wears huaraches [sandals].Ó370 El Chapo
also continues to wear affordable clothing that stays true to his Sinaloan roots. These king-pins,
who appear to be Ôone of usÕ to many marginalised communities, empower those to believe
they can achieve and become ÒÔsomebodiesÕ in a country where that was not supposed to be
possible for men of their class.Ó371 Although the study looked at Michelle Obama, participants
who were asked to look at the styles she wore as the first lady noted that her choice to buy
apparel from affordable mass-merchants was rare and unexpected due to her position, which
made her more relatable.372 Creating a recognisable and regional image through clothing styles
is another technique that has been borrowed from revolutionary figures. General Emiliano
Zapata for instance became known for his charro outfit, which included, Òtight-fitting black
cashmere pants with silver buttons, a broad charro hat, a fine linen shirt or jacket, a scarf around
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his neck, boots of a single piece, Amozoque–a-style spurs, and a pistol at his belt.Ó373 As Ed
Vulliamy notes Òwe like to talk about Ôimagined communitiesÕ in academia, and I think the
Mexican cartels have done an impressive job of harnessing those regional and communal
identities, so that people almost root for them the way they would root for their soccer
teams.Ó374 Drug cartels have thus used narco-moda as an effective resource in the systematic
manipulation of human symbols and relationships.375
Image Eight: Emiliano Zapata376
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Narco-corporate image
While clothing helps to make those within the trade instantly recognisable and entice many to
join the industry, narco-moda, similarly to narco b-films and narco-corridos, has become a
profitable industry. By creating their own corporate image through narco-moda this has helped
to dissociate king-pins and cartels from violence. This is due to the fact that a corporate image
is a composite psychological impression and can quickly change based on media coverage and
performance. An example of this can be seen when looking at the clothing brand Escobar
Henao. The brand which was created by Pablo EscobarÕs son Sebastian Marroqu’n in 2010
tries to dissociate Escobar from his violent past. For example, the website slogan states ÔIn
peace we trustÕ, while advertising campaigns present the clothes in a glamourous style.377 The
objective of the brand is also to Òcontinue positive works of education, ecology, cultureÉand
foster values such asÉforgiveness and reconciliation of all sectors and people in
conflict.Ó378Although the brand is not sold in Colombia out of respect for the victims of drug
related violence, the clothing line has already become popular in Culiacan, the capital of the
western Sinaloa state.379
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Image Nine: An advertising campaign by the brand Escobar Henao.380

Queen-pin Griselda Blanco, the head of the Medell’n Cartel also has a clothing line started by
her son. The brand, Pure Blanco, sells tops depicting the black widow spider, a reference to
her tendency to kill ex-lovers. The site also stresses that the clothing line is a ÔBillionaire
Lifestyle BrandÕ,381 along with stating that shoppers should ÔJoin the CartelÕ to receive rewards.
Although this plays on her criminal past, the website implies that, by joining cartels, you too
could receive rewards for your work and lead the same billionaire lifestyle. Instead of showing
that crime is wrong, this wording makes the drug trade seem fun and trivialises the violence.
For instance, the site compares signing up to receive money off to becoming a member of a
cartel. Both clothing brands not only use clothes to give the impression that drug trafficking is
fashionable, on the website for Pure Blanco the page entitled inspiration is full of top of the
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range sports cars and yachts but attempts to re-build the drug traffickers cooperate image.
Whilst fashion connected to Escobar presents him as peaceful, Pure Blanco does not hide
BlancoÕs past, but instead as mentioned pushes the glamorous side of the industry. While using
different techniques, the clothing brands help to dissociate the drug traffickers from the
violence and instead help to build a new and relatable cooperate image. This identity can then
be bought into by consumers, which in turn enables them to relate to the culture of drug
trafficking, but without fully embracing or acknowledging the violence.

Image Ten: Taken from the Pure Blanco Website. The image below includes a picture of
Griselda Blanco 382
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In Mexico, king-pins have also begun to create a corporate identity. El ChapoÕs daughter,
Alejandrina Gisselle Guzman Salazar, has attempted to patent El ChapoÕs name in order to
market several products. One applications passed by the Mexican Institute of Industrial Poverty
(IMPI), has trademarked his name for the purpose of producing merchandise out of precious
metals, animal skins, as well as El Chapo Christmas decorations.383 After his arrest and highprofile relationship with actress Kate del Castillo, items associated with El Chapo have become
increasingly popular. For example, leaked text messages between El Chapo and Castillo, which
read ÒTe cuidarŽ m‡s que mis ojos (IÕll take care of you more than my eyes) has now been
printed on various t-shirts and caps. Respondent Eight argues that ÒEl Chapo is seen as an icon
in the north (the region where the narco culture is most popular). He has transformed being a
narco into a symbol of power and wealth.Ó384 Others involved in the trade have also tried to
dissociate themselves with cartel crime. This can be seen when looking at Sanda Avila,
otherwise known as ÔThe Queen of the PacificÕ, who has patented food goods such as sugar,
rice and honey. While Ernesto Omelas Gazcon has his own brand of tequila, Don Teto. The
clothing that many prominent cartel members are pictured in also show the success of the
formation of a corporate image. Photos of the arrest of Edgar Villarreal ÒLa BarbieÓ and Jose
Jorge ÒJ.J.Ó Balderas were circulated in the media in which they wore particular Ralph Lauren
polos, the photo of VillarrealÕs arrest can be found in the introduction of this chapter. As a
consequence, these polos have become extremely popular and are now even referred to as the
J.J and La Barbie. Similarly, to many television advertising campaigns featuring a celebrity,
narco traffickers have used their image to sell the drug trade.385 Nonetheless, as drug traffickers
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have not spoken about their motives, there may be other reasons to explain why they have
branched out into other industries and choose to wear particular distinguishable items. Firstly,
wearing designer brands allow the cartels to flaunt their wealth, provide a way to create more
money and as mentioned previously in the chapter allow cartels to launder money. According
to Assistant District Attorney Robert E. Dugdale, Los Angeles has become the epicentre of
narco-dollar money laundering, with couriers regularly brining duffel bags and suitcases full
of cash. During a raid conducted on a clothing store in 2014 the police managed to seize $90
million dollars of narco money.386

Although their reasons may not be known, consumers both within and outside of Mexico buy
these items. Juventino Romero, a wholesale buyer who bought El ChapoÕs top in bulk explains,
ÒTo put on a shirt that he wore probably makes them feel good, and a lot of people see him for
the good.Ó387 Yet it is important to note that Romero also agreed that many people still
identified El Chapo as bad. Nonetheless, this can be deemed as classical conditioning. When a
celebrity, in this case a king-pin (unconditioned stimulus),388 endorses a brand (conditioned
stimulus)389, it can create a positive response regarding that brand (conditioned response).390
Cartels and prominent king-pins have used clothing in an effort to transform their image in
society and be seen as legitimate. By simply typing in El ChapoÕs name, a variety of items are
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now easily available to buy. As Tom Wainwright states this Òis one of the most dramatic publicrelations (PR) coups in the business world.Ó391

Children
Despite the fact that Latin America registers the highest youth murder rate in the world,
exceeding countries and regions at war,392 many children are allured by the appearance of drug
traffickers. As scholar Guillermo Nœ–ez Noriega notes, Òthe narco or drug dealer is
mythologized by young men.Ó393 This can be in part attributed to the fact that children now live
in cultures driven by consumption and consumer behaviours. Young adults, according to
individuals such as scholar Sarah Thornton, are more interested in demonstrating their status
as ÔhipÕ or ÔcoolÕ and are more likely to participate in Òthe niche marketing of their
identities.Ó394 By witnessing drug traffickers make money in a country where they have little
chance of progression can appeal to children, some of whom have very few role models,
unstable family backgrounds and a lack of education. As one official from the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID) notes, ÒThey have no realistic hope of getting
anywhere in the modern world.Ó395 Some young adults thus make a conscious decision to
emulate their fashion in order to have the same opportunities. This is supported by Laura
Alvarado Castellanos, the Director General of Pro Ni–os, a charity which seeks to prevent
children from living on the streets. Castellanos argues that in recent years, there has been a
stark change in the appearance of children living on the street. After joining the trade, they
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have used their money to Òbuy mobile phones, clothes, and they follow all the online and
telenovela stereotypes they see.Ó396 She goes on to note that Òmany donÕt look like
beggarsÉtheyÕve become more consumerist.Ó397 Dressing in styles worn by members of the
cartels can enable children from low socioeconomic groups to view their demoralising situation
as positive and ÔcoolÕ, with many seeking to become drug traffickers in order to achieve the
same status. Furthermore, by demonstrating that they can offer marginalised children the
chance to make money, as well as showing what they could potentially earn, this creates
instrumental legitimacy. Various research has shown the importance of marginalisation on
establishing gangs. As Turnley and Smrcka note ÒIf the macro-community marginalises a
group of individuals or causes them to feel powerless, they will seek structures within which
they can exercise power.Ó398 As the Mexican government cannot offer these opportunities to
children, they will therefore turn towards the cartels. As social worker from Monterrey Juan
Pablo Garcia summarises, ÒThe schools are closed, and there is no work and no opportunity.
On the other side, the criminals, they say, ÔCome here. There is a job for you.ÕÓ399

Children from other socioeconomic groups are also drawn to the industry through the appeal
of consumer items that some members of the cartel flaunt on various forms of social media.
Again, this can be explained when analysing subcultural capital. Class becomes Òwilfully
obfuscated by subcultural distinctions. For instance, it is not uncommon for public school
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educated youth to adopt working-class accents during their clubbing years.Ó400 Although this
is in regard to children in the UK, examples of children imitating lower economic groups can
be seen in various societies. As Irving Spergel notes, imitating gang culture Òmay be a basis
for novel experience and excitement for these youths.Ó401 Cartels have attempted to change
their appearance, transforming the otherwise negative connotations associated with humble
origins, into an alternative that some children wish to emulate. This can be seen when analysing
rap in the U.S., coming from the ÔhoodÕ is seen as positive, rather than derogatory. For example,
early rap music, such as that produced by The Notorious B.I.G., was less about the artistÕs
success, rather their rise to it. As Rauly Ramirez, manager of BillboardÕs Hip-Hop chart, states
90s rappers Òwould create this personaÓ, portraying themselves as thugs and gangsters, because
that was Òthe character [they] had to be to succeed.Ó402 Children imitate the styles of cartel
members as they feel becoming this character will also help them obtain material goods.
Although Colombian hitman Gustavo stated that ÒYou see your father sweating hard all day
and just making a few pesosÉAnd then guys in the barrio working for the Office are driving
brand new cars and motor cycles and have five girlfriends.Ó403 Gustavo adds that while he uses
some of the money to support his family, he Òlikes to spend his earnings on designer-label
clothes.Ó404 In GustavoÕs case, becoming an assassin has provided him the opportunity to
participate in the consumer lifestyle. This stance is also supported when looking at interviews
conducted by Ed Vulliamy, ÒtheyÕre doing it for money, yes, but more than that. TheyÕre doing
it for kudos, to show they can wear this T-shirt by this designer worth this much money.Ó405
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Even those who try to work in an honest profession struggle to not be enticed by the cartels
display of wealth. Leonardo, a young adult training to become an electrician, said he went to
extreme efforts not to become distracted by online temptations, ÒI want it all, but I have to take
things step by step.Ó406

Rebellious Style
Young adults who are beginning to express their personalities through clothes may choose to
wear narco-moda for rebellious reasons. If adopting narco-styles can be seen as ÔcoolÕ, rather
than an indication of their opinion regarding the legitimacy of the industry, styles may be worn
to rebel. For example, before narco-cultura, Rock and Roll and hippie culture was a source of
controversy in Mexico, as it was deemed to have a noxious impact on children and youths.407
In order to act as rebellious, Mexican youths would adopt styles such as wearing sandals or
having long hair. As Manuel Ruiz states, ÒYou had to dress 'like this' and have your hair 'like
this' because if not, you were going to look like a bureaucrat, a manager, anything but a young
person. You would look like a se–or."408 A female respondent from an upper-middle class
family interviewed by Eric Zolov agrees with Ruiz, ÒThe new fashions were very tempting. It
was a change that liberated you from being Ôproperly dressedÕ.Ó409 This style also challenged
U.S. values, allowing Mexican youths to create an international fusion. Clothing styles became
a mixture of hippies, combined with traditional Mexican attire, such as huaraches, yaqui
necklaces and embroidered shirts. When applied to modern society, narco-moda serves a
similar function. Firstly, it challenges traditional roles in society, allowing children to
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experiment with their appearance. This can explain why in MuehlmannÕs study, parents were
more than happy for their children to pose with rifles and hoods to recreate their look.410 Yet
just by wearing these clothes they are also helping to popularise cartels and trivialise the
violence. Nonetheless, assigning prototypical attributes to individuals who wear certain styles
can again be seen as overly simplistic. Clothes may be a way for children to express their
individuality and rebel, rather than an indication of their support for the narco industry or
evidence of the legitimisation of the cartels.

Women
As witnessed with other cultural expressions influenced by the cartels, clothing can be seen as
depicting women negatively. They are often made to look less important than a man,411 as well
as being overtly ÒsexualisedÓ.412 The idea of narco-beauty therefore refers to the female body
constructed by and for drug barons, ÒLike expensive bags and flashy shirts, women
areÉshowy accessories for men.Ó413 For example, in narco-corrido music videos the emphasis
is placed on the importance of women looking visually attractive in order to entice members
of the cartel.414 In Sinaloa in particular, it has been noted that ÒSinaloan women dress
ostentatiously in tight dresses and high heels and cover themselves in gold chains and
jewels.Ó415 The style that many prominent members of the cartels are attracted to is also evident
when looking at various high profile relationships. According to Ilvar Josue Caranton, a
researcher at Medellin University, the style originated in U.S. brothels, where Colombian and
U.S. drug traffickers met in the 1970Õs. Carantona adds that the Colombian traffickers
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embraced this overly sexualised image of blonde women who wear tight clothing and often
have cosmetic surgery, a style which is still popular among Mexican drug traffickers.416 The
style of woman that king-pins desire can be seen when looking at high profile relationships.
For example, King-pin Miguel Rodriguez Orejuela had a relationship with Martha Lucia
Echeverry [Miss Colombia 1974],417 Emma Coronel Aispuro [Pageant Queen] is married to
King-pin El Chapo, while Ana Victoria Santanares [Miss Sinaloa 1967] had a relationship with
King-pin Ernesto Carillo Fonseca. Colombian and Venezuelan pageant winners are also noted
to be brought to Mexico in order to become girlfriends for narcos and drug dealers.418 Beauty
queens becoming the wives of drug traffickers has become so prominent that Javier Valdez,
the author of Miss Narco, says that Òfor a lot of these young women, it is easy to get involved
with organised crime, in a country that doesn't offer many opportunities. I once wrote about a
girl I knew of who was desperate to get a narco boyfriend...She practically took out a classified
ad saying 'Looking for a NarcoÕ.Ó419 Advertising oneself in the hopes of finding a narcoboyfriend is not unusual, some daughters are even groomed for these ÔopportunitiesÕ. Sinaloan
Maria Susana ÒSuzyÓ Flores was groomed to become a beauty queen by her family, who
wished to use her in order to form stronger ties within the industry.420 Yet just as activity
conducted by the cartels is shrouded by mystery, so are details about the relationships between
cartels and beauty queens. Therefore, it is difficult to concretely state that beauty queens are
being brought to Mexico, or that all those who enter pageants want to become associated with
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the cartels. Yet, some women who are not beauty queens still choose to emulate their styles,
such as dressing in tight clothing, in order to gain access into the industry. In one bar that was
popular amongst narcos, women would wear these styles in order to be noticed. Many who
worked there were also known to be the girlfriends of traffickers.421 For some individuals,
clothing can therefore be interpreted as enabling women to become ÔThe woman I want to beÕ.
For example, in studies such as that conducted by Alison Guy and Maura Banim, women spoke
of their aspirations relating to their clothes and attempts to create images which were perceived
as successful.Ó422 Success was measured on two levels, one feeling positive because they
looked good and second the feeling of being able to achieve that image through the correct
choice of clothing.Ó423 This idea can also be seen in Colombia where women dress in certain
styles and alter their appearance as a way to achieve social mobility. As scholar Stacey Hunt
notes, many girls from working and lower classes see no future in education, instead as they
have witnessed both beauty queens and models climbing social barriers, they are beginning to
rely on a future where beauty could help them achieve success.424 Yet while some women may
choose to dress in these styles, they are also acutely aware of the dangers of getting involved
with the cartels. Stories of the deaths and capture of these beauty queens can be found all over
the media, so these individuals are aware that the lifestyle may not be glamorous. By choosing
to dress in the Buch—nas style, women distinguish themselves as being involved or attempting
to become affiliated with the cartels.

Clothes have also enabled women to express their devotion to the cartels. Following El ChapoÕs
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recent arrest, some women have chosen to include the king-pin in their nail art. In South Gate
U.S., the sign outside the shop offering the service reads, ÔNails Sinaloa-StyleÕ. Clients can
choose designs from San Judas Tadeo, Jesœs Malverde and El Chapo. After his arrest in 2014,
others also took to the street in protest. One woman brandished a sign which read ÒShorty make
me a babyÓ.425 Lastly, although her father is Enrique Plancarte, a member of the Knights
Templar, Melissa Plancarte or ÔLa Princessa De La BandaÕ (Cartel Princess), posted a picture
online of herself wearing a provocative version of the Knights Templar attire. The Knights
Templar, a cartel from Michoac‡n, emerged in 2011 with members viewing themselves as part
of a self-defence movement engaged in preventing crime created by other cartels. The name
choice, Knights Templar, was chosen to impress the idea that they are champions against the
fight against Òmaterialism, injustice and tyranny.Ó426 To many women, instead of being deemed
as criminals, members of the cartels have, as mentioned above, Òreach celebrity heartthrob
statusÓ.427 Cartels are becoming legitimised, as they are dissociated from violence, instead
being seen as a desirable macho man.
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Image Eleven: El Chapo nails428

Image Twelve: Melissa Plancarte429 and a sign which reads Ôshorty make me a babyÕ.430
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Although women who marry into the trade embrace this overtly sexualised image, some who
participate in criminal activity choose to wear the styles worn by men in order to feel powerful
and distinguish their role within the cartel. For example, the styles worn by those captured by
Mexican law enforcement are very similar to those worn by men, including bullet proof vests
and emblems belonging to their associated cartel. In the image below, Juana, known as ÒLa
PequeÓ (Little one), is easily identifiable as a member of the Zetas due to her baseball cap.
Becoming a female sicario according to Juan Carlos Ayala, a researcher at the Universidad
Aut—noma de Sinaloa, endows women with a position of power and status.431 Nonetheless, the
rise of female sicarios, commonly known as Las Flacas, are often characterised by their young,
attractive, and sometimes innocent appearances.432 One of the most infamous women credited
for creating this trend was Joselyn Alejandra Ni–o, who was murdered in 2015. As Andrew
Chesnut notes, ÒMany, like Joselyn, are recruited by the cartels for their girlish good looks.
The idea being that rival syndicates and law enforcement would not imagine that a waifish
'skinny girl' would be a contract killer.Ó433 Thus masculine clothing styles may provide women
with a feeling of power and status in a society where men are deemed as the dominant actors.
Famous corridista singer Jenni Rivera, known for wearing alligator skin boots and a cowgirl
hat, wore this style in order to show women can be as tough as men.434 Narco-moda performs
two separate functions for women, to become narco-wives and as a way to serve as loyal
recruits. As Andrew Chesnut notes, along with Òseeking to be the most desired by the narco
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men, they seek also to be the most brutal among their group of peers.Ó435 This is supported by
La PequeÕs admission that she drank her victims blood, or Melissa Margarita Calderon Ojeda
ÔLa ChinaÕ reputation for having a ruthless temper and leaving dismembered bodies on family
members doorsteps. Clothing is particularly important as a symbol of status for women,
allowing them to transcend social boundaries. Instead of being viewed as criminal, cartels are
instead deemed by women as a fast track to success. Cartels are thus gaining instrumental
legitimacy as they offer a chance to gain power in a male-dominated environment.

Image Thirteen: ÔLa PequeÕ who worked for the Zeta Cartel.436

While involvement with the cartels can offer financial stability, as mentioned previously in this
chapter, high profile murders along with the incarceration of various beauty queens should
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mean that women are acutely aware that narco lifestyle is not as glamorous as it may at first be
perceived. Zulema Hernandez, a beauty queen linked to El Chapo, was kidnapped by the Zetas,
was later discovered in the boot of a car with a Z carved into her breasts, abdomen and buttocks.
While sicario Joselyn Alejandra Ni–o was discovered mutilated in a beer cooler, identified only
through her tattoo. Despite this many women can be seen as na•ve towards the possibility they
could end up dead or imprisoned. Furthermore, while clothing enables individuals to construct
their consumer identity, embracing the Buch—nas style can be seen as the influence of western
styles, rather than cartels. The location of Mexico in relation to the U.S. means that women are
often presented with western ideals of beauty. For example, the media, such as the various U.S.
television shows available in Mexico, can act as an all-pervasive mechanism to teach women
beauty ideals. Moreover, traditional Mexican styles are seen by some to be worn by people
who are lesser and ÒuneducatedÓ.437 Respondent One states that ÒI normally associate people
who listen to this type of music or wear these clothes as being from a lower class. For example,
people who live in the farms or small villages outside of the big cities.Ó438 Respondent Two
also argued that there is a Òstigma attached to narco-cultura.Ó439 Journalist Rafa Fernandez de
Castro also concurs, ÒYoung and chic Mexican fresas (superficial youths) shopped at
Abercrombie & Fitch, while the hipsters pulled their clothes from the racks of Urban Outfitters.
Virtually no Mexican teen thought it was chido (cool) to wear local threads.Ó440Yet this was
not a belief held by all those I interviewed. Respondent Five argued that Òthe Rancho style is
very popular all over MexicoÓ,441 whilst Respondent Seven said that ÒIÕm not really up to date
with the styles of Mexico, but I do know amongst the cartel community they wear a lot of boots
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and hats. I wouldnÕt judge someone for wearing these items though.Ó442 Yet as the U.S. is a
dominant culture which influences all markets including the U.K., many imitate those who are
seen as beautiful and successful. The Kardashians for example, who are known for their
enhanced appearance and clothes, would fit under the Buch—nas style. Claudia Ochoa Felix, a
high-ranking leader of the murder squad Los çntrax, is even referred to as the Mexican Kim
Kardashian. Surgically altering their appearance can also be linked to an attempt to appear
more western, rather than a way for drug traffickers to alter women to fit their fantasies and
control their bodies.443 Those, such as Mexican journalist Valdez, who state that womenÕs
motivation to have plastic surgery is only due to the cartels, have an overly simplistic view.
Nonetheless, Respondents One, Two, Eight, Nine, and Eleven all spoke about how women who
are involved, or want to be involved with drug traffickers, surgically enhance their look. Yet,
this is a subject which needs to be assessed further, as womenÕs motivations have not been
obtained.

Western Values
The impact of western ideals may also be a contributing factor when analysing why others may
choose to wear certain brands worn by drug traffickers. The North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), has transformed Mexico into one of the largest markets for American
exports. During the first seven years, American merchandise exports to Mexico almost
doubled.444 U.S. culture, such as the export of television shows and music, has been able to
permeate Mexican society, leading to a complex border environment. One border resident
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stated, ÒThere are three worlds. You have the Mexican, the American, and one here at the
border because here you have a combination of both cultures and it is different from the
Mexican and the American.Ó445 Clothes have also been impacted by the combination of
cultures, which can explain why western styles have begun to be associated with the cartels.
As Respondent Four notes, Òespecially in northern Mexico our style is influenced by the
U.S.Ó446 They go on to add that Òten years ago you didnÕt see brands such as Aeropostale and
Hollister, it is a fact that people with money have always been influenced by American
culture.Ó447 Moreover, Respondent Twelve argues that ÒI donÕt think there is a general popular
style in Mexico, people are generally influenced by U.S. fashion, so I think the idea of buying
big brands hasnÕt been influenced by the cartels, its U.S. culture.Ó448 Respondent Thirteen also
admitted that Òpersonally my style has been largely influenced by the U.S., particularly
California as I like the skater culture.Ó449 Wearing designer brands can therefore be attributed
to the impact of NAFTA and MexicoÕs proximity to the U.S., rather than the cartels influencing
clothing.

The importance of wearing western brands has become increasingly important for children.
Media has continued to shape consumer tastes, to the point Òwhere to become a fuller human
being one must participate successfully, according to the dominant societyÕs standards, in the
culture of material consumption and accumulation.Ó450 For example, in Brazil, street children
saw brands such as Nike as a symbol or gateway to ÔnormalityÕ and spoke of the importance
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of American brands.451 One child said that, ÒEverybody on TV has Nike shoesÓ and that Òif I
had Air Jordans IÕd run so fast nobodyÕd catch me.Ó452 The attraction of branded clothes,
according to Marcelo Diversi, showed that these children looked for the same things we all are
longing for, acceptance, acknowledgement, respect, and self-worth. In this respect, clothing
styles can thus be seen as symbolic. As seen in Britain, branded goods were seen as an aspect
of Ôsymbolic self-completionÕ, individuals who perceive themselves as lacking in personal
qualities attempt to fill the gap using symbolic resources.453 When applied to Mexico, clothing
can also be seen as symbolic. The chero style for instance, demonstrates that there are no social
boundaries, whilst the new western styles of clothing add to a feeling of self-worth, as seen
when analysing street children in Brazil. Respondent Four adds that they choose to wear ÒLevi
trousersÉCalvin Klein, Guess shirts. It is a price/quality thing, like having the best you can
get.Ó454 American brands, such as Ralph Lauren, may in fact reflect a feeling of a lack of selfworth. By buying these brands the wearer can gain access ÔnormalÕ society, allowing the
underprivileged to temporarily stabilise their social condition and form identities in relation to
the larger culture. This contradicts the traditional view that those wearing items, such as narcopolo, wish to become part of narco-cultura and view the cartels as legitimate.

Profiling clothes
As it is impossible to wear any item of clothing without transmitting social signals,455
individuals may choose to wear clothes associated with the cartels for a variety of reasons that
are unrelated to drug trafficking. Sociologists such as Rossana Reguillo argue that as the state
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views those who wear this style as juvenile delinquents, many turn to the cartel as they offer
an identity and shared codes. This can also be seen in California, the 1988 Street Terrorism
Enforcement and Prevention Act (STEP), included clothing or symbols as two of ten sets of
criteria to identify those who may be involved in crime.456 Again this assumes that through
clothing styles an individual is deviant without understanding why they choose to wear such
styles. For example, in Mexico huaraches (sandals) are seen as a staple of traditional cartel
styles. Yet in some states, such as Sonora, they carry a different conation and are deemed as a
sign of poverty.457 The media and fictional literature also plays a crucial role in profiling
clothes, ignoring regional styles. In the novel The Queen of the South, Teresa describes narcotraffickers in Spain as, Òbeing cut from the same cloth: gold chains with crucifixes around their
necks, medals to the VirginÉexpensive jogging suits, Adidas and Nike sneaker, faded designer
jeans with wads of bills in one back pocket and the bulge of a knife in the other. Very tough
guys, as dangerous at times as their Sinaloan cousins.Ó458 Whilst the women are described as
Òstuffed into stretch pants that showed off their tattooed asses and short t-shirts that showed
their navel-piercings, with lots of make-up and perfume, and all that gold. They reminded
Teresa of the girls that ran with the narcos from Culic‡n.Ó459 Other forms of media also enforce
these stereotypes. The character Tuco Salamanca in Breaking Bad, is constantly depicted
wearing various garish prints, which would fit under the description of the cholo style. By
profiling clothes as criminal, as well as the media and fictional literature adding to stereotypes,
this has made clothing styles and lifestyle choices synonymous. Yet clothing is worn for many
different reasons and some research contradicts findings that clothing clearly expresses the
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wearers views. When Efrat Tse‘lon tested whether clothes and personal appearance were a
means of non-verbal communication, they found that messages conveyed through clothing
were ambiguous, fluid and followed no clear code.460 As psychologist Mar’a Elena Larra’n
asserts, clothing styles are a complex phenomenon, so cannot be easily explained by a single
theory.461

Machismo
Machismo is an important element in all aspects of narco-cultura as seen in previous chapters.
As narco-traffickers are seen as masculine, embodying an Òimage that privileges adventure,
risk, economic powerÉit does not come as a surprise, therefore, that the narco imageÓ has been
used Òas an aesthetic proposal for expressing masculinity.Ó462 Donning certain styles of
clothing, not only acts as a uniform and enables individuals to express pride, but also allows
them to feel more masculine. In Sinaloa, wearing braided huaraches, jewellery and driving a
pick-up truck connote a raw masculinity. For example, working-class youths in Hermosillo
have Òbegun emulating these makers of fashion, including the wear of huaraches, to construct
a more deliberately powerful masculine identity evocative of drug lords.Ó463 Masculinity as
shown in previous chapters, is an important aspect of Mexican culture. Respondent Eight adds
Òthese styles are often very ÔmachoÕ, to convey their power and status and this is very important
for them. If you donÕt look ÔmachoÕ then you arenÕt seen as a true Mexican man.Ó464 Guillermo
Nœ–ez NoriegaÕs study of homosexuals in Los Corazones also demonstrates the importance of
appearing to dress in a masculine style. Following the life of Miguel, one of the few open
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homosexuals, Nœ–ez Noriega notes that he always wore cowboy-style clothes and walked with
a pocket knife hanging from his belt to affirm his masculinity in a society that would have
excluded him.465 This can also be seen in the U.S., as wearing baggy pants associated with
gang culture, has Òbecome a symbolic stand-in for the male genitalia they conceal: the more
the drooping fabric hangs the more it signals the large size of the pendulous body parts
underneath.Ó466 Unfortunately however, this is a view that requires further analysis, as very
little research has been conducted into homosexuality in Mexico. Nonetheless, although clothes
associated with narco-moda can make individuals feel masculine, it is overly simplistic to
automatically assume they also view cartels as legitimate.

Conclusion
Clothes are an important visual expression that are not only practical but often portray what a
person believes they represent.467 Cartels have not only created a profitable and recognisable
corporate image but have also shown their wealth and power through narco-moda. New
globalised styles worn by narcos are now seen by some as luxurious, which not only attracts
people to the industry but as S‡nchez Godoy summarises, delegitimises the social institutions
that existed before.468 This is due to the fact that the state cannot offer the same benefits or
social progression. Whilst new styles show the cartels wealth, traditional narco styles also show
that cartel members have humble origins and that their success can be achieved by all. Yet this
chapter is not simply criticising narco-moda. As Omar Rinc—n argues, ÒDe entrada lo digo,
criticar la narcoestŽtica es un acto de arrogancia burguesaÓ (Criticising Narco-aesthetics is
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an act of bourgeoisie arrogance).469 Many young men and women in countries without a drug
problem want to emulate individuals that society may not view as acceptable. For instance,
young men who dress like their favourite rappers, may appear on the outside to be social
deviants, yet there are various factors explaining their style, such as their desire to rebel or
appear masculine. Women may also desire to dress in a certain style to appear successful or
emulate the desirable western style. Deeming all who dress in clothing worn by the cartels as
narcos, or as supporting the industry, is overly conclusive and ignores other factors that impact
on an individualÕs clothing choice. Yet while clothing can be a harmless expression, it can also
have a reinforcing and shaping effect. If an individual presents themselves as ÒdangerousÓ,
they may encounter situations where they need to act in a certain way in order to maintain this
presentation. Although cartels have created a globally recognisable image, that has been used
in an effort to legitimise the trade, it is over simplified to state that we are witnessing a
narcotization of taste.470
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Chapter Four: Religion
ÒKingpins now fight for souls as well as turfsÓ471
As seen in the previous chapters, drug trafficking is no longer an encapsulated criminal activity,
as it has now permeated MexicoÕs economic, social and cultural fabric. Whilst previous
chapters have looked at how cartels have used culture in an effort to legitimise the drug trade,
this chapter will now examine how cartels have attempted to use religion. Since the 1960Õs
Latin America has seen a decline in Catholicism, with the number of those identifying as
Catholics decreasing from 90% to 69% of the population.472 Mexico however defies this trend,
remaining an extremely devout Catholic country. The Pew Research Centre reported that after
studying religious affiliation, beliefs and practices 81% of the population still identified with
Catholicism in 2014.473 While Catholicism still dominates, many non-canonised narco-saints,
which will be examined later in the introduction, have begun to challenge this monopoly. This
has resulted in the Mexican Catholic Church, Vatican and Mexican state publicly denouncing
their worship. During his 2016 visit to Mexico, Pope Francis declared that he was Òparticularly
concerned about those many persons who, seduced by the empty power of the world, praise
illusions and embrace their macabre symbols.Ó474 While in February this year Santa Fe
Archbishop John Wester, El Paso Bishop Mark Seitz, and San Angelo Bishop Michael Sis in
Texas denounced the worship of Santa Muerte arguing that, ÒWe have a lot of saints who
represent the teaching of Jesus Christ. This is an aberration.Ó475 The Mexican authorities have
471
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also taken steps to silence the growing congregations to macabre symbols, demolishing and
desecrating shrines. Yet this has done little to dampen their popularity. For example, the
adoration of Santa Muerte has continued to rise over the past 15 years, with approximately 10
million devotees. As scholar R. Andrew Chesnut states, ÒSanta Muerte is now the fastest
growing new religious movement in North AmericaÉwith the U.S. having the second-largest
population of devotees after Mexico.Ó476

Whether these saints are harmless folk symbols, or a means to amass support for cartels, has
divided opinions. Father Hugo Valdemar, the director of communications for the Archdiocese
of Mexico City, referred to Santa Muerte as blasphemous, diabolical and destructive. While
others, including Professor R. Andrew Chesnut, have shown that followers of Santa Muerte
hail from all socioeconomic groups, ÒHigh school students, middle-class housewives, taxi
driversÉpoliticians.Ó477 Yet with priests becoming the latest target of cartel violence, with 15
documented murders of priests in the last four years,478 as well as religious iconography
involved in court cases in the U.S., narco-saints are playing a crucial role on both sides of the
border. Therefore, in what ways has religion been used for the purpose of legitimising the drug
trade?
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At its core, narco-saint is a term used to describe a holy personality that has been associated
with the narcotics industry, either as a patron of illegal acts or a saint that is worshiped by drug
traffickers. Although there are numerous un-canonised saints and folk heroes connected to the
Mexican cartels, this chapter will mainly analyse three: Santa Muerte, Jesœs Malverde and San
Judas Tadeo, although others such as Juan Soldado will be referred to. It will also discuss ritual
murders, such as the narco-satanicos killings, along with religious texts, such as Pensamientos,
in order to uncover the full extent of Mexican Cartels infiltration into the religious sphere and
its effect on their perception in society. To further analyse how religion has been used for the
purpose of legitimising the drug trade, this work will draw on previously published work.
Although various studies have been conducted into the effect of religion in general, such as its
potential effect on mental health,479 very limited research has been conducted into studying
religions associated with cartels. Due to the current lack of literature, this chapter will use texts
that briefly refer to the effect of narco-saints in Mexican society, as well as the connection
between crime and religion. Firstly, Alessandra DinoÕs article, For ChristÕs Sake: Organized
Crime and religion, explores the connection between organized crime and religion, specifically
focusing on the relationship between the Sicilian Mafia and the Catholic Church. Although the
findings can be applied to other social contexts, Dino does not as mention examine the
connection between cartels and the Catholic Church or narco-religions. Michael Deibert, In the
Shadow of Saint Death: The Gulf Cartel and the price of AmericaÕs drug war in Mexico, briefly
looks at narco-saints providing insight into the lives of those living amongst the violence, such
as cartel hitmen, law enforcement officials, politicians and shopkeepers. Ed Vulliamy,
Amexica, also documents experiences across the border from Tijuana to Tamaulipas detailing
how the drug trade has impacted these regions. Although both provide insights into how those
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living on the border view narco-saints, neither authors focus on religion. Instead Deibert aims
to address the current drug policies, while Vulliamy tried to explain cartel violence with his
own theories.

Research which has examined narco-religion mainly focuses on narco-saints and can primarily
be classified as a survey of devotion. R. Andrew Chesnut, Devoted to Death: Santa Muerte,
the Skeleton Saint, provides a detailed analysis of Santa Muerte, showing that she is not only
the patron saint of drug traffickers, but also plays a crucial role as a supernatural healer and
love doctor. Historian Paul J. Vanderwood, Juan Soldado: Rapist, Murder, Martyr, Saint,
includes extensive archival research in order to examine the origins of Juan Solado. Yet while
both are useful as an introductory study and provided a detailed history of the saints, these
studies fail to show the effect that worshiping narco-saints can have on the perception of cartels.
Moreover, these texts focus on one saint rather than including an examination of the variety of
narco-saints which currently exist in Mexico, such as San Nazerio or Jesus Malverde. Lastly,
whilst Vanderwood relies on archival research, Chesnut often makes vague statements, without
citing a clear source to support his claims.

Along with saints, this chapter will also analyse narco-cults. The definition of cult used in this
chapter is Òa religious groupÉwhose beliefs are considered extreme or strange by many
people.Ó480 The examination of cults is another topic that has interested scholars. For example,
Eagan Hunter, Adolescent attraction to cults, discusses the reasons behind adolescentÕs
attraction to cults, such as powerlessness and identity confusion. Whilst Hunter examines
adolescents, this study does not attempt to explain why others may choose to join cults, or the
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effect of narco-cults. Instead the author offers suggestions in order to prevent adolescents from
becoming susceptible to joining cults. Currently Tony KailÕs work, Narco Cults:
Understanding the Use of Afro-Caribbean and Mexican Religious Cultures in the Drug Wars,
offers one of the only academic studies into narco-cults. Kail focuses on helping to train law
enforcement about Afro-Caribbean and Mexican religion, depicting Òhow criminals prostitute
these cultures for their own selfish means.Ó481 Although it includes various visual examples,
information collected from police reports, ethnographic fieldwork and interviews with
practitioners many chapters focus on topics that are irrelevant for this thesis, such as his focus
on Afro-Caribbean practices. Furthermore, his work is tailored to train law enforcement and to
provide a better general understanding of Latin American cults, rather than show its effect or
how it has been for purposes of legitimisation by the drug trade and cartels. The above texts
also fail to include a detailed examination regarding the effect of narco-religion on women and
children in Mexico.

Narco-Saints: Jesœs Malverde
Before analysing the ways that religion has been used in an effort to legitimise both the drug
trade and Mexican cartels, it is crucial to have an understanding of the various Narco-saints
which will be discussed in this chapter. Jesœs Malverde, referred to as "the Angel of the Poor",
ÒEl Rey de SinaloaÓ or "The Generous Bandit", is a recognisable figure in modern society. Not
only has his bust featured on AMCÕs hit TV show Breaking Bad, but his name has also been
immortalised in various narco b-movies. Furthermore, similarly to Peruvian martyr Tupac
Amaru, his name has been adopted as a pseudonym by a Mexican-American rapper. Malverde,
who is said to have been named Jesœs Juarez Mazo, was born in 1870 near Culiac‡n, under the
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dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz. After the death of his parents, he frequently stole from the rich to
give to the poor, aggravating the Mexican elite. According to legend, DiazÕs local supporter
Francisco Ca–edo offered Malverde a pardon for his crimes if he could steal either the
governor's sword or daughter. The item to be stolen differs depending on the version. After he
succeeded an enraged Ca–edo hunted him down. Again, while versions of the events vary, it is
said that he was either betrayed and murdered by a friend, was shot or hanged by police.
Although there is no evidence to prove Malverde did exist, writer Sam Quinones argues that
the legend is a mixture of the lives of two documented Sinaloa bandits, Heraclio Bernal (1855Ð
1888) and Felipe Bachomo (1883Ð1916).482 The lack of evidence has done little to deter his
devotees. Today, as mentioned above, he appears in various cultural productions and has a
zealous following in his home state of Sinaloa.

San Judas Tadeo
Unlike the previous saints mentioned in this chapter, St. Judas Thaddeus, known in Spanish as
San Judas Tadeo, is recognised by the Catholic Church. Despite this, he is also associated with
the Mexican cartels. One of twelve apostles, he is depicted with a medallion on his chest baring
the image of Jesus Christ, along with a staff or hatchet to represent his martyrdom. Judas
Thaddaeus has become extremely popular in Mexico and is currently the only Catholic saint in
the world to have a monthly feast date.483 He is also commonly known as the patron saint of
lost causes. This is due to a scriptural letter he authored which urges Christians to persevere,
as well as a vision from Christ, which told St. Bridget of Sweden that Thaddeus will show
himself to be the most willing to help. While canonised, devotion to this saint has also raised
concern. As the patron saint of lost causes, he is particularly popular amongst the young and
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marginalised, with many asking for help to conduct illicit activity. For example, it is said that
if you move his staff to the left hand, he will help the devotee to perform their unorthodox
desire.

Santa Muerte
Lastly, Santa Muerte, also known as Nuestra Senora de la Santa Muerte or La Nina Blanca to
name but a few, is the most recognisable and researched saint connected the cartels. Similarly
to Malverde, she too appears in popular U.S. television shows such as True Blood, Dexter and
Breaking Bad. Translating to holy death, she is associated with healing, protection and the safe
delivery of her followers in the afterlife. While her origins are contested, it is agreed that her
image has circulated long before the recent and rapid proliferation of the Santa Muerte practice.
Some suggest she is a combination between Spanish Catholicism and the Aztec Goddess
Mictecacihuatl, the queen of afterlife, while others have argued she is a variation of the AfroCaribbean religion, Santeria.484 The controversial self-appointed bishop of the Santa Muerte
church, David Romo, however contests the above. He states that she descends from the figure
of the Grim Reaper in medieval Western Europe.485 Yet as John Thompson summarises, "there
is no shortage of skeletal imagery to turn to.Ó486 Although her origins remain elusive, her
notoriety has however continued to increase due to high profile condemnation. For instance,
the Catholic Church compared her worship to the celebration of devastation and hell.
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Prayers are used for protection against the law
Since the 1980Õs various Mexican folk heroes and saints have begun to be associated with the
drug trade and Mexican cartels. Followers of narco-saints have claimed that they are immune
from the law, as prayers not only protect them but legitimise their actions. Mexican author
Homero Aridjis writes, ÒSanta Muerte not only protects (the criminals) from betrayal and
ambush, but also can be an agent in their favor.Ó487 Aridjis concludes that ÒShe is a virgin saint
in the religion of crime.Ó488 Individuals also choose to pray to Jesœs Malverde whose
intercession is sought by those who seek protection from their enemies or law enforcement. He
is said to be able to Òmake cocaine smugglers invincible, protect kingpins of the drug mafia
from rivals, and guarantee a good crop of opium poppies and marijuana buds.Ó489 Two such
prayers that are used state, ÒOh St. Jesœs Malverde you have helped the poor, you who stole
from the evil rich so that the poor may liveÉI seek that you protect me from my enemiesÓ490
and, ÒJesœs Malverde as a bandit you needed to evade the law and you protect this place from
the law and all its representatives, so that they may not enter this place, and not even notice it
is there.Ó491

When analysing interviews conducted by previous researchers, many of those incarcerated in
Mexico believe that narco-saints will sanction their illegal activity. Twenty-two-year-old
Eduardo Martinez prayed to Santa Muerte after he was caught with a weapon a few months
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before his release from prison. Eduardo Martinez Òasked not to be given more time because I
only had four months left. I said to her that I would offer her my skin...Then, after five days,
she freed me and I did not have any more punishment Ð I was totally acquitted. For me, it was
a miracle.Ó492 An unnamed guard, working within a maximum-security penitentiary in Morelia,
stated that around Òforty inmates had erected makeshift alters to the Powerful Lady (Santa
Muerte) whom they trusted could free them.Ó493 Respondent Nine also argues that Òit angers
me as praying to saints is a viewed as a quick way to erase everything bad they have done.Ó494
Santa Muerte candles also imply that she is a narco-saint, as they include text such as ÒLaw,
stay away!Ó or ÒDeath unto my enemies.Ó495 Tattoos dedicated to the narco-saints have also
become very common in Mexico, which are now more popular than any other saint.496 These
are generally offered as an unconventional way of showing devotion and thanking the saint,
who will in turn buy them more time on earth. These tattoos also enable cartels to brand their
employees. A respectable business is far less inclined to employee individuals with tattoos
linked to the narcotics industry. Tattoos therefore, are not only a display of dedication to saints,
but also to the cartels.497 Praying to saints for protection also helps to relieve the feeling of
guilt, as one prayer states, ÒI ask for the impartiality of your scales of justice.Ó498 This is similar
to the Italian Mafia, who used religion and Catholic saints to sanction their actions. One
member of the Mafia noted his uncle would, Òpray on the tombs of those they had had to kill
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without any feelings of remorse. Like every other man of honour, his uncle never doubted that
he was a messenger of GodÕs justice.Ó499 This can also be compared to practices carried out by
cults, where members feel a lack of accountability with outside authorities and are confronted
with a double morality. Narco-saints can therefore be seen as not only allowing devotees to
attribute positive values to illegal actions, legitimising cartel related violence.

King-pins pray to regional narco-saints
While low level criminals pray to narco-saints, there is also substantial evidence to show that
high level members of cartels also use saints to sanction their behaviour. Similarly to the
cartels, each saint holds regional importance, which influences the saint that drug traffickers
choose to affiliate themselves with. Oscar Hagelsieb, assistant special agent in charge of
Homeland Security Investigations in El Paso, found that the majority of cartel members
involved with the Gulf and ZetaÕs pray to Santa Muerte, while those in Sinaloa and Sonora
pray to Jesœs Malverde.500According to an article written by Andrew Chesnut, El Chapo left a
note on a shrine for Malverde which read, ÒThank you, boss. Today I humbly ask you for only
Juarez and Tijuana. Thanks so much for everything else.Ó501 Yet the reliability of this source
is questionable as Chesnut fails to provide information regarding where this was obtained,
instead ambiguously referring to the source as Mexican press. However, it has been noted by
scholar Alma Guillermoprieto that whenever El Chapo, or another powerful trafficker wants
to make an offering, the street where the church is located is closed so that he can arrive and
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pray in peace.502 Los Zetas on the other hand honour their fallen comrades by, Òmaking
offerings to Santa Muerte, and praying to its likeness for an honourable death.Ó503 Narco-saints
have also been found decorating various weapons and items belonging to cartel members.
When Angel Jacome Gamboa was arrested in 2009, his recovered revolver had an image of
Santa Muerte embossed on the gold handle. Daniel Arizmendi L—pez, known as the ÒEl
MochaorejasÓ (Ear Chopper), arrested after kidnapping more than 20 people and mutilating
their bodies, was discovered to have built his own alter to Santa Muerte. Ioan Grillo notes that
this is not restricted to Santa Muerte, Malverde Òsymbols are found in the hands of arrested
kingpins and on the corpses of gunslingers shot down on the streetÓ.504 Some of the items that
police have collected can now be found in the private museum located within the countryÕs
Ministry of Defense, known as El Museo de Enervantes (The Museum of Narcotics), more
commonly referred to as the Narco Museum. The gun below which is displayed in the museum
has been decorated with an embossed portrait of a saint on the handle.
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Image Fourteen: A gun from the museum which has been embellished with a narcoSaint505

Image Fifteen: A shrine to Jesœs Malverde in the museum506
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Due to the sheer volume of items dedicated to narco-saints that have belonged to high profile
narco-traffickers, this has led to law enforcement agents within the U.S. affiliating items linked
to narco-saints, such as icons or prayers, as a sign of involvement within the trade. United
States V. Medina-Copete (10th Circuit 2014) and the trail of Ramona E. Delarosa are two cases
where possessing items linked to narco-saints have been used to show complicity with the
cartels. In Medina-Copete, the prosecution stated that during a traffic stop in 2011 when
officers had found methamphetamine hidden in the dashboard of the truck, an officer noticed
that Medina was reading a prayer. Sections of the translated prayer are included below.

ÒHoly Spirit of Death, I invoke your Holy Name to ask you to help in this ventureÉmay no
one prevent me from receiving the prosperity that I am asking of you today my powerful lady
bless the money that will reach my hands and multiply it so that my family lacks for
nothing.Ó507

Although Marshal Robert AlmonteÕs testimony was disputed and the trial court accused of
abusing its discretion due to the religious element, Medina-Copete highlights how law
enforcement are connecting the worship of narco-saints to drug-trafficking. Moreover, this can
also be seen when analysing the case of Ramona E. Delarosa. Officer Passadore believed that
due to his training and experience, possession of a medallion of Jesœs Malverde was enough to
show the individual was linked to the narcotics industry.508 The fact that authorities now
associate narco-saint iconography with criminals from the industry highlights the widespread
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connection between the drug trade and narco saints that exists even at king-pin level. Kingpins, therefore, legitimise their actions by presenting themselves as agents of spiritual and
religious authority.509 Although very little research has been conducted into the impact of
narco-saints, Alessandra Dino examines the complex relationship between organized crime and
religion, specifically focussing on Cosa Nostra. Dino shows that religion becomes a symbolic
point of reference. Whilst it serves to seal the secret pact of association between members, as
seen by lower level worship, it is also Òused to gain legitimacy and consent for a Ôsystem of
values.Ó510 King-pins and members of cartels, similarly to the mafia, have used narco-saints to
obtain legitimacy, in an effort to transform their crimes into acts sanctioned by saints.

Spiritual Insurgencies
Religion can be perceived as Karl Marx argued as Òthe sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart
of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.Ó511 Due
to the fact that religion has the ability to instil strong values and create solidarity, cartels have
utilised this in an effort to legitimise themselves. The most prominent example of this in
Mexico can be seen when analysing La Familia Michoac‡na and Los Caballeros Templarios.
Under the direction of Nazario Moreno, La Familia rose in notoriety after throwing severed
heads onto a dance floor in Michoac‡na. The accompanying note stated, ÒLa Familia doesnÕt
kill for money, doesnÕt kill women, doesnÕt kill innocents. Those who die deserve to die. Let
everyone know, this is divine justice.Ó512 After this incident, La Familia continued to refer to
their violence as an act of divine justice in an effort to legitimise their actions. For instance,
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after Los Zetas challenged La Familia by throwing grenades into a crowd celebrating
Independence Day in Morelia, instead of retaliating with violence, La Familia responded by
dissociating themselves. One message sent to a news reporter read, ÒCoward is the word for
those who attack the countryÕs peace and tranquillity.Ó513 This technique can be compared to
the Cosa Nostra, as Òthe Mafia bases and legitimises its power and authority on the fact that it
believes itself to be the official interpreter of a superior mission, of divine justice itself.Ó514

Along with La Familia Michoac‡na calling their violence divine, king-pin Nazario Moreno
Gonz‡lez, known by the alias ÒEl M‡s LocoÓ (The Crazy One), has attempted to transform
himself into a saint. Not only does his name, Nazario, translate to Òone from NazaethÓ, but he
also wrote a 100-page religious handbook entitled Mis Pensamientos (My Thoughts). The text
which combined his own opinions, Christian terminology and regional inspirational sayings,
was a compulsory text for all recruits to read. The extracts below hold many similarities to
biblical verses, such as stating that individuals should have faith in God:

I asked God for strength, and he gave me difficulties to make me strong. I asked for wisdom,
and he gave me problems to resolve. I asked for prosperity, and he gave me a brain and
muscles to work. I asked for valor, and he gave me obstacles to overcome. I did not receive
anything that I asked for, but I have gotten everything that I needed.515
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I invite you all to reflect with me and to see that the life that we used to lead was not a life at
all and that we should continue forward with FAITH in God.516

Not only has he attempted to transform his ideas into a biblical text, but the religious element
was taken even further after Nazario renamed the cartel the Knights Templar. He also created
53 commandments that members of the Knights Templar had to obey. The success of his
strategy to appear to carry out orders from God is highlighted after the failed attempted on his
life in 2010. After a two-day battle that only finished after Nazario was falsely reported to have
been killed, a peace march was held by the local government in respect for the civilians who
died. This however transformed into a memorial service for Nazario, with marchers holding
signs which read, Nazario will always live in our hearts and long live La Familia Michoc‡na.517
Even after his official death in 2014, the cartel has continued in their effort to present Nazario
as a saint and their cartel as a divine and eternal movement. For example, the cartel wrote to
the Calderon administration stating:

Beware Felipe Calderon, pray to your holy saint because we come with the blessing of our
God. Our God Nazario, may God rest his soul. This will not stop until Familia Michoac‡na
dies. And we will never die.518

Other elements of narco-cultura also show how the cartel still attempt to present Nazario as a
saint in order Òto win over the goodwill of the people in areas in which it operates.Ó519 Shrines
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and statues dedicated to Nazario have been built so that individuals can continue to show their
dedication. For example, a prayer left at a shrine in Apatzing‡n read, ÒOh Lord Almighty, free
me from all sins, give me protection through Saint Nazario.Ó520 These statues also depict him
as a Knights Templar, wearing white mantles with a red cross, in order to immortalise the
image that he fights for justice on GodÕs behalf.

As mentioned previously, Los Caballeros Templarios are a splinter cell who also see Nazario
as their unofficial saint. As well as continuing NazarioÕs work, they too argue that they are not
a criminal organisation. For example, during Pope Benedict XVIÕs visit to Mexico, Los
Caballeros displayed a banner stating, ÒThe Knights Templar will not partake in any warlike
acts, we are not killers, welcome PopeÓ.521 Similarly to La Familia they also have their own
separate handbook, C—digo de los Caballeros Templarios de Michoac‡n (Code of the Knights
Templar of Michoac‡n). Within the text, both the text and visual imagery is used to imply they
are a legitimate force sanctioned by God. The handbook states that:

A Knight Templar understands that there is a God, a life created by Him, an eternal truth and
a divine purpose in the service of god and Mankind.522

I swear and promise to spill my blood, if need be, to comply with all my oaths and to assist my
brothers. 523
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Titles given to those within the cartel again imply the divine nature of Los Caballeros. Core
members are known as apostles, preachers are responsible for controlling various territories,
while hitmen are called celestial warriors. Furthermore, the leader of Los Caballeros, Servando
G—mez Mart’nez or ÒLa TutaÓ, publically argued that ÒOur organization is not a cartel, and not
an organized crime group, we are a brotherhood the Knights Templar.Ó524 Music has also been
used in an effort to portray its religious links and legitimise the cartel. A popular narco-corrido
by Bukanas de Culiacan includes the lyrics,

Dicen

que

eran

monjes

hoy

son They say they were monks today they are

guerrilleros,

guerrillas,

Tienen sus templos en sus campamentos,

They have their temples in their camps,

Valientes cabrones de corazon pero si les

Brave bastards of heart, but if you

fallas o andas con jaladas ellos son la fail them or you walk with hauls they are the
inquisici—n. 525

inquisition.

Cartels, such as Los Caballeros and La Familia Michoac‡na have attempted to depict their
actions as divine in order to justify their personal crusades. As Michoac‡n priest and activist
Father Lopez summarises, "With a Bible in his hand, Nazario Moreno, is killing people.Ó526
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Image Sixteen: A statue of Nazario Moreno Gonz‡lez dressed as a Knights Templar527

Although La Familia and Los Caballeros have managed to recruit followers in their stronghold
in Michoac‡n, the cartels have also been dismissed as violent and crazy rather than legitimate.
In Antunez, a former gunman for the Knight Templar, Hilario, spoke about being forced to go
on a week-long course in order to study NazarioÕs writings. After the week Nazario came to
talk to them dressed in white robes, ÒHe was dressed as God. His balls went too far up into his
head.Ó528 Hilario also spoke about NazarioÕs temperament saying ÒHe would suddenly flip.
One second he was talking about religion and the next he was ordering a hit on somebodyÓ.529
A farmer in Antunez also complained about his temperamental nature. After he was kidnapped
for not being able to pay extortion fees he states that ÒEvery time I remember his face I
remember my pain and my anger.Ó530
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Sacrificial and Symbolic Murders
Although there have been many victims of cartel violence, some of these murders have had a
symbolic significance for cartels, while others have been used as sacrifices. Dr Hiram Mu–oz
who works in the forensic department in Tijuana notes that there are gradations within the
violence. He notes that ÒI look at a cut-off toe...If it was done well, exactly between the bones,
the person is more dangerousÉYou need to cut it properly if you are going to send it to the
victimÕs family, or the police.Ó531 Thus certain deaths or mutilations are a combination of
military based tactics and ritualistic forms of murder. Samuel Gonz‡lez Ruiz the former chief
of a federal organised crime unit also agrees with this analysis. He explains, Òa bullet to the
temple signals that the victim belonged to a rival gang, while a gunshot to the back of the head
may indicate that the target was a traitor.Ó532 Scholar Howard Campbell again found that there
were various identifiable stylised deaths. Campbell stated that, Òphilanderers are castrated,
spies are shot in the ear... A body found with one or more fingers cut off then placed in the
victimÕs mouth, or with the tongue cut off, is considered to be a message that the victim was a
police informer.Ó533 The body parts were then displayed in order to bring shame on the victim
and further dehumanise them.534 Not only does this reinforce the power of the perpetrators by
showing their brutality, but also implies that the individual deserved their fate. For example,
by inferring that someone may have been a spy or an informer shows that the individual had
been dishonourable and betrayed the cartels, justifying the violence as retribution for their
actions. This can be compared to capital punishment laws against pirates. After the convict had
been killed, the body would be tarred and hung on display. This not only dehumanised the
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criminal, but also served as an instantly recognisable warning. As criminal justice historian
Mathew White argues, capital punishment was seen as Òlegal terrorÉthe original goal of the
judicial system is to terrorise everybody by, as they call it, the might of the law.Ó535

Messages left with bodies or graffiti found by the crime scene, known as narco-mensajes or
narco-pintas, (narco-messages), are also used in an effort to legitimise the cartels. By leaving
a message the cartels again speak through their victims in an attempt to justify their actions.
One message left next to a body in 2009 read, Òthis is for all the rats that rob houses, businesses
and shatter car windowsÓ, while another read Òthis happened to me because of extorting
businesses.Ó536 By making the victim speak in the first person, this personalises the message
and makes it appear as if the victim acknowledges that they supposedly deserve their fate. The
important role that these messages play in the effort to legitimise violence can be seen when
analysing the number of messages left by various cartels. A study conducted by Carlos Martin
collected 1,419 messages during a 12-month period over 31 Mexican states. These Messages
were then incorporated into a database, which classified them according to the date and place
of the reported appearance. The content of the messages was also categorised in order to
explain the underlying strategies and motivations behind them. MartinÕs results found that 43%
of messages sent by Los Zetas and 85% of the messages sent by the Milenio cartel fell within
the category of influencing Public opinion and Policy.537 The amount of bodies found in
Mexico has also meant that victims have begun to lose their singularity, which in turn can
enable cartels to justify violence. For instance, in March 2017 250 bodies were discovered in
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a mass grave outside of Veracruz. Instead of names and crimes being reported, bodies are
converted into statistics or abstract entities such as ÒencajueladosÓ (encased in car trunks),
ÒdecapitadosÓ (beheaded) and ÒencojibadosÓ (wrapped in blankets).538This dehumanises the
victims and detracts from the violence.

Some cartels have even resorted to cannibalism. Juan Sanchez, who was thought to be the
plaza boss of Gunajuato, San Luis Potosi, Aguascalientes, Zacatecas and Jalisco, gave accounts
of cannibalism in his interview with reporter J Jesus Lemus Barajas. He stated that after
Heriberto Lazcano Lazcano ÒEl LazcaÓ, head of Los Zetas, had sentenced someone to death
they would be ordered Òto bathe, and even shave his whole body and let him de-stress for two
or three hours, even better sometimes he gave them a bottle of whisky to relax, then he ordered
a very quick death so there is no adrenaline in the meat to prevent it getting bitter or hard.Ó539
He would then eat the meat in ÒTamales and cooked in Lemon on toast, as if it were tartar
meat.Ó540 Reporter Alfredo Corchado, chief correspondent for the Dallas Morning News Daily,
also stated that Miguel Trevino Morales, another capo of Los Zetas, would eat human hearts
to feel more powerful.541 Cannibalism has been used in the past for magical and religious
purposes in order to acquire the power or skill of the person recently killed. Although
cannibalism is viewed as abnormal, their actions are legitimised as they justify their right to
use this force by emphasising its higher purpose.
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Yet, the reliability of these accounts can be disputed. While many online sources and papers
such as El Pa’s and El Blog del Narco report accounts of cannibalism, the reliability of sources
are dubious. Firstly, Juan Sanchez who provided the testimony was imprisoned at the time of
this interview, so the motives behind his testimony are questionable. Those who had reported
instances of cannibalism have also been secretive about the source of their information, so it is
difficult to assess the strength and reliability of the testimony. Despite this, myths of symbolic
sacrifices add to the sinister reputation of the cartels. Although murder and cannibalism are
deviant acts that should impact upon legitimacy, the cartels have attempted to justify their
actions by demonstrating that crimes are sacrificial and symbolic. As sacrificial theorist RenŽ
Girard notes, there is a Òfine line between violence (As a criminal activity) and sacrifice as a
form of sanctioned violence.Ó542

Rituals
While testimony concerning cannibalism has been obtained from questionable sources, some
cartels have also been noted to enlist the help of individuals to perform spiritual rituals. New
York Times reporter Karla ZabludovskyÕs interview with John Joseph, a self-proclaimed
warlock,543 uncovered that he had been contacted by Los Zetas to perform spells and other
spiritual services. This supposedly enabled them to evade the law. In Nuevo Laredo Enrique
S‡nchez Rodriguez murdered Patricia Elizabeth S‡nchez in order to free a drug trafficker from
prison. He stated, ÒI am in the service to the MafiaÉthis year was the largest moon in
historyÉand required me to present offerings of sacrifice.Ó544 Another self-proclaimed
sorcerer Jose Alberto Vera Cisneros stated that as payment for his spiritual services, which
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supposedly helped to free an unnamed drug trafficker, he received a new car. La Familia
Michoac‡na leader Gomez Martinez is also said to have used a sorcerer to consult the spirit
world to keep him hidden from police, even sending out enforcers to murder people based on
the information he received.545 The most notorious and high-profile example of sacrifices that
have been performed for the cartels however are the narco-satanicos. The rituals committed
during the 1980Õs under the direction of Adolfo de Jesœs Constanzo, involved the murder of
numerous individuals, including a 21-year-old American University student Mark Kilroy.
Cuban-American Constanzo performed magic spells for prominent members of cartels, such
as the Calzadas and Hernandez brothers, which he took from Palo Mayombe.546 The sacrifices
he performed were believed to place Òa magical shield around them that protected them from
evil or harm up to bullets.''547 These sacrifices involved mutilating the bodies of victims, such
as Kilroy, boiling their brains and cutting off limbs. The image below shows some of the body
parts found at the Santa Elena ranch were the sacrifices were performed. By using sorcery,
drug traffickers can be led to believe that they are invincible as they think they are protected
by supernatural forces. As Dr Mu–oz concludes ÒThey think what they do makes them
powerful, masters of the universe.Ó548
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Image Seventeen: Police at the Santa Elena ranch.549

Media hype
Media reports however have elaborated many reports of narco-saints, relying on tenuous
information. An alleged sacrifice for Santa Muerte, involving the murder of two ten-year-old
boys and a fifty-five-year-old woman in Sonora, can only be connected to Santa Muerte as one
of the mothers was a devotee. The reliability of individuals that are interviewed by reporters
can also be questioned. As previously mentioned Juan Sanchez may have stated that cartels
performed blood sacrifices but apart from his statement there is no other evidence to support
these claims. The U.S. media has also distorted the portrayal of narco-saints. Both Santa Muerte
and Jesœs Malverde have been seen in television shows concerning the narcotics industry. In
Breaking Bad two sicarios go to a Santa Muerte altar, while MalverdeÕs bust can be seen in
another episode.
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Image Eighteen: Breaking Bad episode ÔNegro y AzulÕ550

As this may be the only information many Americans are given regarding narco-saints, this
would obviously taint their opinions. Thus, popular media and news reports have often been
dubious and Òsensationalistic, playing upÉalleged ties to drug trafficking, murder,
andÉhuman sacrifice.Ó551 The comparison between king-pins and narco-saints has also been
parodied in Mexican films. Salvando al Soldado Perez (2011) shows Julian, a notorious crime
leader, traveling to Iraq to save his brother, who is compared to narco saint Juan Soladaro. This
cultural reference would not be missed by Mexican audiences. The cartels ability to present
themselves as social fighters has therefore been unsuccessful, with many still perceiving them
as illegitimate violent groups, rather than Òa brotherhoodÓ.552
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Children
Grooming and exploiting children to transport drugs is not a trend that is unique to Mexico.
For instance, in the United Kingdom children as young as twelve are also exploited for a similar
purpose.553 Yet what differentiates Mexico from countries such as the U.K. is that traffickers
are using religion in an effort to produce loyal recruits. These new religious movements that
are offered by the cartels have been shown to attract adolescents and young adults. Research
by Joseph L. Calles Jr., Maritza Lagos, Tatyana Kharit, Ahsan Nazeer, Jody Reed and Suhail
Sheikh found that this demographic is more susceptible as they are trying to understand who
they are and want to enact change.554 It is this idealism which can lead them to believe that
those in power have failed to meet the legitimate needs of various groups.555 This research is
also supported when looking at religion in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. In both countries, the
younger generation are said to be more religious than their secularised fathers because groups,
such as Nashriya-i-Hizb-i Nahzati Islomii Tojikiston (the Islamic Renaissance Party), claim
they can provide better security, growth and welfare due to their fear of God.556 The theory that
this demographic is more susceptible can also be supported when looking at Mexico. When
analysing the demographic of Santa Muerte followers, they are traditionally young,557 whilst
most devotees to narco-saints are Òteens or in their twenties and thirties.Ó558 Furthermore,
although devotion to Catholicism remains prominent in Mexico, as Respondent six states
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Òwhile the largest church, it is now losing popularity among the youngest generations (25 and
under).Ó559

As religion can provide Òan all-important support and shelter to members who suffer from
strong emotional pressures,Ó560 using religion can be used to recruit vulnerable children. For
example, La Familia have targeted Òpoor and marginalized young peopleÉfrom rehabilitation
centresÓ561 to search for recruits. Rafael Cedeno, a reputed recruiter for La Familia, oversaw
drug rehabilitation clinics which were used to convert patients. During the recruitment process,
Òpotential members are bombarded with information for several weeks in order to teach the
benefits of joining the cartel.Ó562 Genaro Garcia Luna, who was Mexico's Public Safety
Secretary, stated that a manual by Cedeno detailed his recruitment strategies which included
Òin the name of God, you have to kill."563 Cartel involvement with drug rehabilitation centres
is said to be a huge problem within Mexico, this can be seen by the amount of attacks on
centres. This year alone 14 people were killed and 8 injured in the Familias Unidas centre
located in Chihuahua. Previous attacks have also been conducted on rehabilitation, such as an
attack on a centre in Torreon in 2010. Yet, as these crimes remain unsolved there is currently
little substantial evidence to show the motives behind the attacks. Whilst the New York Times
notes that drug gangs have been known to recruit addicts, the authorities are quick to dismiss
such allegations. Instead they blame turf battles for attacks, such as that seen on a rehabilitation
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centre in Chihuahua in 2017.564 Nonetheless, the use of rehabilitation centres is a similar
technique used by Scientology, whose program provided by Narconon also subliminally
recruits members for the church.

The use of religion also helps to entice young recruits with the notion they will be untouchable
as they are protected by a higher being. As Detective Roberto Garcia, from the Laredo Police
Department adds, Òthese kids all have that romantic notion they are going to live foreverÓ.565
This can be seen when analysing teenager Gabriel Cardona. Although from America, Cardona
was recruited by Los Zetas, who have embraced Òthe death saint as their spiritual patron and
divine benefactor.Ó566 After Cardona murdered his victims, he collected their blood and toasted
Santa Muerte.567 The teenager also had tattoos dedicated to the saint. The cartels ability to use
religion to attract Mexican youths has been extremely successful. Amanda Ortiz Reina, who
attempted to run for office in Alter, argues ÒWhen I ran for mayor, the old people wanted me,
but the young people voted against meÉ The truth no one wants to admit is that the young
donÕt want to take a stand against whatÕs happening. TheyÕre happy with this new culture.Ó568

While religion may have been used by cartels to recruit new members, evidence regarding this
recruitment process is difficult to obtain. For example, although many newspapers have
claimed that cartels have used rehabilitation centres to recruit vulnerable children, no-one has
shown the source of this information. Although I have tried to contact leading drug expert,
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Edgardo Buscaglia, who made the bold claim "The rehabilitation centres are an extension of
the battlefieldÓ, 569 he did not reply to this correspondence. Genaro Garc’a Luna, Mexico's
Public Safety Secretary, has also become disgraced in recent years. Journalist Anabel
Hernandez accused Garc’a Luna of having connections with king-pins such as El Chapo, while
Forbes included him a list of the Ò10 most corrupt MexicansÓ in 2013.570 Although he denies
these allegations his reputation is far from credible. While cartels may be recruiting children,
who feel dissatisfied with the government, are marginalised or tricked into believing they can
become invincible, further research and transparency are required to test the validity of these
claims.

If Ju‡rez is a city of God, that is because the Devil is scared to come here571
Cartels not only use their form of religion to legitimise their actions, but some also choose to
use the Catholic Church to spread their message and condone violence. As Ed Vulliamy notes,
Òmost of the narco aristocracy, and more than a few of the sicariosÉare devout Catholics, or
at least they go through the motions.Ó572 The connection to the Catholic Church becomes
evident when examining donations, ÒnarcolimosnasÓ or Ònarco almsÓ. In the town of Tezontle,
Hidalgo, the church bares a plaque which reads: Donated by Heriberto Lazcano Lazcano, Lord,
hear my prayer.573 Heriberto Lazcano Lazcano, known as the executioner, was the leader of
Los Zetas. In Zamora, Michoac‡n the gothic cathedral is also alleged to be built by the cartels.
One town member named Cornejo, states, ÒNarcos have looked out for our pueblos and our
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churchesÉIt shouldnÕt be, but it is the reality.Ó574 This is also supported when looking at the
relationship between the leader of the Juarez Cartel Amado Carillo Fuentes, who used his
money to build orphanages and churches. He also travelled to Israel with two priests because
of his charitable work.575 A Catholic priest also presided over the marriage of El Chapo and his
fourth wife while he was on the run from the Mexican authorities. Respondent Twelve also
said that Òwhere IÕm from in Mexico, it is common knowledge that many priests give blessings
to narcos houses, cars and christen their children.Ó576 This technique of demonstrating religious
credentials in an effort to bolster legitimacy is not an uncommon tactic. For example, Egyptian
President Sadat and Libyan dictator Muammar Ghadaffi both aimed to increase their legitimacy
with ambitious mosque building programs.577 By providing money to the church and showing
a close connection, helps the cartels gain sovereignty and influence public perceptions.

Whilst money given to the church is shrouded in secrecy and difficult to trace, some priests
have publicly praised the cartels. King-pin Fuentes was praised by a priest, who encouraged
Mexicans to see the drug baron as a model of Catholic generosity. Bishop Ramon Godinez of
Aguascalientes also defends narco-alms. He argued that ÒThere is no reason to burn money
just because its origin is evil. You have to transform it. All money can be transformed, just as
corrupted people can be transformed.Ó578 He continued to cause controversy in an interview
with Televisa after he stated that ÒOf course the cartels donate money...If they have money they
have to spend it. We donÕt investigate where the money comes from; we live from donations.
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If it is ill-gotten money the church can clean itÓ.579 Respondent Ten had very strong opinions
against the church, Òin the last 5-10 years, with the help of social media, victims of abuse have
been more vocal against the church and its corruption. If you Google search youÕll see the
photographs of the Catholic priests blessing AK-47 in mass or outside churches and pardoning
killers and murders. It is a shame because I consider myself a Catholic, but I will never give a
pennyÉto the church. I view the church as an institute that takes part in the abuse against the
common people of Mexico.Ó580 Respondent Six also said that Òthe church is as corrupt as our
own government.Ó581

Although the church had initially dismissed any monetary contribution from the cartels, the
Archdiocese of Mexico has since acknowledged that ÒThere are suspicions that donors
connected to drug trafficking have helped with money from the dirtiest and bloodiest business,
in the construction of some chapels.Ó582 This relationship also resembles the connection
between the Catholic Church and Mafia, as churches were known to accept Òdonations drawn
from criminal wealth for processions and charityÉsome would wish to claim that the mafia is
little more than a branch of the Catholic Church.Ó583 The church has also argued that those
associated with the cartels should be forgiven for their actions. In one of the series of short
films produced by the Catholic Church, entitled Hermano Narco (Brother Narco), this policy
is demonstrated. In the video, a young girl sees her parents brutally murdered by gunmen, but
later in church the orphan walks up to the killers and hugs him. The child then says ÒMany say
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youÕre bad and you should be killed. But maybe they did the same thing to you, or they never
hugged you.Ó584 Cartels have also been known to leave verses from the Bible with their victims,
again demonstrating that the cartels deem their actions to be divine. Next to the body of HŽctor
ÒEl NegroÓ Salda–a, a Beltr‡n-Leyva associate, whose murder itself is surrounded in
conspiracies of corruption,585 was a note quoting Job 38:15 ÒThe wicked are denied their light,
and their upraised arm is broken.Ó586 The verse implies that the victim deserved this fate and
that the cartel had served their form of justice. This again softens the appearance of cartels who
attempt to show that there are valid reasons behind the violence. This mixed message sent by
the church, which both condemns and condones violence is seen by Respondent Twelve as
supporting the cartels, ÒThe church has done nothing to really counter the cartels, so I think
they have supported it.Ó587

Catholicism against Cartels
Although some members of the Catholic Church are clearly connected to the cartels, other
high-profile members have been outspoken in their criticism towards the cartels. Pope Francis
publically chastised Catholic bishops, priests and other religious leaders in Michoac‡n for their
lack of action against the cartels, enforcing GodÕs disapproval and the fact that ÒJesus would
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never ask us to be assassinsÉInstead, he calls us to be disciples.Ó588 Furthermore, some priests
who do talk to the cartels are trying to use their position to reduce violence. Bishop Salvador
Rangel Mendoza stated that when performing pastoral work, they [Priests] are left with no
choice but to move among them [narcos].589 Furthermore, he argues that he tries to use his
position to try and curb the violence, as politicians are too corrupt to help. Although Rangel is
criticised he argues that he is Ònot reproaching their [narcos] conduct. Just to be allowed to talk
with them and be able to resolve a very small problem-even if it is tiny-is important.Ó590
Moreover, the reason that many others within the church do not voice their concerns can also
be attributed to fear rather than legitimisation. For example, after Gregorio Lopez, a Mexican
Catholic priest, spoke out against the cartels he received death threats and has to perform mass
wearing a bullet proof jacket.591 While another priest, whose identity the diocese did not
disclose, was kidnapped by mistake after his captors mistook his sermon on Òfamily valuesÓ as
an endorsement of La Familia, an enemy drug cartel.592 As one priest stated, Òif they ask for a
baptism and you don't do it, they start to threaten youÉThey want a marriage, or a blessing for
a car or a home, and will not take 'no' for an answer.Ó593 Furthermore, it is not uncommon for
many priests to be killed. Father Habacuc Hern‡ndez Ben’tez was shot to death in Arcelia 2009,
while Ascensi—n Acu–a Osorio was killed in 2015. Currently there has been 61 attacks against
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church members between 1990 and 2016.594 As the Mexican church has historically been
forbidden from criticising the government, after the 1917 Constitution, this may also explain
their hesitation to address the cartels. Defendants of the church state that although restrictions
lifted in 1992, the church not only became impoverished, reliant on donations, but they have
continued a mentality of no mete en la pol’tica (DonÕt get into politics).

Some Christian organisations have also attempted to use religion to prevent the expansion of
cartels and protect Mexican civilians. Messenger Angels of Psalm 100 church, Thrive Without
Bribes and the Movement Peace with Justice and Dignity are just a few members who have
publically fought against the cartels. Messenger Angels has received international attention for
its peaceful demonstrations, holding anti-cartel and anti-violence signs dressed as angels.
While Thrive Without Bribes attempts to stop corruption within Mexico, working with the
church and political leaders. Even though Respondent Ten was staunchly against the Mexican
Catholic Church he adds that, Òdespite the corruption I can see that there are Catholic priests
trying to fight for a better nation, Like the Father Alejandro Solalinde who is an outspoken
critic of the corruption taking place within the Mexican Catholic church, but people like this
are in the minority.Ó595 The Vatican has also begun to show it will be taking a tougher stance.
Pope Francis has instructed a Vatican commission to draft a new doctrine for excommunicating
Catholics convicted of corruption or mafia-related crimes. While the Catholic Church has
presented a mixed message concerning the Mexican cartels, this stance could help to deter
individuals from sanctioning their actions.
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Image Nineteen: Psalm 100 demonstrating for justice for women in Juarez. On the sign
is written En valle de muerte no temere porque Jehov‡ esta con migo (In the valley of
death I will not fear because Jehovah is with me)596

Women
While female devotion to narco-saints has been largely overlooked, their attendance atshrines
and religious services has been noted to be higher in comparison to men. For example, David
Romo, the self-appointed head of Santa Muerte church in Mexico, asserts that within his
congregation there have been more women and girls at shrines for Santa Muerte than males.597
He goes on to state that over two-thirds of those who attend his weekly services are female.598
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Andrew Chesnut also concurs, arguing that he too noticed a high attendance of women and
girls at RomoÕs service.599 Cartels, such as Los Zetas, have attempted to take advantage of this
trend. The female branch of Los Zetas called ÒLas FlacasÓ (skinny girls), is a reference to Santa
Muerte who is also known as La Flaquita. Moreover, cartels such as La Familia and Los
Caballeros, express their wish to protect women. Their religious handbooks state that members
of the cartel must Òswear and promise to always protect the oppressed, the widow and the
orphanÓ,600 and that Òno women should fear a Templar.Ó601 As women unfortunately make up
a large quantity of victims, as seen in previous chapters, their promises would appeal. Some
women have also shown distrust towards the Catholic church. A feminist movement, the
Informal Feminist Command for Anti-Authoritarian Action, claimed to be responsible for a
homemade bomb which was detonated at MexicoÕs Catholic Council of Bishops.602 Through
religion cartels have attempted to gain legitimacy as they offer protection and respect, as well
as exploiting distrust towards the Mexican Catholic Church.

While women may worship Santa Muerte, their reason for devotion may be unrelated to the
cartels. Although initially Santa Muerte appears to be a narco-saint, she serves many other
functions. For example, various anthropologists603 and ethnographers argue her role before the
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rise of cartels was predominately as a love sorceress. In the 1947 book Treasury of Mexican
Folkways by Francis Toor, the author notes that there are several prayers to the saint which
deal with the domestication of men behaving badly. While during the 1970Õs Mar’a de la Luz
Bernal documented that women would kneel before an altar of the saint to try and control their
cheating partners, ÒMost Holy Death, torture him, mortify him.Ó604 Worshipers of Santa
Muerte, although predominately female, have therefore traditionally used the saint in order to
feel that they can regain some control over their partners, rather than show their dedication to
the cartels. Even though researchers have stated that women were the majority of Santa Muerte
worshippers the reliability of this information is again questionable. Further into his book,
Andrew Chesnut appears to retract his previous statement asserting that Òno more than 20
percent of devotees at the service in August 2009 were female.Ó605 Thus his position on female
devotion is ambiguous. Moreover, David Romo is another unreliable figure who has faced
allegations of kidnapping and money laundering.606 Despite their unreliability, this still does
not dispute the fact that Santa Muerte has traditionally been a significant saint for women, the
reasons for which are unrelated to the cartels. Furthermore, while some cartels state publically
that they will protect women and children, their actions do not follow suit, which many women
are acutely aware of. Although Los Caballeros promise to care for women and make sure they
are unharmed in their religious handbook, members have been found to partake in acts of
violence which include kidnap and rape.607 Whilst women may show distrust towards the
Mexican Catholic church, as well as pray to narco-saints, this does not automatically show that
they see the cartels as legitimate.
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Saints for the people
Although the media link folk heroes and uncanonised saints to drug trafficking, everyone from
Òstudents, middle-class housewives, taxi drivers, drug traffickers, politicians, musicians,
doctors and lawyers all are among the ranks of the faithful.Ó608 Public figures have also shown
their devotion to Santa Muerte. In 2004 Niurka Marcos, a Cuban-born Mexican TV star,
enlisted the controversial self-appointed bishop of the Santa Muerte church David Romo to
perform her nuptials. One reason to explain why many ordinary citizens decide to worship
narco-saints can be linked to the failings of the Mexican state. As poverty and violence
continues to increase, many feel that Pe–a Nieto is not addressing these pressing concerns.
Thus ÒFolk saint devotions provide substitute satisfactions for deficiencies in secular as well
as religious institutions.Ó609 For instance, it is important to note that narco-saints are
traditionally saints of lost causes or work for the poor, as seen when looking at Jesœs Malverde
or San Judas Tadeo. Those who worship these saints believe that they can offer more help than
the president. For example, Jesœs Malverde is seen as a relatable figure and it is Òlike having
Ôour man in the capitalÕ, which is to say a representative at a power centre advocating for people
who live on the periphery.Ó610 This notion is also supported by worshipers such as HaydŽ Sol’s
C‡rdenas, a Mexican street vender. She argues that Òthe Virgin of Guadalupe, MexicoÕs patron
saint, would not sympathize with a life like hers, tending rather to well-off people with college
degrees and nice clothes.Ó611 Whilst the caretaker for the Malverde Chapel, Efrain Benitez
Ayala summarizes, ÒHe protects all sorts of people, all social classes.Ó612 Thus the worship of
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saints such as Malverde can be approached as the tension between the upper and lower class,
rather than an indication of cartel legitimacy.

The appeal of narco-saints to marginalised individuals is especially apparent when looking at
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) community in Mexico. In direct opposition
to the Catholic church, Father Romo conducted a same sex marriage in February 2010. He
argued that ÒWhat we bless is the love these people feel, love is not gendered. God loves his
neighbour and all human beings.Ó613 This has led to a wide following amongst the LGBT
community in Mexico. As Enriqueta Romero, or the ÒHigh PriestessÓ also agrees, ÒEveryone
thinks the Santa Muerte is for NarcosÉBut it can be whatever you want it to be and for
whoever wants to have faith in her. You can be a prostitute and worship the Santa Muerte.Ó614
Money collected for narco-saints also goes straight back into the community. During the first
few days of May people in Culiacan celebrate and pay their respects to Jesœs Malverde. The
alms collected for him on this day and in the chapel are used to purchase wheelchairs and
crutches for the handicapped, along with food for local children. Illegal immigrants have also
prayed to narco-saint Juan Soldado to help with their safe passage across the U.S.-Mexican
border. One Guatemalan migrant said, ÒI prayed and he got me to the other sideÓ.615 As drug
violence intensifies, so does the need to draw strength.
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Conclusion
The explosive combination of religion and illicit activity has been used by cartels in an effort
to legitimise the drug trade and their organisations. Not only have drug traffickers attempted
to transform murders and violence into social cleansings and a form of divine justice but have
also made individuals feel that they are invincible. The lack of unity from the Catholic Church
has also perpetuated disillusionment and distrust in the ability of the Church to curtail violence.
Pope Francis for example has taken a tough stance, while others argue that anyone can be
forgiven if they make their peace before death.616 Religion and narco-saints have thus provided
a Òpotent symbolic weapon to the public relations arsenal of narco-traffickers.Ó617 Yet while a
variety of people pray to narco-saints, this can be due to many reasons. It should not be
presumed that their devotion automatically shows support for the cartels. As shown, those who
feel socially marginalised pray to narco-saints, who they believe share an affiliation with them,
as Òthe staid catholic church is not speaking to them or their problems.Ó618 It is therefore
important not to criminalise entire populations due to their association with saints. The media
has also played a crucial role in the portrayal of narco-saints, writing sensationalist accounts
without including much evidence to support their claims. Nonetheless, the importance of
religion and the way Òcriminals prostitute these cultures for their own selfish meansÓ619 canÕt
be overlooked. Religious institutions are important transmitters of values and norms they can
greatly affect an individualÕs perception. Narco-saints and religion has therefore been used for
the purpose of legitimising the drug trade.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion
The central objective of this thesis was to examine the proposition that the Mexican cartels use
religion and popular culture for the purpose of legitimising the drug trade. As mentioned in the
introduction, legitimate was defined in this thesis as a fundamentally subjective and normative
concept as it is down to individuals to assess the rightfulness of actors or institutions to rule.620
Legitimacy was also divided into instrumental and substantive aspects to highlight the
complexity of the concept in countries experiencing conflict and challenges to authority. As
the cartels are continually splintering, due to in fighting or the capture of king-pins, the
examination was largely confined to instrumental legitimacy. Yet, if cartels can survive long
enough, it is possible that they may be able to achieve long term legitimacy with the techniques
examined above. Due to the intricacy of legitimacy, each chapter focused on different elements
of narco-cultura and religion, to highlight their individual role in the effort to legitimise the
drug trade.

The first chapter examined narco-corridos. Despite being traced back to Spain cartels have
transformed this genre into a crucial aspect of narco-cultura. Corridos ultimately transform
ordinary men into legends,621 altering the perception of listeners. Violence for example is
depicted as a heroic deed and a necessary evil. Narco-corridos can now help to create a heroic
persona, which is why legislation is now in place in some states to prohibit their air time. Music
however has various functions in society, as both a source of entertainment to commenting on
social issues. Thus, while this genre may be influential on the opinions of listeners, narcocorridos can also be viewed as presenting la pura verdad (pure truth), criticising corruption
and exploring issues of identity and violence. Narco-corridos therefore offer a nuanced
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discussion and are a poetic response to violence, so examinations of the genre should not leap
to facile conclusions.622

The second chapter of this thesis analysed narco-dramas. These included films produced both
in Mexico and abroad, along with narco-novelas. Although some view the genre negatively,
stating that they can help to foster violent behaviour, along with enabling cartels to lionise their
reputations, others disagreed with this interpretation. Some Respondents stated they were
entertaining, while other research has shown that narco-dramas can help people cope with the
violence. These productions have also provided Mexicans with the ability to paint a raw reality
and challenge stereotypes.623 For example, Lo Negro del Negro depicted corruption within the
Mexican police department. Moreover, characters in these dramas are seen as neither good or
bad, which portrays a realistic image of a turbulent border. Although opinions by scholars,
psychologists, consumers and those questioned for this thesis remained divided, narco-dramas
are undeniably popular amongst a wide demographic. This popularity can be seen by the
demand for shows such as NarcoÕs, Ozarks and La Reina del Sur. Some narco-dramas also
attempt to portray corruption and challenge stereotypes. While both narco-films and narconovelas depict the drug trade as exciting, prosperous and glamourous, they also as shown serve
a variety of purposes for consumers.

Narco-moda, which in the chapter included clothing and accessories, again plays a complex
role in the effort to legitimise the drug trade and cartels. Firstly, narco-moda has been used by
cartels in an effort to create recognisable uniforms, display success and attract recruits.
Merging American styles with traditional Mexican garments also enables them to attract a vast
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demographic. Traditional styles show they are Ôone of usÕ gathering marginalised and regional
support, while American brands help to target younger recruits. Women have also been
influenced by narco-moda, wearing certain proactive styles in order to attract drug traffickers,
or to gain respect and power in society. However, the popularity of certain clothing styles can
be seen as the influence of Western culture, whilst labelling all those who wear narco-moda as
narco-traffickers, or in favour of the drug trade, is overly simplistic. Although clothing can be
used to define and communicate the wearers social identity, choosing to wear narco-moda does
not predetermine the path an individual will choose or their views on the cartels. Instead the
relationship between clothing and the meanings conveyed is complex and canÕt be linked to a
single factor.

Lastly, this thesis examined how the cartels have used religion in an effort to legitimise
themselves and the drug trade. The cartels have not only used Catholicism, but also created
their own narco-cults, as seen when analysing La Familia Michoac‡na. By creating their own
religious movements, this has enabled the cartels to appear to be fighting their own crusades
and attempts to justify violent conflicts. Connecting their cartels to saints also gives the
appearance that they are sanctioned by God. The Zetas for example are strongly connected to
Santa Muerte. Narco-saints has also enabled the cartels to attract marginalised individuals, who
feel the Mexican Catholic Church will not help or support them. The fact that the Catholic
Church is unable to demonstrate a clear stance towards the cartels has also helped to perpetuate
this distrust. Murders have also been transformed into rituals and sacrificial deaths in an effort
to justify their violence. Similarly to other non-state actors, religion has proved to be
particularly effective in their public relations arsenal. However, explaining cartel devotion is
again far more complex. Just because marginalised individuals pray to narco-saints does not
mean that the cartel have successfully used religion for the purpose of legitimisation. High
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female devotion to Santa Muerte can be linked to the fact the saint was popular amongst women
before the connection to cartels was established. Media accounts also tend to sensationalise
reports, while television shows also help to overplay the connection. The fact that religion has
been used effectively by other non-state actors, while faith in the Catholic Church has been
challenged, shows that the cartels effort to de-legitimise existing institutions has been effective.

As mentioned in the introduction, prior research conducted into this topic concentrated on
certain elements of narco-cultura and religion, as well as focusing on providing a history or
general understanding of the topic. Moreover, the existing literature had not examined the ways
which cartels could have use both culture and religion as a way to legitimise the industry, or
the effects culture and religion have had on the general public, the state or Catholic Church. A
reoccurring issue found throughout the thesis was that there was very little information
available on the subject. For instance, most transactions that take place between drug traffickers
are difficult to obtain as they are not public, while a lot of the existing literature was dated.
Furthermore, while questionnaires provided invaluable insight from a variety of individuals
this method of gathering research has also had limitation. Due to safety reasons I could not
contact anyone involved directly in the narcotics industry or any other potentially vulnerable
members of society, such as children. Additionally, as I had to protect those questioned for this
thesis by making them anonymous, this has consequently resulted in their authority and
expertise being questioned. Traveling to Mexico and witnessing narco-cultura first hand would
have also enhanced further research as I could have contacted a larger group of respondents.
In order to counter these issue, I have used different means to gather my own information, such
as collecting information from social media sites and used newspaper articles. This helped to
not only keep information current, as cartels are constantly splintering, but as cartels are
frequently expressing their views over social media, I could include the opinions of drug
Lauren Baily
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traffickers without having to contact them directly. Moreover, because of the fairly small
number of respondents involved in this thesis, the aim of this study is to describe findings rather
than treat the sample as representative of a larger population. Whilst this thesis has shown the
ways Mexican cartels have used religion and popular culture for the purpose of legitimising
the drug trade, research should be continued into this field. Firstly, although this thesis does
contribute important information regarding the perspective of children, ethical limitations
meant that I could not include them in my pool of respondents. Therefore, a study dedicated to
examining how children perceive the cartels and whether their views are impacted by narcocultura, may enable the state to understand why children participate. Also, while this thesis has
looked at social media, as this is becoming an increasingly common way for the cartels to
communicate their ideas and spread messages, future research should focus on how cartels
have used platforms such as YouTube and Twitter for the purpose of legitimisation. For
instance, ex sicario John Jairo Vel‡squez aka Popeye uses YouTube to upload videos in a bid
to start a new career playing a sicario in b-movies. His channel Popeye_Arrepentido
(Remorseful Popeye) has 749,735 subscribers, while some videos have over 3 million views.624
Yet while social media platforms are now utilised by many there is a significant lack of existing
research regarding narco-cultura and social media. The validity of social media is also
questionable as a userÕs online behaviour can contrast significantly to how they act offline,
while a lot of content is not monitored for accuracy. There are also many ethical considerations
that make using social media problematic, such as obtaining permission. In addition, social
media is such an expansive topic that it would likely require a dedicated examination and for
reasons of time and space, it was not possible to include it within this thesis. Despite these
limitations in the information age where it is increasingly difficult to differentiate fact from
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fiction, this may enable cartels to spread more anti-government propaganda to a wider
audience. As Mark Twain said, ÒA lie can spread halfway around the world while the truth is
tying its shoes.Ó625 Additionally, while a topic touched upon in this thesis, continuing to
examine the similarities between terrorist organisations and the cartels is another important
area of research.

Whether on the streets of Tijuana Mexico or Los Angeles in the U.S., the cultural persona of
the narco has become a desirable image for many regardless of age, class or gender. Religious
symbolism has also been used to provide members of the cartels with spiritual legitimacy and
support for their activities.626 Though this thesis has shown the appropriation of narco-cultura,
or affiliation with narco-saints, may not directly indicate the individual views the cartel as
legitimate, most people will understand the meaning and associations behind items. As
psychologist Oscar Galicia Casillo argues, ÒTo the police, it is a message that says ÔI could be
a drug trafficker and walk right in front of you and you canÕt do anything.Ó627 Moreover, it is
important to note that cultural propaganda and religion are both tools traditionally used by
terrorist organisations in order to gain political support and loyal recruits.

Policies

implemented by the government need to be adapted so that a holistic strategy is in place to
counter the potential effects of religion and popular culture. Although it would be impossible
to prohibit narco-cultura or religious expression, as that would infringe upon the freedom of
speech act outlined in the Mexican Constitution of 1917, a comprehensive societal and cultural
change is required to build a stronger and more capable state. Trust also needs to be instilled
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back in the government. Currently the government not only appears to be unable to control
violence and the cartels, but also seems to be inept to stop corruption amongst party members.
For instance, the attorney general, who may be placed in charge of anti-corruption until 2026,
attempted to hide the fact he owned various expensive sports cars. The church also needs to
take a harsher stance against the cartels. Although some individuals and small groups have
spoken out against the cartels, such as Messenger Angels of Psalm 100 church, there needs to
be a united approach. Excommunicating king-pins would send a clear and powerful message
that they are not sanctioned by God. Moreover, the church needs to listen to the needs of the
marginalised and oppressed. As seen with their lack of vocal criticism against the Venezuelan
government, many feel that the Catholic Church no longer listens to them. This allows the
cartels to gain genuine local support with the use of narco-saints, who have not only been
marginalised, but are distinctly Mexican. While the role of the church in Mexico has been
turbulent in the past, they now need to take a transparent approach.

Whilst narco-cultura and narco-religion can be viewed as harmless, the cartels have as shown
used religion and popular culture to weaken the state and establish a form of dominance over
parts of the population. As one expert states, Òthey're being highly strategic and are using their
impressive financial power to win hearts and minds, or at least delegitimize the federal and
state government.Ó628 Although the state is implementing a new anti-corruption system,
President Enrique Pena NietoÕs administration has continued to be hit with scandals and
corruption allegations. In contrast, El Chapo continues to take advantage of the governments
failures, tweeting ÒEl d’a de hoy con tanto pol’tico corrupto ser narcotraficante es un orgulloÓ
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(Today with so many corrupt politicians, thereÕs pride in being a drug trafficker).629 The
government has thus been unable to uphold the social contract between citizen and the state.
Instead the cartels provide jobs, role models, patriotism and religious satisfaction. As well as
showing the benefits of the drug trade, they have also attempted to dissociate themselves with
violence, presenting themselves as heroes through music, drama, clothing and even games.
Cartels have therefore expanded their reach, evolving with each splinter cell, into entities that
are beginning to challenge both the legitimacy and authority of nation-states. Mexican Cartels
have used popular culture and religion for the purpose of legitimising their role in Mexican
society. As writer Johann Woldgang von Goethe asserts, ÒNone are so Legitimist as those who
can legitimize themselves.Ó630
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Questionnaire
This questionnaire is looking to find your opinion of popular culture within Mexico. While
these are mainly Yes or No questions please could you expand your answers to explain your
opinion. If you do not feel comfortable or do not fully understand any of the questions, then
you can choose not to answer. Everything provided in the questionnaire will be confidential
and no names will be published.
Once completed please could the questionnaire be sent to: leb42@kentforlife.net

Lauren Baily

Gender:
Age (Please circle):

18-24
45-49

25-29

30-34

50-54

55+

35-39

40-44

Location:
Profession:
Education: What is the highest degree or level of education that you have completed? If
currently enrolled, highest degree received. (Please circle):
No schooling completed
Some high school, no diploma
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent
Trade/technical/vocational training
BachelorÕs degree
MasterÕs degree
Other (Please specify)
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1.! In your opinion has there been a decline or increase in the popularity of
narcocorridos? Why do you think this is the case?

2.! Do you believe that there is a particular demographic (Age, social status, gender etc.)
who listen to narcocorridos? Or are they universally popular/unpopular?

3.! Do you think that narcocorridos provide an accurate representation of events through
their lyrics?

4.! How does the music portray the law and violence?

5.! Do you believe that music may or may not impact personality traits of the listener?

6.! Do you listen to Narcocorridos? If so why and which is your personal favorite? If not,
then is there a reason or do you prefer a different musical genre?

7.! How easy or difficult is it to obtain Narco B movies (straight to DVD productions
depicting Mexican drug cartels)?

8.! Why do you think that people buy and watch Narco B Movies?

9.! Do you believe that these films may or may not impact the personality traits of the
audience?
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10.!Do you believe that there is a particular demographic (Age, social status, gender etc.)
who watch Narco B Movies? Or are they universally popular?

11.!Do you think that telenovelas which focus on Mexican cartels have a positive or
negative message?

12.!How do you feel women are depicted in narcocorridos, narco b-movies and
telenovelas about cartels?

13.!Do you think their depiction has or has not had impact on how they are viewed in
society?

14.!Do you think there is or is not a stigma around watching and listening to
narcocorridos, narco-b movies and telenovelas focused on the drug cartel?

15.!Do you think that any dramas on TV that depict cartels should be shown after a
certain time? Or does the time the show is aired have little importance?

16.!How do you feel about films that depict Mexican cartels? Do you enjoy watching this
genre or do you prefer other topics?

17.!What cultural production (Music, television show etc.) from Mexico do you enjoy and
why?
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18.!Do you feel that the cultural productions referred to above provide a Mexican view of
events as they are produced by Mexicans? Or do you think that who they are
produced by again has little impact?

19.!Is there a popular clothing style in Mexico, can you describe this style?

20.! How would you personally categories your style and influences?

21.!Do you feel there is a particular style that is associated with the drug trade/ Narcoorganizations?

22.!If so how would you describe this style?

23.!What aspect of Mexican culture do you think has been affected by the drug trade?

24.!Do you associate with any religion?

25.!How is the Catholic church viewed in Mexico? How do you view the church?

Once completed please could the questionnaire be sent to: leb42@kentforlife.net
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